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Pursuant to the Commission's Order of May 6, 20 I0, Qwest Corporation ("Qwest"), by its

attomey, provides its commcnts on the QPAP Review Report prepared by Liberty Consulting

("Liberty Report" or "Report") addressing the Qwest Perfonnance Assurance Plan ("QPAP" or

"PAP").

Executive Summary

Qwest believes that the QPAP has fulfilled its purpose, and that there remains no basis in

law or regulation for this Commission to mandate its continued existence. The QPAP, in Section

16.3, contemplates its own termination, explaining that "Upon Qwest's elimination of its Section

272 affiliate or upon it exiting the interLATA market, Qwest may petition the Commission to phase

out the PAP." The Section 272 affiliate has been eliminated. Further, experience under the QPAP

has demonstratcd that the wholesale market is irreversibly open, and that other incentives far greater

in magnitude than the QPAP have been at work in assuring satisfactory wholesale service

performance. Consequently, Qwest proposes that the existing QPAP be terminated. Toward that

end, as explained further herein, Qwest believes there are other forms of perfonnance assurance that

can appropriately accomplish the "phase out" mentioned in the QPAP.

While there was no statutory requirement that the Federal Communications Commission

("FCC") order the Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) to establish performance

assurance plans, the FCC nevertheless accepted PAPs as a way for RBOCs to provide "probative

evidence" that its application was in thc public interest, as required by Section 271, and to help
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provide assurance thc market would remain open after the Section 271 grant for a particular state(s).

Much has been learned in that seven-year period since the FCC made this determination in regard to

Qwest's application for Section 271 authority in, among other states, South Dakota; in particular

there is no longer any question that allowing Qwest authority to provide in-region, interLATA

service promoted the public interest in South Dakota. The long distance market is even more

competitive today, and local telecommunications market continues to demonstrate significant

competition as evidenced by Qwest's access line loss in the state. Qwest's obligations pursuant to

Section 272 have sunset. Thus, there is simply no need or basis for punitive self-executing

mechanisms to assure that Qwest will continue to comply with the Act, and Qwest has specifically

demonstrated its willingness and ability to continue to satisfy the market-opening goals of Section

271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("the Act"). Qwest has consistently maintained its

compliance with Section 271 and asserts that it will continue to do so. Qwest has a proven track

record of compliance with its wholesale products that are covered by commercial agreements,

devoid ofthe need for additional, penalizing performance assurances such as the PAP.

Although Qwest concedes that its PAP was an expedient that advanced its 271 application

with the FCC, it is also clear that the FCC agreed that offering a PAP was by no means tlle only

way of ensuring nondiscriminatory service and receiving section 271 approval. l While adopting

another alternative in 2002 may have slowed Qwest's entry into the interLATA market, in

addressing the policy issues of today, this Commission should consider suppOlting alternatives to

preserving nondiscriminatory service that are less punitive and burdensome. Accordingly, in these

comments, Qwest provides evidence from its experience with commercial agreements that a PAP is

not the only way to assure non-discriminatory service perfonnance.

1 In the Matter ofApplication by Qwest Corporation International, Inc. IO!' Authorization To Provide In-Region,
InterLATA Services in the States ofColorado, NC1'V Mexico, Oregon and South Dakota l Memorandum Opinion and
Order, FCC 03-81 Aplil15, 2003.
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Further, a recent ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit2 affirms that state

commissions have no jurisdiction over matters under Section 271, thus establishing that there is no

basis for this Commission to mandate continuance of the QPAP or to assert forward-looking

authority over Qwest's QPAP. The QPAP, existing as a part of interconnection agreements, is

nothing more than a creature of Section 271 of the Act. And when Qwest agreed to include the

QPAP in its interconnection agreements with CLECs, it did so with the understanding, encapsulated

in the language of the QPAP itself, that the QPAP would have a finite existence. Accordingly, in

responding to Qwest's petition under Section 16.3 to tenninate the QPAP and to use other methods

of perfonnance assurance for its phase out, the Commission must act within the bounds of the

statutory authority it has been given to address such matters.

Finally, both Qwest and its CLEC3 counterparts in the industry have been consistently losing

significant numbers of customers to other competitors and alternatives, such as cable, wireless, and

VOlP, which have been steadily growing in their customers. This reality provides enonnous

incentives to Qwest and CLECs to ensure that service quality is maintained and improved, to at

least prevent such line losses from accelerating and, better, to slow or reverse the losses. As pointed

out later in these comments, facts derived from the operation of the QPAP bear this out.

In this light, at the very least, because a state commission does not have the authority to

mandate the continuance of the QPAP, the Liberty Report is without legal foundation or standing to

support its conclusions. The Liberty Report begs the question of whether there is a basis for the

continuation of the QPAP. Moreover, even assuming for the sake of argument that there is some

legal foundation or standing, the report lacks authoritative basis for its purposes and conclusions.

Specifically, the entire basis for its analyses and conclusions is centered in criteria that are, at best,

nebulous and, more accurately, nearly nonexistent. The scope given to Liberty by the ROC centers

Qwest CO/para/ion v. Arizona Corporation Commission, 567 F.3d 1109 (9th Cif. 2009).
Competitive Local Exchange Carrier.
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around the phrase "in relation to their [the PAPs and PIDs4
] intended purpose and function."

Neither the Commission nor the ROC told Libeliy what the intended purpose and function of the

QPAP was; the QPAP itself is silent as to its own intended purpose, other than that it is a

performance assurance plan to allay any lingering Section 271 concerns about the market remaining

open; and nowhere in its report does Liberty cite authority for any specific intended purposes or

functions it may have used in designing and conducting its analyses or in reaching its conclusions.

Clearly, if a state commission does not possess the authority to set new purposes or functions,

Libeliy Consulting would not have the authority to do so. Further, as a consultant hired to analyze

information, and since this is not an audit, Liberty has no valid role or authority to translate what it

observed from the information it analyzed into recommendations.

Section 16.3 of the QPAP provides that, after elimination ofQwest's Section 272 Affiliate,

the Commission and Qwest are to review the PAP "to detennine whether a phase-out of the PAP is

appropriate." Qwest asserts that this is fundamentally a legal question, which the Liberty report

does not and, as a practical matter, cannot address.

Despite these serious shortcomings affecting the manner in which the Libeliy Report can be

used in this docket, Qwest does not object to the RepOli being entered into the record as simply

infonnation, since it is certainly not evidence upon which the Commission can base decisions

(because, among other reasons, the Report cannot be cross examined and for other reasons of

foundation and relevancy Qwest has presented herein).5 Further, Qwest objects to Liberty's

conclusions and recommendations being given any weight, since Liberty Consulting is not a party

to this case, is not an industry participant such as a CLEC or other carrier impacted by these

matters, as well as, again, for the other reasons of foundation and relevancy Qwest has presented.6

4 Perfonnance Indicator Definitions.
5 On this point, Liberty appears to agree. On page 19, in the second bullet point in the last set of bullet points on the
pagel Liberty states: "The analysis was not intended to be part of any specific on-going reviews or dockets in any of the
participating states, but was intended as input to such proceedings." Accordingly, the Liberty Report itself
acknowledges this significant limitation.
6 This recitation is by no means meant to represent an exhaustive list of objections Qwest may have to use of the
Liberty Report and Qwest reserves the right to raise other objections at the appropriate time.
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Nevertheless, particularly in light of competitive realities referenced herein, Qwest values

competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) as important partners in the telecommunications

industry. Thereforc, in conjunction with these comments, consistent with QPAP Section 16.3, and

to provide a pathway toward phasing out QPAP, Qwest offers that its commercial agreements with

CLECs, which address performance for specified services and elcments not covered by the QPAP,

provide a reasonable template for providing performance assurance after the termination of the

QPAP, with one difference. That difference is that Qwest's proposal would continue to include this

future approach to performance assurance as an exhibit in the interconnection agreement (lCA).

Thus, Qwest believes that, in accepting this approach, the Commission may not find it necessary to

rule on the legal basis or fj'amework for continuing self-executing penalties in a QPAP.

Finally, in the context of the legal and policy franlework described in these comments, and

without waiving its objections to, among other things, the relevance and standing of the Liberty

Report, Qwest nevertheless also provides detailed comments on the Liberty Report, both in the

body of these comments and in Attachment 1 hereto, with other attachments providing further

support.

Background

1. Pursuant to Section 16.3 ofthe QPAP, a review of the QPAP is to be conducted to detennine

whether its continuation is necessary. Specifically, Section 16.3 states:

Qwest will make the PAP available for CLEC interconnection agreements. Upon Qwest's
elimination of its Scction 272 affiliate or upon it exiting the interLATA market, Qwest may
petition the Commission to phase out the PAP. At that time, a review of the PAP shall be
conducted to detcnnine whether a phase-out of the PAP is appropriate.

2. On February 20, 2007, the FCC granted Qwest's Petition for Forbearancefrom Enforcement at

the Commission's Dominant Carrier Rules as They Apply after 272 Sunsets as confirmation that

Qwest had stopped providing in-region, intrastate, interLATA interexchange services through

section 272 affiliates.

3. In July 2008, Liberty Consulting commenced the ROC multi-state review of the QPAP.
5
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4, On June 30, 2009, Liberty Consulting completed its analysis and issued its Final Report

5, On May 6, 2010, the Commission issued its Order seeking eomment on Final Report of

Regional Oversight Committee's Analysis of Qwest's Performance Assuranee Plan(s),

The QPAP Has Fulfilled Its Purpose

6, The QPAP is silent as to its own purpose, save for the words "performanee assuranee" in its

title, It only states, in paragraph 1,1, that it was "prepared in conjunetion with Qwest's

applieation for approval under Section 271 of the Telecommunications Aet of 1996 (the "Aet")

to offer in-region, interLATA service", ,"

7, The QPAP does not become operative automatieally for every CLEC (although, through the

avenue in which QPAP does become operative, its provisions are generally self-executing),

Instead QPAP is Exhibit K to the template interconnection agreement based on the Statement of

Generally Available Tenus (SGAT), The QPAP, therefore, does not become operative in regard

to services provided to a particular CLEC until the CLEC opts to include Exhibit K in the

interconncction agreement and that agreement is approved by the Commission,

8, There is no statutory obligation for Qwest to provide a PAP to a CLEC, much less a statutory

obligation to provide a PAP as part of an interconnection agreement. Instead, Qwest voluntarily

committed to the QPAP and its inclusion in interconnection agreements as part of its Seetion

271 application to provide in-region, interLATA service in the state,7

9, As the FCC noted in approving Qwest's Section 271 application for nine states, including this

state:

Although it is not a requirement for seetion 271 authority that a BOC be subjeet to
such performance assurance mechanisms, the Commission previously has stated
that the existence of a satisfactory perfonnance monitoring and enforcement
mechanism would be probative evidence that the BOC will continue to meet its
section 271 obligations after a grant of such authOlity. nl598 The nine state PAPs,
in eombination with the respective commission's active oversight of its PAP, and
these commissions' stated intent to undertake comprehensive reviews to determine
whether modifications are necessary, provide additional assurance the local

7 ptease see South Dakota QPAP Section 1.1.
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market in the five application states will remain open. nl5998

The FCC emphasized that the Qwest's voluntary adoption of the QPAP was only a

component of the Section 271 public interest consideration. In fact, the FCC noted

that the PAP was by no means the only way of ensuring nondiscriminatory provision

of service.9

10. There was no indication that the FCC, the state PUCs, Qwest, or competitors believed that the

QPAP would be in place indefinitely. In fact, as noted, above, the language of the QPAP

explicitly contemplated and delineated the manner in which the QPAP would terminate.

II. The purpose of QPAP was simply to provide assurance that Wholesale markets would remain

open after the granting of Section 271 authority. Seven years later, there can be no doubt that

wholesale markets still remain open, even irreversibly so. In fact, the Liberty Report itself talks

of the "significant competition" that CLECs provide, and that commentary does not factor in the

significant competition from cable, wireless, and VoIP competitors that further reduces Qwest's

I, 10access me counts.

There Remains No Legal Basis for Requiring QPAP to Continue, Absent Qwest's Consent

12. Thcre is no requirement in the Act for a PAP. In Qwest v. Arizona COlporation Commission, a

decision vesting with the FCC exclusive jurisdiction of matters that fall within the purview of

Section 271, the Arizona Corporation Commission invoked the savings clause in the

Telecommunications Act preserving state jurisdiction over certain issues one of which does

:3 In the Matter ofApplication by Qwest Communication!!' International, Inc. for Authorization To Provide In-Region,
InterLATA Services in the States o.fColorado, Idaho, iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, Utah, Washington and
Wyoming, Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 02-332, t7 FCC Red 26303, 26544-26545 (FCC 2002) ("Qwest
Nine State 271 Order").
9 The FCC observed "the PAP is not the only means of ensuring that a BOC continues to provide nondiscriminatory
service to competing can'iers." Id., n1616 In addition to the monetary payments at stake, the Commission stated ''Owe
believe Qwest faces other consequences if it fails to sustain an acceptable level of service to competing can-iers l

including enforcement provisions in interconnection agreements, federal enforcement action pursuant to section
271 (d)(6), and remedies associated with antitrust and other legal actions." Qwest Nine State 271 Order, 17 FCC Red
26303,26548 (FCC 2002)

10 Rep0l1 at 4, see also, pp. 51-58.
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pertain to service quality. 11 But as the Ninth Circuit emphasized in ruling in that case, the

savings clause preserves service quality standards as to "intrastate" telecommunications, and

interLATA service is "typically interstate.,,12 And, as thc court added, there is no savings

clause pertaining to matters that fall within the purview of Section 271. 13 The court went on to

state unequivocally that Congress '''unquestionably' took 'regulation oflocal

telecommunications competition away from the States ... [wJith regard to the matters addressed

by the 1996 Act,,14 Any authority of the states and state commissions to regulate local

telecommunications competition under the 1996 Act is derived solely from express language in

the Act or lawful delegation from the FCC. 15 Thus, as the Ninth Circuit aliiculated, "[i]t is clear

from the structure of the Act ... that the authority granted to state regulatory commissions is

confined to the role described in § 252 - that of arbitrating, approving and enforcing

interconnection agreements.,,16 And, in doing so, states have no authority to impose Section 271

requirements in interconnection agreements. The PAPs came solely from Section 271 concerns

and are operative through interconnection agreements.

13. As noted above, there is nothing in the Act that mandates much less addresses perfonnance

assurance plans. The FCC itself acknowledged that it could not require PAPs pursuant to any

provision in the Act, and that the PAP would serve merely as an "assurance" consideration

under the public interest standard of Section 271. Thus, states and state commissions do not

possess the statutory authority or the delegated authority from the FCC to require a PAP.

14. When evaluating the PAP, state commissions recognized that the PAP was a byproduct of

Qwest's 271 applications and that the state commission's task would be to create a record on

II Per Section 252(e)(3) of the Act, "nothing in this section shall prohibit a State commission from estahlishing or
enforcing other requirements of State law in its review of an agreement, including requiring compliance with intrastate
telecommunications service quality standards or requirements!' 47 USC. § 252(e)(3) (emphasis added)
12 Qwest v. Arizona Corporation Commission, 567 F.3d at 1117-8. (Emphasis in original.)
13 Id.

14 Qwest v. Arizona Corporation Commission, 567 F.3d at 1118.
15 Qwest v. Arizona Corporation Commission, 567 F.3d at 1119. citing, Mel Telecomm. Corp. v. Bell Atlantic
Pennsylvania, 271 F.3d 491, 510 (3d Cir. 2001).
16 Qwest v. Arizona Co/poration Commission, 567 F.3d at 1118, citing Ting v. AT&T, 319 F.3d 1126, 1146 (9'h eir.
2003); accord Pacific Bell, 325 F.3d at 1126.
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which the FCC could evaluate the ability of the PAP to demonstrate that the application meets

the Section 271 public interest standard. 17

15. The QPAP was originally put in place by Qwest's voluntary participation in the process to

develop it and by acceptance of the outcome. The resulting QPAP is what contained Section

16.3 that provided for its sunset after elimination of Qwest's Section 272 Affiliate.

The Libel'ty Report is Without Foundation and is Irrelevant as to the Question
of Whether QPAP Must Continue

16. Thus, at best, the Liberty Report is completely out of context. Where QPAP Section 16.3 calls

for a review the QPAP to consider whether its continuation is necessary, the basis for that

discussion is first and primarily a legal question, as addressed above. Thus, the Liberty Report

simply addresses thc wrong issue. Until the legal fi'amework is defined, there is no basis for

analyzing data and developing associated recommendations.

17. More to the point, as discussed above, because a state commission does not have the authority

over Section 271 matters to mandate the continuance of the QPAP, the Liberty Report is without

legal foundation or standing to support its conclusions.

18. If a state commission lacks the jurisdiction and authority under Section 271 to mandate

continuance of a PAP, then an entity to which it delegates authority lacks the same power,18

While the Liberty Consulting Report is characterized at various points as "input" and/or

"recommendations,,,19 it is hard to fathom how any decision this commission makes in regard to

be QPAP would not be influenced by the Report. Perhaps the most illuminative instance of this

problem is found in Liberty's statement that it is evaluating the "continuing effectiveness, value

17 See, e.g., IN THE MATTER OF U S WEST COMMUNICATIONS, lNC.'S MOTION FOR AN ALTERNATIVE
PROCEDURE TO MANAGE ITS SECTION 271 APPLICATION, Order No. 28788,2002 Ida. PUC LEXIS 33,3-4
(Ida. PUC 2002) ("In this way, evaluating the QPAP "as pari of the Section 271 requirement will provide a record for
the FCC to determine whether Qwest has satisfied the public interest requirements for Section [*4J 271 approval.")
18 See, e.g., United States Telecom Association v. FCC, et 01.,359 F.3d 554, 566 (D.C. Cir. 2004) ("USTA 11") (Holding
that "while federal agency officials may subdelegate their decision-making authority to subordinates absent evidence of
contrary congressional intent, they may not subdelegate to outside entities--private or sovereign--absent
affirmative evidence of anthority to do so.") (Emphasis in origina1.)
19 Report at 19.
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and usefulness of the PAPs ....,,20 To compound the situation, the RepOlt then posits the

"protection of competitors,,21 as an advantage of the PAPs and weighs the burden of the PAP on

Qwest against this purported advantage. But even if this evaluation was within the province of

Liberty Consulting, the standard is incolTect. PAPs were simply implemented to help ensure

that markets remain open to competition in furtherance of the public interest. The key question

then is whether the market has remained open to competition, not whether competitors are

"protected.,,22 This is but one example of why this commission (even assuming for sake of

argument that it can pursuant to Section 271 take jurisdiction over the QPAP and render

substantive decisions) may not delegate this decision-making authority to third party non-

govemmental entities23

19. Admittedly this is not the first instance in which consultants have been utilized in proceedings

pertaining to the 1996 Act, much less administrative proceedings in general. But the unique

posture of this proceeding creates foundational issues in addition to the jurisdictional ones. As a

threshold matter, Libelty is not an auditor in this case pursuant to the QPAP, and there is no

provision in the QPAP granting them any role in making recommendations. This is the first in a

litany of procedural due process issues. There is no formal hearing in which this Report is

introduced into evidence. There is no foundational witness. There is no oppOltunity to raise

foundational objections to its introduction. There is no oppOltunity for cross-examination on the

substance ofthe Report. There is no oppoltunity for rebuttal testimony and/or evidence in

regard to the report. But yet this report may be the most influential, if not sole, "evidence" in

this proceeding, aside from evidence Qwest provides in these comments.

20 Report at 3.
21 Report at 4.
22 This language also ignores a significant component of the public interest ~ Qwest's customers who ultimately bear
the cost of this regutation.
23 USTA II, 359 F.3d at 566.
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The Liberty Report Has No Authoritative Basis for its Scope, Purpose, or Recommendations

20. Even if there were some legal foundation for the Report, Liberty was left with the difficult, if

not impossible task, of analyzing data without an authoritative basis for its purposes and

conclusions. The furthest thc ROC Staff went in giving Liberty a charge relative to the purpose

of the analysis they were being hircd to conduct was to call for "draft recommendations ... in

relation to thcir [PAP and PIDs] intcnded purpose and function.,,24

21. Neither the Commission nor the ROC told Liberty what the intended purpose and function of

the QPAP was; the QPAP itself is silcnt as to its own intended purpose, other than that it was

characterized as a perfOlmance assurance plan, and it was to allay any lingering Section 271

concerns about the market remaining open.

22. In the first issue below, Qwest provides examples of how this problem manifests itselfin the

Liberty Report. Importantly, Qwest sees this not as a problem that casts aspersions on Libeliy

Consulting's professionalism and expertise, but rather, as a fundamental problem with the

charge they were given to fulfill, which problem cannot avoid leaving the Report without

authoritative basis.

Comments on the Liberty Report

23. Without waiving its objections and concerns expressed herein regarding the Liberty RepOli,

Qwest provides detailed comments to specific elements of the Report in Attachment 1.

Attachment 1 provides Qwest's overall comments on four important, overarching issues and on

the recommendations in the report. Attachment 2 presents specific comments that are

interlineated with the nalTatives given in the Report. Qwest summarizes its overall comments

on the most important issues and on the recommendations below.

24 Liberty Consulting "Proposed Work Plan," August 11,2008, p.I, first paragraph, first bullet point; and Libelty
Report, Section I, Executive Summary ~ second paragraph, tirst bullet point.

11
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Overarching Issues

24. Issne 1: The scope of Liberty's review as defined by ROC Commission Staffs ("ROC

Staff") is not supported by auy requirement in the QPAP and has no identified,

authorized, or definitive basis. The scope of Liberty's multi-state review centered on

developing "draft recommendations ... in relation to their [PAP and PIDs] intended purpose and

function. ,,25 However, nothing in the QPAP and, in particular, nothing in Section 16.0 under

which the current docket is being held, calls for a multi-state review, authorizes the engagement

of a third-party reviewer with valid standing to draft recommendations, or establishes the

"intended purpose and function" against which Liberty was asked by ROC Staffs to develop

recommendations. As a result, all of Liberty's comments, conclusions, and recommendations

are seriously compromised, and Liberty was left to use unsubstantiated, unauthorized opinions

of what the "intended purpose and function" of the QPAP are.

25. Attachment 1 identifies and explains seven examples ofIssue 1. In sum, these include the

following Libeliy Report statements that have no authoritative basis as criteria for continuing

the PAPs or for snpporting associated recommendations:

a. "The burden on Qwest of maintaining the PAPs and whether this burden outweighs the

advantage ofprotecting competitors" (emphasis added).26

b. " ... [T]here continues to be a sign~ficant group ofCLECs that rely heavily on Qwest's

wholesale services to conduct their business, and there are limited readily available

alternatives to Qwest's wholesale service for these CLECs." (Emphases added)27

c. "Despite the improvement in Qwest's performance and reduction in PAP payments, the PAP

incentives continue to be impOliant in helping to ensure that Qwest'spe~formancelevel

does not deteriorate, because Qwest's wholesale services remain critical for the CLECs still

25 Liberty Consulting "Proposed Work Plan," August 11,2008, p.l, first paragraph, first hullet point; and Liberty
Report, Section 1, Executive Summary, second paragraph, first bullet point.
26 Liberty Report, page 3, second paragraph, fourth bullet point.
27 ld., page 4, first paragraph.
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relying on them" (emphases added). (The paragraph then goes on to refer to examples "in

Hawaii and northern New England that demonstrate the severe impact on competitors when

an incumbent local company fails to provide adequate wholesale perfonnance, despite the

best intentions and preparations" 28 (emphases added),i9

d. Liberty indicates a "focus on the types of service, products, and transactions that continue to

be important in maintaining a healthy CLEC community in the Qwest territory" (emphasis

added).30

e. " ... [S]uch a sub-measure may provide useful data to both the CLECs and Qwest ... "

(emphasis added)3l

f. " ... [I]t is possible that the repeat trouble report metric is missing an important component

of reporting of chronic troubles" (emphasis added).32

g. "To provide Qwest, the CLECs and the states with the ability to monitor Qwest's

perfonnance ... " (emphasis added).)J

26. Issue 2: The Liberty Report Omits Certain Important Facts and Contexts. In numerous

instances, the Liberty Report does not take into account significant realities and circumstances

that have pivotal bearing on its observations and conclusions. Qwest provided large amounts of

data for Liberty's analyses, but was not subsequently asked to provide explanations that would

account for what was being observed. Nevertheless, as noted below in the examples, this is

what the Colorado Independent Monitor (1M) did whenever there were persistent payments

(pursuant to Section 17.5 of the Colorado PAP or CPAP), and every instance resulted in

explanations that required no further action - meaning, no significant course corrections in

28 Id., page 4, second paragraph, and also on page 56.
29 Liberty admits in the same paragraph on page 4 that, "The circumstances of those ca..<.;es are very different from what
the CLECs face in Qwest's operating territory."
30 Liberty RepOlt, page 57, in the introductory paragraph, first sentence.
31 Id., page 82, item 2 (in making a recommendation to add a submeasure for expedited service to the OP-4,
"Installation Interval," measurement).
32 Id., pages 82-83, item 3 (in supporting a proposal to add "chronics" as a submeasure to the MR-7, "Repair Repeat
Trouble Rate," measurement).
33 Id., page 83, item 4 (in proposing an additional submeasure for OP-3, "Installation Commitments Met," for
coordinated cutovers).
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Qwest's performance were necessary. No instance resulted in a finding of problems related to

discriminatory performance, which is the primary basis for PAP standards. However, none of

these knowable,34 available, important facts were incorporated in the Liberty analyses. While

these analyses were initiated in Colorado, that state is among the II states reviewed in Liberty's

analysis and, more importantly, the issues and conclusions are representative of Qwest as a

whole, since its network, systems, processes, and people are employed in substantially the same

manner across its states (as confirmed in the Operational Support Systems (OSS) third-party test

conducted under ROC auspices as pali of Qwest's efforts to obtain 271 approval). Further, none

of these analyses involved issues that were particularly state specific. As a result, affected

elements of the Report al'e, at the very least, unintentionally misleading or, more often, incorrect

or unfounded. In fact, any few of these instances significantly render most of Liberty's

recommendations invalid, simply because the Report does not look behind the surface facts to

examine the additional facts, circumstances, and reasons underlying what was observed.

27. Attachment I identifies and explains four significant eXainples oflssue 2. These eXaInples

illustrate that, to put it simply, it is one thing if payments are consistently high (and thus appear

to support a retaining a PID in the PAP), but it is an entirely another thing if virtually all of the

high payments are explained by a flaw in the PID or if, despite the existence of the payments, no

discriminatory performance has been found or end-user customers are unaffected by the

phenomenon. The four examples explained in Attachment I are:

a. Omission ofCPAP Independent Monitor (1M) Root Cause Analyses (RCAs): Perhaps the

largest categorical example of this issue, which cuts across most of Liberty's

recommendations, is that the Report did not consider the involvement of the CPAP

Independent Monitor throughout the ternl of the CPAP, as called for in Section 17.5. While

the Liberty Report looked at PIDs with persistent payments, so did the 1M, and the root

34 In other words, the overlooked information was publicly available or could have been obtained by requesting it from
Qwest, as Liberty otherwise did with other data examined.
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cause analyses he ordered explained the circumstances, which the Liberty RepOli did not

take into account. In all 19 cases, no need was found for Qwest to resolve customer

affecting perfonnance issues, and no evidence of discrimination was found. This is a major

point (i) that affects a large proportion of the dollars the Libeliy Report only lists from high

to low in Table III-A-2 (p. 29) and (ii) that significantly changes what those data indicate

when used in developing conclusions. Prime examples of this issue are MR-8 (Trouble

Repoli Rate), BI-3A (Billing Accuracy), and OP-4 (Installation Interval) - the top three,

highest-paying PIDs in Liberty's Table III-A-2. Details are in Attachment 1.

b. Metric Flaws Ignored in Analyzing MR-8, Trouble Report Rate. On page 28, Liberty notes

that the "MR-8 measure was associated with over $5 million of the approximately $16

million in Tier I and Tier 2 payments during the Study Period," and yet does not inquire as

to the role of flaws in the MR-8 PID that led to large payments that were unwarranted.

MR-8 is at the top ofthe list in Table III-A-2. For the time period Liberty analyzed (2004

through October 2008), nearly a million dollars of these payments occurred when the

difference between the CLEC perfonnance and the standard was less than one-half of one

percent, and an additional million and a half dollars occurred where the difference was one

half to one percent. Often, CLECs are receiving excellent perfonnance by any absolute

standard, but there is nevertheless a payment due to those small differences between the

CLEC result and the standard. This indicates that the MR-8 PID was making excessively

fine statistical distinctions where no practical or meaningful difference existed. This matter

was addressed in RCAs and in subsequent discussions in the CPAP 3'd Year Review and in a

special audit performed to evaluate MR-8. The auditor found that there was no evidence of

discrimination, so the Colorado Commission approved a Qwest motion to suspend MR-8

payments for a time, due to these issues, until a collaborative effort among the paliies

developed revisions to the PID and to the method of applying the parity standard that

IS
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dramatically reduced payments after that. Attachment 1 provides details and reasons for

what was found and resolved.

c, Flaws in Billing Accuracy Measurement. BI-3. On pp. 28-30, 43-44, and 46, in the

Section F Summary and Conclusions on page 54, and on pages 74-75, Liberty makes

observations and conclusions involving the billing accuracy measurement, resulting in a

recommendation to retain B1-3 in the QPAP. However, these observations and conclusions

do not take into account the large volumes of explanatory data available from the CPAP 3rd
_

year Review and from the 2007 Stipulation anlong parties (which Liberty mentions on page

5 of the Report and in other places therein, but does not draw from in laying out its analyses

and conclusions). The Report also takes no notice of the fact that there have been no

payments for B1-3B since 2006. However, the sole criterion Liberty's uses to recommend

B1-3A and BI-3B remain in the PAP is the high level of payments, both past and current.

Attachment 1 provides detailed explanations.

d. Omitted Regression Analysis 1nfonnation. Beginning on page 46, Liberty provides the

"Historical Analysis of Key Payment Drivers." After acknowledging the "extreme

complexity" and the "difficulty" of "summarize[ing] key drivers of payments without some

sort ofmodeling," Liberty indicated that it "performed statistical analyses, including

regression modeling, ... to determine the major factors driving the payments in the 11 states

reviewed during the Study Period." However, the Report gives no suppOliing data from the

analyses and also suffers from the aforementioned lack of reference to RCAs completed for

the CPAP 1M that would disqualify a large number of payments from any trending or

modeling, due to the explanations that showed they were not due to Qwest's perfonn ance or

did not show discrimination. Attachment 1 provides detailed infoffilation and explanations.

28. Issue 3: The Liberty Report Contains Important Contradictions and Inconsistencies.

Some nan'atives and conclusions in the Liberty RepOli appear to be contradictory or inconsistent
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with other elements in the Report. As a result, the credibility of important affected items in the

Report is at least doubtful and sometimes clearly misleading.

29. Attachment 1 identifies and explains two examples of this issue, with multiple facets. These

include:

a. On pages 39 and 40, Liberty correctly notes that, from a statistical perspective, the rate at

which Qwest misses measurements are within acceptable bounds of statistical error (5%).

This is an important statement that means Qwest is likely making substantial payments on

what are essentially en'ors in statistical testing due to natural, random variation. This is what

Liberty's statement at the top of page 40 means, where it says, "Thus failure rates ofbelow

five percent can be considered to be artifacts of the statistical framework and not a true

indication that Qwcst is providing substandard service." However, even though the charts

on pages 41-45 support this statement and show that, for the last four years in all but one35

PID category, the failure rate is less than five percent (and all would be less than five

percent when accounting for PID desif,'11 problems), Liberty's recommendations

inconsistently supports continuation of the PAPs and retention of metries in those categories.

Attachment 1 provides more details and explanations.

b. On pages 66-78, Liberty reviews measurements in relation to whether they are retained in

the PAPs, retained in the reinstatement/removallist, added to the reinstatementlremovallist,

or removed from the PAPs. However, in reviewing and comp31ing these recommendations,

Qwest has found inconsistencies where, for example, Liberty recommends some metrics for

removal, but not others with similar characteristics. Examples include:

(l) OP-13 (Coordinated Cuts On time): Liberty recommends retaining the metric based on a

clearly-misleading (albeit inadvertent) characterization, which makes the

recommendation inconsistcnt with other metlics proposed for removaL The Report

35 The one rID category is Billing, and in the most recent year, it was less than 5% (reflecting the resolution of
problems with the design and parity standard ofthe BI-3 PID. Taking into account the PID flaws, the other three years
would also have been less than 5% failure rate, resulting in all rID categories being less than 5% failure rate.
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notes that, "Thc payments have been relatively small, but consistent across the Study

Period." Examination of the payments for this mctric as shown in Table IV-C-l 0 shows

that the OP-13 payments have not only been "relatively small," but they have in reality

been very, very small- amounting to less than $350 per month (in the highest year)

across all eleven pmiicipating states.

(2) In Attachmcnt SA, Qwest summmizes measurements recommended for retention or for

the reinstatement/removal process and compares application of cliteria. This attachment

points out four measurements as examples that, if applying Liberty's low-volume criteria

consistently, would result in a different recommendation or a new recommendation not

considered by Liberty.

30. Issue 4: The Liberty Report Misinterprets Facts or Indicates Misunderstanding of

Circumstances. In some cases, the Liberty Report offers observations or recommendations that

appear to be based on a misinterpretation of facts or on a misunderstanding of relevant

circumstances surrounding measurements being addressed. Consequently, the associated

observations or recommendations are rendered flawed, incorrect, and invalid.

31. Attachment I identifies m1d explains four examples of this. These include:

a. Incorrect use of LNP Volumes as Proxy for LSR Volumes. On pages 31-33, the proxy

Liberty used (the OP-8C denominator) to indicate volumes of standalone LNP (local number

portability) local service requests (LSRs) is not a correct proxy, because it includes non

standalone LNP volumes also (i.e., LNP volumes that are not accompanied by a

corresponding LSR). Nevertheless, with this clarification, Qwest agrees that the number of

lines lost and the number of requests for stand alone LNP have steadily increased year over

year. Further, because increases in LNP volumes represent increases in customers

disconnecting fi'om Qwest's central office switches, this data illustrates the results of

increased competitive pressures in the marketplace that provide plenty of incentives for

Qwest to provide quality service.
18
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b. Misunderstanding of Average Installation Interval, OP-4. On page 82, the Liberty Report

puts forward a proposal to add a submeasure to OP-4 to foeus on expedited orders. Aside

from the fact that there is no evidence or a need presented for such a submeasure, this

proposal appears to misunderstand the nature of an Installation Interval measurement like

OP-4, in terms of calcnlating averages among installation intervals, and it also appears to

ignore the fact that, by definition, "expedited" orders are defined by the customer.

Therefore, any differenees that may appear in what this submeasure reports would be

explained by differences in what customers request, as much or more than by how timely

Qwest performs the installations, The results would thus be virtually meaningless.

c. Misunderstanding of New Service Quality, OP-5, Components. On pages 75-76, Libeliy

proposes to apply a parity standard to the combined submeasure, OP-5T, rather than

applying parity to only OP-5A and a benchmark to OP-5B, as done at present. This reveals

an apparent misunderstanding of the reasons for the cun'ent arrangement and the problems

with applying a parity standard to the combination of a submeasure that has a retail analogue

(OP-5A) and a submeasure that does not have a retail analogue (OP-5B). This

recommendation would result in penalizing Qwest for OP-5B tickets that, when applied in

OP-5T, have no retail analogue and thus would solely eount against Qwest.

Recommendations ofthe Report

32. Notwithstanding and without waiving Qwesi's assertions that Liberty Consulting has no

authoritative standing to make reeommendations and Qwesi's other objeetions eoneerning the

relevanee and legal basis of the Libeliy Report, Qwest offers the following eomments and

positions on the recommendations Libeliy put forth in its Report.

33. Overall Recommendation to Continue QPAP: As an overarehing reeommendation, Liberty

Consulting supports the continuation of the QPAP with relatively few other modifieations. As

discussed earlier, the justifications Liberty gives revolve around the assertions that CLECs
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continue to "rely heavily" on Qwest's wholesale services, and that the QPAP is needed in order

provide incentives it claims are necessary for Qwest to continue to provide adequate service

quality. However, aside fi'om problems with the relevance of Liberty's rationale, which have

alrcady been addressed, nothing in the Liberty report provides actual evidence that QPAP

incentives account for or are necessary to assure a continuation of Qwest's excellent

performancc or that Qwest would not provide such perfonnance without QPAP in place. In

contrast, a significant body of evidencc docs exist that (I) continuing, significant line losses

(which were acknowledged in the Liberty Report) provide a very significant incentive for Qwest

has to provide not only nondiscriminatory service, but excellent service, in order to stem,

reverse, or compensate for such losses; and (2) Qwest can and does provide nondiscriminatory

service to CLECs for products that are not addressed by QPAP, through commercial agreements

that do not employ self-executing penalties. Actual data show that Qwest provides more than

adequate service to CLECs through commercial agreements, without applying self-executing

penalties as found in QPAP. Attachment 4 provides a number of graphs that depict various

dimensions of service quality results for the QLSP36 product over the most recent six months

(2009). As these graphs show, there is simply no basis for the argument that any incentives

QPAP might offer are necessary for Qwest to continue to provide compliant service levels. On

the other hand, there is significant evidence that Qwest already has incentives to provide

adequate service to CLECs.

34. Recommendation 1: The Commissions should introduce a new aggregation mechanism to
minimize low-volume tests in determining payments. Specifically, transactions for CLECs with
low volumes should be aggregated with those ofother CLECs, and, as necessary, aggregated
over up to a three month period, for the purpose ofdetermining non-conformance and

calculating payments.

Owest Position: Oppose. Wholesale markets are open and there are no longer any niches that

are "newly developing" that warrant special treatment in ways relevant to the Act or the PAPs.

36 Owes! Local Service Platform, formerly known as Owest Platfoml Plus COPP) or Unbundled Network Element
Platform CUNE-P).
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In this context, low volumes indicate low significance in terms of keeping the market open, and

thus do not warrant special treatment. Nevertheless, there are additional reasons that the

proposed aggregations among CLECs and across time periods are not appropriate, may distort

results, and are not needed, as explained in Attachment I.

35. Recommendation 2: The Commissions should eliminate thefollowing PID measures (in

addition to those included in the 2007 Stipulation recommendations) from consideration for
PAP payments for those states that use them, and place them on the list ofmeasures subject to
the Reinstatement/Removal Process:

• PO-9 Timely Jeopardy Notices
• PO-19 Stand Alone Test Environment (SATE) Accuracy
• PO-20 Manual Service Order Accuracy

• CP-l Collocation Completion interval
• CP-2 Collocations Completed within Scheduled Intervals
• CP-4 Collocation Feasibility Study Commitments Met.

Owest Position: Qwest supports the concept ofremoving these PIDs, but prefers its proposed

QPAP-2, which focuses on a narrow list of the most important PIDs.

36. Recommendation 3: The Commissions should make the following additional changes to certain
PID measures in the PAPs:

• For OP-5 (New Service Quality). use sub-measure OP-5T instead o/sub-measures OP
5A and OP-5B.

• Replace the current retail analog of "retail Integrated Services Digital Network Basic
Rate Intelface (ISDN-SRI) designed" with some other retail product or with a

benchmark.

Owest Positioll: Oppose. The proposed OP-S change would penalize Qwest solely due to

effects of the change and not due to performance problcms.37 The proposal to replace

IDSN-BRI as a retail analob"Ue reflects the overall flaws in a self-executing penalty plan. If, as

in Qwest's proposed QPAP-2, the focus were on resolving problems, rather than on assessing

self-executing penalties, this retail analogue question would not be an issue.

37. Recommendation 4: The Commissions should eliminate the/ollowing low-volume products
from the OP and MR measures in the PAPs:

• Unbundled Digital Signaling Level 3 (DS-3) Loops
• Unbundled Dedicated Interoffice Transport (UDIT) - Above DSI

37 Plea<o;e see also Qwest's further explanation under Issue 4 above and in Attachment 1.
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• Unbundled 4-Wire Non-Loaded Loops
• Loops with Conditioning (applies only to OP measures)
• Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops (applies to all states and measures except for MR

measures in Arizona and Colorado)

• Line Sharing (already removed in Colorado).

Qwest Positioll: Qwest supports the concept of removing these low-volume products, but

prefers its proposed QPAP-2, which focuses on a shorter list of the most important PIDs and

products.

38. Recommendation 5: The Commissions should make the following additional changes to certain
PID measures:

• Limit MR-4 (All Troubles Cleared within 48 Hours) to service-affecting troubles

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-4 (Installation Interval) to measure performance
on expedited orders

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to MR-7 (Installation Interval) to measure chronic

troubles
• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-3 (Installation Appointments Met) to measure the

percentage ()fcoordinated appointments met.

Qwest Positioll: Oppose. Overall, these recommendations are baseless or unnecessary. The

Liberty Report provides no evidence of compelling need for any of these proposals. Given the

time and resources involved in making changes, it is not appropriate to consider such changes

without a compelling need and a valid basis of requirement. Attachment 1 contains more

details. Pilliicularly problematic is the OP-4 recommendation, because the results generated by

such a submeasure would be virtually meaningless, because each customer can request a

different interval on each order. Hence, any performance level would be explained by

differences in customer requests as by Qwest's performance. Instead, OP-3 (Installation

Commihnents Met) already captures expedites (and is also included in QPAP-2). With regard

to MR-7, while chronics are impOliant, they are already captured in both that measurement and

in the MR-8 h'ouble rate measurement. If there is a problem, root cause analyses would isolate

whether it was due to chronics. No such problem has been identified.

39. Recommendation 6: The Commissions should adopt provisions to assess Qwestfor the cost of
PAP administration functions, including independent auditor and audit costs and payment ()f
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other expenses incurred by the participating Commissions in the regional administration ofthe
PAP, if the Special Funds created by the Tier 2 payments are insufficientfi)rfund these
functions.

Owest Position: Oppose. This recommendation is exactly in the opposite direction ofQPAP

Section 16.3, which contemplates a limited duration for QPAPs. Further, with all evidence

pointing to excellent Qwest performance results, this recommendation creates a perverse

incentive - namely, with improved perfomlance, comes lower payments, which in turn prompts

a recommendation like this to charge Qwest for PAP administration outside of PAP funding

mechanisms. This is inappropriate, as well as unnecessary under Qwest's proposed QPAP-2,

which focuses on compliance and resolving problems rather than penalizing Qwest and arguing

over such administrative details and costs.

40. Recommendation 7: 17ze Commissions should adopt changes in the PAPs and PID to recognize
Qwest's replacement ofthe Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) interface by the Extensible
Mark-up Language (XML) interface.

Owest Position: Support insofar as applicable to the Firm Order COnfil111ation (FOC)

Timeliness measurement. Qwest's proposed QPAP-2 includes the FOC Timeliness

measurement, which incorporates the change to the XML interface.

41. Recommendation 8: The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should restore the Tier IB,
Tier I C, and Tier 2 mechanisms to the CPAP, subject to the changes required by Liberty's other

recommendations.

Owest Position: Not applicable in this state. (Applicable only in Colorado, where Qwest

opposed this.)

42. Recommendation 9: The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should make the following
additional changes to the CPAP:

• Restore the Unbundled Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)-Capable Loop

product
• Eliminate the UNE-P products.

Owest Position: Not applicable in this state. (Applicable only in Colorado, where Qwest

opposed this.)

43. Recommendation 10: The Montana Public Service Commission should adopt the
recommendations ofthe 2007 Stipulation.
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Qwest Position: Not applicable in this state. (Applicable only in Montana, where Qwest

supported this recommendation.)

Conclusions

44. The context of Qwest's comments in this Section 16.3 review of the QPAP is that the QPAP has

fulfilled its purpose and, particularly with the recent ruling of the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals, there remains no legal basis for mandating the continuation of the QPAP.

45. The Liberty Report thus addresses the wrong question, because a Section 16.3 review is, at its

core, a legal question, and so the Report has no legal foundation. Further, even if there were

legal foundation, the Report has no authoritative basis for the analyses and conclusions it

reaches. Without waiving these objections, Qwest nevertheless has shown and provided

evidence that the Liberty Report contains (1) omissions of important facts and contexts; (2)

contradictions and inconsistencies; and (3) misinterprctations or misunderstandings of facts or

circumstances; that, taken together, invalidate nearly all recommendations.

46. Nevertheless, consistent with the intent of QPAP Section 16.3, Qwest offers as the next iteration

of QPAP a new pcrfonnance assurance plan, "QPAP-2," contained in Attachment 2, which

Qwest moves that the Commission accept as a reasonable and appropriate way to proceed. This

Plan recognizes the progress in the marketplace and in Qwest's perfoffi1ance and gives Qwest

the opportunity to demonstrate, as it has done with Commercial At,'Tecments, that Qwest already

has sufficient incentives to comply with service quality dimensions of the Act and that self

executing penalties are not needed. QPAP-2 thus represents a shift fTom penalties to a focus on

compliance and on proactive, responsive resolution ofproblems.

47. WHEREFORE, Qwest Corporation respectfully requests that the Commission enter an order

that accepts Qwest's proposed QPAP-2 as a replacement for the QPAP and as a reasonable next

outcome of the Commission/Qwest review, pursuant to QPAP Section 16.3.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: August 7, 2009
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Attachment 1 - Owest's Comments on Overarching Issues and Report Recommendations

The following are Qwest's detailed comments on overarching issues and recommendations ofthe Liberty
Consulting Final Report of its Analysis of Qwest' s Perfonnance Assurance Plans. These comments are
provided in the context of the main body of comments and are further supported by Attachment 2 (which
contains specific Qwest comments interlineated within the Liberty Report) and by the other attachments
referenced herein.

Overarching Issues

48. Issue 1: The scope of Liberty's review as defined by ROC Commission Staffs ("ROC Staff') is not

supported by any requirement in the QPAP and has no identified, authorized, or definitive basis.

a. Explanation: The scope of Liberty's multi-state review centered on developing "draft

recommendations ... in relation to their [PAP and PIDs] intended purpose and function.,,38

(1) However, nothing in the QPAP and, in particular, nothing in Section 16.0 under which the

current docket is being hcld, calls for a multi-state revicw, authorizes the engagement of a third-

party reviewer with valid standing to draft recommendations, or establishes the "intended

purpose and function" against which Liberty was asked by ROC Staffs to develop

recommendations. Unlike other engagements regarding QPAPs in which Liberty filled the role

of an auditor with QPAP-supported authority to examine Qwest's data and devclop

recommendations, the multi-state ROC engagement does not have the character of an audit and,

again, it is not authorized by the QPAPs.

(2) Further, as emphasized above, the QPAP is virtually silent as to its own purpose, and nowhere in

the Report does Liberty Consulting indicate that ROC Staff provided it with authoritativc bases

for detennining the "intended purpose and function" of the QPAP, nor does Liberty's report refer

to any authoritative sources for such definitive elements or provide guidance to Liberty rcgarding

the specific pUl'])ose and function of the QPAP.

b. Consequence: As a result, all of Liberty's comments, conclusions, and recommendations are

seriously compromised, because they are based upon Liberty's unsubstantiated, unauthorized

38 Liberty Consulting "Proposed Work Plan," August 11. 2008, p.l, first paragraph, first bullet point; and Liberty Report,
Section I, Executive Summary, second paragraph, first bullet point.
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opinions of what the "intended purpose and function" of the QPAP is. In addition to examples of

this broader problem, there are also specific examples in which the Liberty Report states or implies a

requirement without any basis.

c. Examples from the Report: The following are examples of this problem or the effects of this

problem in the Report:

From Section 1, thc Executive Summary

(1) On page 3, second paragraph, the fourth bullet point states, "The burden on Qwest of

maintaining the PAPs and whether this burden outweighs the advantage ofprotecting

competitors" (emphasis added). Nowhere, in the Act, other law, or rei,>ulation, is "protecting

competitors" a valid purpose of QPAP or a responsibility of Qwest or of state commissions.

(2) On page 4, the first paragraph states:

Based on analysis presented in this report, Libeliy concludes that the PAPs are still

serving a useful purpose in all the pmticipating states. Although Qwesfs largest

competitors are the wireless and cable companies, which are less dependent on

Qwesfs wholesale services, there continues to be a significant group of CLECs
that rely heavily on Qwesfs wholesale services to conduct their business, and

there are limited readily available alternatives to Qwesfs wholesale service for

these CLECs. These CLECs still provide significant competition for Qwest,
particularly in such impOliant parts of the market as broadband and business

services. (Emphases added)

As the first sentence indicates, this pm'agraph represents a summary conclusion regarding the

continuation of the PAPs, and what follows in that pm'agraph are summary reasons Libeliy

believes the PAPs should continue - all of which reasons are in'e\evant or without basis,

(a) First, whether CLECs "rely heavily" or at all on Qwesfs wholesale services has never becn

articulated by valid legal or regulatory authority as a criterion relevant to the existence of the

PAPs. Instead, the FCC articulated the original reason as being to insure that markets remain

39open. As explained above, the question as to whether markets will remain open has been

39 Qwest Nine-State 271 Order, paras""ph 453.
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answered by experienee over the past seven years. (Nevertheless, the Liberty Report

nowhere provides data supporting its perspeetive that CLECs "rely heavily" on Qwest's

wholesale services.")

(b) Seeond, whether there are "readily available alternatives" has never been a eriterion for the

existenee of the PAPs by any valid authority.

(e) Finally, "broadband" is completely out ofseope as a reason for the PAPs to eontinue. The

FCC's Broadband Order,4o is an example of this, under whieh DSL (a broadband serviee)

was removed from applicability in PIDs and PAPs.

(3) On page 4, second paragraph,41 Liberty asserts that, "Despite the improvement in Qwest's

performance and reduction in PAP payments, the PAP incentives continue to be important in

helping to ensure that Qwest'spe~formance level does not deteriorate, because Qwest's

wholesale services remain critical for the CLECs still relying on them." The paragraph then

goes on to refer to examples "in Hawaii and northern New England that demonstrate the severe

impact on competitors when an incumbent local company fails to provide adequate wholesale

performance, despite the best intentions and preparations." (Above emphases added.)

(a) This is another example (an extreme example, as Liberty acknowledges later in the same

paragraph) of what is addressed above in the first example. Whether Qwest's wholesale

services "remain critical for the CLECs relying on them" is not an authoritative basis to

conclude that PAPs should continue.

40 In the Matters ofAppropriate Frameworkfor Broadband Access to the Internet over Wireline Facilities; Universal Service
Obligations afBroadband Providers; Review afRegulatory Requirements for Incumbent LEe Broadband Telecomrnunications
Services,· Computer III Further Remand Proceedings: Bell Operating Company Provision afEnhanced Services; 1998 Biennial
Regulatory Review -- Review ofComputer III and O~NA Safeguards and Requirements; Conditional Petition ofthe Verizon
Telephone Companies for Forbearance Under 47 Us.c. § 160(c) with Regard to Broadband Services Provided Via Fiber to the
Premises; Petition ofthe Verizon Telephone Companies jar Declaratory Ruling or, Alternative(y, for Interim Waiver with Regard
to Broadband Services Provided Via Fiber to the Premises; Consumer Protection in the Broadband Era, CC Docket No. 02-33;
ce Docket No. 01-337; ce Docket Nos. 95-20, 98-10; we Docket No. 04-242; we DoeketNo. 05-271, FCC OS-ISO, 20 FCC
Red 14853 (September 23. 2005)

41 Also addressed on page 56 in the Liberty Report
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(b) As importantly, with regard to references to Hawaii and New England, Libelty states in the

same paragraph on page 4 that, "The circumstances of those cases are very different from

what the CLECs face in Qwest's operating territory." On page 55 of the Report, Libelty goes

further to apply what Qwest believes are caveats that are fatal to any use of its references to

Hawaii and New England:

Although the causes of this poor wholesalc performance was related to a
change of ownership and operation of the local exchange businesses in these
cases, and thus they are unrelated to the CUlTent situation in the Qwest

territory, the examples do demonstrate the harrn to competitors that can
result £i'om poor wholesale performance by an incumbent. The Qwest PAPs
help assure that the correct incentives arc in place to help prevent such

conditions occurring.

1. Simply stating the above with an "although" does not change the fact that the Hawaii and

New England references are completely irrelevant and inappropriate to use in reference to

Qwest's PAPs. They involved a huge cutover of all ordering, provisioning, and

maintenance systems from Verizon to Hawaiian Telecom (in Hawaii) and to Fairpoint (in

New England). Such activities were never intended to be measured by PIDs or addressed

by PAPs.

11. Liberty offers no other evidence about the Hawaii and New England situations, such as

whether there were any PAPs in place, whether PAP provisions could have in any way

prevented the problems arising from poorly-executed conversions from one company's

systems to another.

iii. The extensive 271 ass tests that were conducted in preparation for Qwest seeking 271

approvals demonstrated that Qwest's systems were capable of operating in a manner to

support market openness.
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(c) As an important related point, Liberty's assertions about PAP incentives was made

immediately after Liberty stated, at the end of the previous paragraph (the first paragraph on

page 4), "Although it is difficult to verify from historical data, the incentive provided by the

PAPs has likely contributed to this performance improvement"

L There is absolutely no basis provided in the Report that "the incentive provided by the

PAPs has likely contributed to this performance improvement" Not only was it

apparently "difficult to verify" as Liberty stated, but nowhere does the Report indicate

any attempt to verify it The linkage of PAP payments to true incentives and

performance improvements is left totally unsubstantiated.

11. Thus, even if the concept of "CLECs still relying" on Qwest's wholesale services were an

authoritative criterion for continuing the PAPs, a connection between the necessary

"incentives" it refers to and the "improved performance" demonstrated in the data

evaluated remains unproven.

111. Instead, Qwest asserts that the evidence (provided later in these comments) shows that

Qwest already has sufficient incentives without the PAPs to comply with the Act, and

that Qwest has done so and is committed to continuing to do so.

From Section IV, Proposals

(4) On page 57, in the introductory paragraph, first sentence, Liberty indicates a "focus on the types

of service, products, and transactions that continue to be important in maintaining a healthy

CLEC community in the Qwest territory" (emphasis added).

(a) Again, nowhere in the QPAP, regulation, or law is there a requirement for PAPs or Qwest to

be responsible for "maintaining a healthy CLEC community."

(b) Instead, the valid requirement, which has already been long since demonstrated, is that the

market remains open.

(c) Thus, what Liberty considered as a key underpinning of its Proposals, is invalid.
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(5) On page 82, item 2, in making a recommendation to add a submeasure for expedited service to

the OP-4, "Installation Interval," measurement, Liberty states, " ... such a sub-measure may

provide useful data to both the CLECs and Qwest ... " (emphasis added).

(a) Merely "provid[ing] useful data," has never been a valid reason for adding measurements and

justifying the expense and added complexity of such a proposal.

(b) No other basis is provided in thc Report for this proposal.

(6) On pages 82-83, item 3, a proposal to add "chronics" as a submeasure to the MR-7, "Repair

Repeat Tronble Rate," measurement, is supported only by the unsupported observation that, " ...

it is possible that the repeat trouble report metric is missing an important component of

reporting on chronic troubles" (emphasis added).

(a) The mere "possibility" of a metric component being important has never been a valid or

compelling basis for adding a measurement.

(b) Further, as pointed out below, this proposal ignores the fact that, for there to be a problem

with "chronic" repairs, there would first have to be a problem with "repeat reports," which

MR-7 already captures, but there is no such problem identified.

(7) On page 83, item 4, in proposing an additional submeasure for OP-3, "Installation Commitments

Met," for coordinated cutovers, the only support given is, "To provide Qwest, the CLECs and the

states with the ability to monitor Qwest's performanee ... " (emphasis added).

(a) The mere "ability to monitor" a particular performance, absent other rationale, has never

been a valid reason to add a submeasure. No other basis is given, except perhaps to note that

CLECs pay a larger non-recurring charge for coordinated cutovers, which also has never

been a valid basis for adding a submeasure.

(b) Further, as pointed out below, this proposal ignores the fact that the OP-l3, "Coordinated

Cutovers," measurement already measures what is being proposed.

49. Issue 2: The Liberty Report Omits Certain Important Facts and Contexts,
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a. Explanation: In numerous instances, the Liberty RepOli does not take into account significant

realities and circumstances that have pivotal bearing on its observations and conclusions.

(1) Qwest provided large amounts of data for Liberty's analyses, but was not subsequently asked to

provide explanations that would account for what was being observed. Nevertheless, as noted

below in the examples, this is what the Colorado Independent Monitor (1M) did whenever there

were persistent payments (pursuant to Section 17.5 of the Colorado PAP or CPAP), and every

instance resulted in explanations that required no furthcr action - meaning, no significant course

corrections in Qwest's perfonnance were necessary. No instance resulted in a finding of

problems related to discriminatory performance, which is the primary basis for PAP standards.

However, none of these knowable,42 available, important facts were incorporated in the Liberty

analyses.

(2) While these analyses were initiated in Colorado, that state is among the II states reviewed in

Libeliy's analysis and, more impOliantly, the issues and conclusions are representative of Qwest

as a whole, since its network, systems, processes, and people are employed in substantially the

same manner aeross its states (as confirmed in the Operational Support Systems (OSS) third-

party test conducted under ROC auspices as part of Qwest's efforts to obtain 271 approval).

Further, none of these analyses involved issues that were particularly state specific.

b. Consequence: As a result, affected elements of the Report are, at the very least, unintentionally

misleading or, more often, incorrect or unfounded. In fact, any few of these instances significantly

render most of Liberty's recommendations invalid, simply because the Report does not look behind

the surface facts to examine the additional facts, circumstances, and reasons underlying what was

observed. As many of the following examples illustrate, it is one thing if payments are consistently

high (and thus appear to support a retaining a PID in the PAP), but it is an entirely another thing if

42 In other words, the overlooked infonnation was publicly available or could have been obtained by requesting it from Qwest, as
Liberty otherwise did with other data examined.
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viltually all ofthe high payments are explained by a flaw in the PID or if, despite the existence of

the payments, no discriminatory performance has been found or end-user customers are unaffected

by the phenomenon.

c. Examples:

(1) Omission ofCPAP Independent Monitor (IM) Root Cause Analyses (RCAs): Perhaps the

largest categorical example of this issue, which cuts across most of Liberty's recommendations,

is that the Report did not consider the involvement of the CPAP Independent Monitor throughout

the term of the CPAP, as called for in Section 17.5. Among other duties enumerated in that

section, the Independent Monitor has "the authority to require Qwest to perform a root-cause

analysis," whenever repeated instances of CPAP payments occur for a given PID. True to this

charge, as summarized in Attachment 3, the 1M issued ordered RCAs to be completed on 19

instances43 of repeated payments since late 2003. Thus, while the Liberty Report looked at PIDs

with persistent payments, so did the 1M, and the root cause analyses he ordered explained the

circumstances, whieh the Liberty Report did not take into account.

(a) As Attaehment 3 summarizes, in all 19 eases, no need was found for Qwest to resolve

customer-affeeting perfonnance issues, and no evidence of discrimination was found. This is

a major point (i) that affects a large proportion of the dollars the Liberty Report only lists

from high to low in Table III-A-2 (p. 29) and (ii) that significantly changes what those data

indicate when used in developing conclusions. Overall, the explanations available from the

1M-requested RCAs indicate that these large numbers of dollars, rather than being indieative

of performance problems, are more indicative of the fact that Qwest was penalized for

questionable reasons, relative to the purpose of the PAPs in assuring that markets remain

open.

43 Le., PIDlProduct combinations.
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(b) The top nine PID categories in Tablc III-A-2 were addressed by 1M-ordered RCAs. These

categories account for $14.3 million of the $15.8 million in payments shown in the Table-

fully 90% of the payments listed in the Table. While these dollar amounts are II-state in

composition, the RCAs ordered by the CPAP 1M address Colorado-specific payments that,

not surprisingly, address the same top-paying PIDs. And in every case, acceptable

explanations were found, none of which pointed to customer-affecting performance problems

of Qwest.

(c) Prime examples of this issue aTe MR-8 (Trouble Report Rate), BI-3A (Billing Accmacy), and

OP-4 (Installation InteTVal) - the top three, highest-paying PIDs in Liberty's Table III-A-2.

1. The first two, MR-8 and BI-3A are described separately below, because they were also

dealt with in venues that went far beyond the RCAs ordered by the CPAP 1M.

11. As for OP-4, multiple RCA's have found that there are two main factors driving OP-4

payments: record errors and missed commitments. The record errors payment driver

consist of Qwest employees incorrectly applying certain codes on the order that are

intended to identify when a CLEC orders a 10nger-than-standaTd inteTVal, so that the

order can be properly excluded, to artificially inflating the result. The missed

commitments (OP-3 misses) payment dliver is certainly intuitive. However, the high

statistical correlation found between OP-3 and OP-4 missing parity standards also reveals

that there is, effectively, a double-jeopardy situation with these two measmements, where

the same order triggers PAP payments in two different measmements. Accordingly, this

obseTVation fits within one of the categories of focus items Liberty indicated it considered

(p. 5, fifth bullet): "Whether there are any biases aud distortions in the PAPs that need to

be corrected." Qwest's CPAP-2 addresses this by focusing on OP-3 commitments met

and by focusing on resolution steps that would include those such as identifying and
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resolving the records errors that are not customer-affecting, in tenns of installation

interval, but may affect the accuracy of the measurement.

(d) It should be noted that, due to the broad coverage of the 1M-ordered RCAs of the PIDs with

highest paymcnts, it will be seen that other PID examples used throughout these comments

under the heading of other issues or recommendations also refer to specifics about this

example (i.c., of the Report omitting 1M RCAs) of Qwest's Issue 2.

(2) Metric Flaws Ignored in Analyzing MR-8, Trouble Report Rate. On page 28, Liberty notes that

the "MR-8 measure was associated with over $5 million of the approximately $16 million in Tier

1 and Tier 2 payments during the Study Period," and yet does not inquire as to the role of flaws

in the MR-8 PID that led to large payments that were unwarranted. MR-8 is at the top of the list

in Table III-A-2. For the time period Liberty analyzed (2004 through October 2008), nearly a

million dollars of these payments occurred when the difference between the CLEC perfonnance

and the standard was less than one-half of one percent, and an additional million and a half

dollars occurred where the difference was one-half to one percent. Often, CLECs are receiving

excellent perfonnance by any absolute standard, but there is nevertheless a payment due to those

small differences between the CLEC result and the standard. This indicates that the MR-8 PID

was making excessively fine statistical distinctions where no practical or meaningful difference

existed. This matter was addressed in RCAs and in subsequent discussions in the CPAP 3rd Year

Review and in a special audit perfonned to evaluate MR-8. The auditor found that there was no

evidence of discrimination, so the Colorado Commission approved a Qwest motion to suspend

MR-8 payments for a time, due to these issues, until a collaborative effort among the parties

developed revisions to the PID and to the method of applying the pmity standard that

dramatically reduced payments after that. In the process of this, Qwest produced an analysis that

demonstrated the impossibility of discriminating with MR-8. None of these facts are mentioned

in the Liberty Report.
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(a) The non-discriminatory causes for MR-8 payments, listed further below, were the basis for

changes to MR-8 approved by the Colorado Commission, under Docket No. 03M-078T. In

section 3 under Decision No. C07-0312, the following commission findings were:

In that decision, the Independent Monitor found that, over the course of the
proceeding, it was clear that MR-8, as cunently defined, is flawed when
used to detennine parity with retail service for unbundled DS I and
Enhanced Extended Loops (EELs) products. Early on, the Independent

Auditor determined that, notwithstanding the substantial penalties paid by
Qwest for failing the MR-8 DS I metric, there was no evidence that Qwest
was discliminating in the provision, maintenance or repair of the service.
The collaborative study confirmed this conclusion.

(b) Multiple RCAs conducted as ordered by the CPAP 1M have found that there are four main

factors that continue to contribute to the MR-8 payments, regardless of product.

1. First, CLEC product growth accompanied by Qwest product decline. When the CLEC

embedded base of a specific product is in a growth trend, there are often parity failures

due to the proportionally-higher volume of newly provisioned orders for CLECs, which

typically experience higher trouble rates that circuits that have been in place for a longer

time. This condition can also affect OP-SA (New Service Quality) payments and MR-7

(Repair Repeat Reports). In contrast, when the Qwest embedded base of a specific

product is in a declining trend, there are fewer "hands in plant," which in turn, results in

lower rates of trouble. These are generally Qwest retail customers who have had their

circuits/lines in service for a very long time.

11. Second, are weather impacts. There was a flaw in an original belief, expressed or implied

in some Commission decisions about the PAPs, that weather events would not cause

parity concerns because the belief was that the event would impact both wholesale and

retail customers alike. This is often not the case due to differences in the geographic

dispersions of CLEC customer locations versus Qwest customer locations. For example,

Qwest often finds that large MR-8 PAP payments can occur when a CLEC conducts
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business in a narrow geographic area. When a severe weather event affects that

geographic area, it will impact both wholesale and retail customers, but the retail

analogue used in parity calculations encompasses all retail customers within the entire

state. By comparing a single CLEC's results in a narrow location against retail results for

an entire state, the weather impact for the retail results is diluted. This, in turn, makcs the

CLEC's result look artificially worse than the retail result.

111. Third, is "Blind Acceptance." When a CLEC accepts a circuit without first testing and

verifying that the circuit is working, this is called Blind Acceptance. In Colorado, among

the MR-8 improvements that were developed after the RCAs were conducted and after

negotiations among the parties, two products are now excluded from MR-8 for orders that

are blindly accepted by the CLEC (Unbundled DS I and EEL DS I). While this

significantly improved MR-8 results in Colorado for these two products, other products

and other states continue to be impacted, albeit to a lesser degree.

IV. Fourth, inadvertent variance table anomalies in the states of Colorado and Minnesota

create artificially-high levels ofMR-8 failures to meet the parity standard. This does not

affect South Dakota, but it is one of the factors explaining overall MR-8 payments among

the II states included in Liberty's analysis. And the Libeliy Report took none ofthis into

account.

(3) Flaws in Billing Accuracy Measurement, BI-3. On pp. 28-30, 43-44, and 46, in the Section 10

Summary and Conclusions on page 54, and on pages 74-75, Liberty makes observations and

conclusions involving the billing accuracy measurement, resulting in a recommendation to retain

BI-3 in the QPAP. However, these observations and conclusions do not take into account the

large volumes of cxplanatory data available from the CPAP 3'd_year Review and from the 2007

Stipulation among parties (which Liberty mentions on page 5 of the Report and in other places
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therein, but does not draw from in laying out its analyses and eonclusions). The Report also takes

no notiee of the faet that there have been no payments for BI-3B sinee 2006.

(a) Speeifieally, Libeliy points out that "payments for BI-3A aeeounted for more than $2 million

of Tier I and Tier 2 eombined payments during the Study Period" (p. 29). Liberty reports that

"the payments have been very high for UNE and Resale bills (BI-3A)," whieh leads to the

observation that, "the eontinued high payments for BI-3A indieate good reason to keep both

sub-measures ofBI-3 in the PAP" (p. 79).

(b) However, this analysis and eonclusion fails to eonsider or give weight to problems inherent

in the BI-3A measurement that were found and diseussed at length among parties to Qwest's

PAPs.

I. As baekground, experienee over the eourse of the first years of the PAPs had shown that

BI-3A was a poor eandidate for applying a parity standard, whieh was exaeerbated by the

original design of the payment strueture in the PAP prior to the revisions implemented

with the 2007 Stipulation. This payment strueture, whieh was designed primarily to deal

with units of measure that represented numbers of orders and repair reports, unavoidably

had to eonsider one dollar as the unit of measure - Le., eaeh and every dollar billed, This

ereated volumes that, when applying parity statisties, made the standard far too b'Tanular

and resulted in parity failures when performanee was above 98 pereent. Further, eaeh

standard-missing "dollar," sinee it was the unit of measure, beeame the "oceurrenee"

against whieh the payment inerements were multiplied to ealculate the payment.

II. Additionally, it beeame clear that there was not an appropriate retail analogue for BI-3A,

beeause wholesale billing and retail billing (whieh had been used as the retail analogue)
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are not like-for-like in nature (i.e., they represented an "apples and oranges"

comparison).44

111. Therefore, the problems with BI-3A as a parity measure were thoroughly vetted dUling

the diseussions leading up to the 2007 Stipulation. Qwest proposed and the parties

agreed with changing the BI-3A standard from parity to a benchmark. The Stipulation

also removed the application of payment esealations to BI-3A in retum for significantly

increasing the monthly payment cap, from $5,000 per CLEC, to a vmiable, tiered

structure of increasing caps going np to $25,000 per CLEC, based on Total Bill

Adjustment amount.

(c) As Liberty did point out, the third-party facilitator for the CPAP yd-year Review, Barrington

Wellsley Group, Inc. (BWG), acknowledged that "wholesale billing errors have relatively

little impact on end-user customers" (p. 79). BI-3A does not measure wholesale end users

customer experience because the CLEC end user bill is not linked to Qwest's bill to the

CLEC. There is typically no tie between a carrier's wholesale bills and the bills the carner

issues to its end-user customers, such that an adjustment to the wholesale bill would not

result in a corresponding one-for-one adjustment to an end user's bill.

(d) During the discussions of the 2007 Stipulation, Qwest also demonstrated that the high level

of payments were not due to chronic performance failures attributable to Qwest. In fact,

prior to 2007 Qwest often paid penalties for perfOlmance well above 98%. In addition

44 To explain further, wholesale and retail billing processes are naturally different. A CLEe's wholesale bill includes multiple
end-user accounts, while a retail end-user customer's bill includes only its own account. A CLEC executes its billing processes
with respect to all of its end-user customer accounts resulting in processes that can include steps not taken by end-user customers.
For example, CLECs contact Qwest when Qwest negates charges in enor in order to ensure that all charges that should have been
billed are in fact billed. Consumer and small business customers do not always call to point out that Qwest has failed to bill for all
charges that should be billed. This difference results in prop0l1ional differences of this type of adjustment between wholesale and
retaiL

CLECs behave differently than end-user customers relative to their bills. Some CLECs engage consultants to review several
months of bills. To the extent they find discrepancies and issue claims covering several months, this causes adjustments to be
bunched in the month in which the adjustments covering multiple months are made. The practice is not utilized by retail
customers so the proportional amount of their claims covering multiple months tends to be different. A month with large
adJustment amounts for a CLEC may not reflect on Qwes!" quality but be a function of the process.
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because the payments were calculated for every $1 of difference fyom parity, small

discrepancies led to unduly high payments. As a result, the per-occurrence payment of$25

established for each unit of measure missing the standard was applied to every dollar by

which the parity standard was missed.

(e) The payment structure was further exacerbated by the esealation factor that applied when

multiple months were missed. In one example, payments were made to a CLEC in two

consecutive months because parity with retail was missed (December 2006: $1,056 payment

based on $87 of adjustments at payment level 1; January 2007: $1,940 payment based on

$127 of adjustments at payment level 2.) If the 98% benchmark had been in place Qwest

would have met the standard in both months and therefore would not have had a payment to

this CLEC in either month.

(f) In another example Qwest paid one CLEC a total of$50,000 for September 2006 through

Deeember 2006 perfonnanee. This CLEC was at payment escalation level 4 in December

with four months of performance not meeting parity with retail. With the new standard this

CLEC's result met the 98% benchmark in all but the month of November. Had the new

payment plan been in plaee it would have resulted in a $10,000 payment based on November

performance but the payment would have been reduced by $40,000 because the standard

would have been met in the remaining months and the CLEC would have remained at

payment level 1. Clearly BI-3 payments were out ofline with the adjustments prior to the

changes negotiated in the 2007 Stipulation.

(g) However, the sole criterion Liberty's uses to recommend BI-3A and BI-3B remain in the

PAP is the high level of payments both past and current.

I. In the context of the foregoing facts and context, this one dimensional test of

reasonability is clearly ineomplete and resulted in an unreasonable and unsupported

recommendation to retain BI-3A in the PAPs.
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11. As for BI-3B, Liberty's repmi shows that the last time Qwest made any payments for BI-

3B was in 2005. After four and half years of no failures, continued inclusion in the PAP

is unwan-anted.

(4) Omitted Regression Analysis Information. Beginning on page 46, Libeliy provides the

"Historical Analysis of Key Payment Drivers." After acknowledging the "extreme complexity"

and the "difficulty" of "summarize[ing] key drivers of payments without some sort of modeling,"

Liberty indicated that it "performed statistical analyses, including regression modeling, ... to

determine the major factors driving the payments in the II states reviewed during the Study

Period." However, the Report gives no supporting data from the analyses and also suffers from

the aforementioned lack of reference to RCAs completed for the CPAP 1M that would disqualify

a large number of payments from any trending or modeling, due to the explanations that showed

they were not due to Qwest's performance or did not show discrimination.

(a) Specifically, Libeliy stated that its multiple-regression model consisted offour factors: i)

transaction volume, ii) PID failure rate, iii) number of CLECs with activity, and iv) severity

of failure. But, the Report does not give any standard summary, diagnostic statistics, or

other statistics such as R-squared values, residuals, etc., that would enable analysis of the

regression model and which are common in regression analyses. Liberty reports the dollar

impact of the factors, but there is no way to know how well the data fit the model.

(b) Perhaps more importantly, the four factors themselves are merely functions of the payment

calculations that the regression model analyzes. In other words, the four factors are naturally

interrelated, by design of the payment calculation formulae, such that celiain regression

outcomes would be inevitable, regardless of Qwest's perfonnance, and thus would not

indicate anything of relevance other than that the calculation formula works the way it is

designed. For example, a regression analysis involves reliance upon selection of a dependent

variable. In the context of a PAP analysis, the dependent variable used by Liberty would be
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PAP payments (although, again, the Report is silent on this). Since the four factors Liberty

identified arc all variables in PAP calculations, a regression analysis based on those factors

would inevitably show a high con-elation, because it is the PAP payment calculation itself

that defines the inten-elationships of the factors. Again, the result would do nothing more

than confirm that the calculations are working the way they are defined. No other

meaningful conclusion would be evident.

(c) Further, regression analysis on an 11-state aggregate level could result in a high con-elation

value (i.e., the "R-square" value), but would likely not sustain high con-elation values at a

state, product, PID, or CLEC leveL

50. Issue 3: The Liberty Report Contains Important Contradictions and Inconsistencies

a. Explanation: Some narratives and conclusions in the Liberty Report appear to be contradictory or

inconsistent with other elements in the Report.

b. Consequence: The credibility of important affected items in the Report is at least doubtful and

sometimes clearly misleading.

c. Examples:

(1) On pages 39 and 40, Libelty con-ectly notes that, from a statistical perspective, the rate at which

Qwest misses measurements are within acceptable bounds of statistical en-or (5%). This is an

important statement that means Qwest is likely making substantial payments on what are

essentially en-ors in statistical testing due to natural, random variation. This is what Liberty's

statement at the top ofpage 40 means, where it says, "Thus failure rates of below five percent

can be considered to be artifacts of the statistical framework and not a true indication that Qwest

is providing substandard service." However, even though the charts on pages 41-45 support this

statement and show that, for the last four years in all but one45 PID category, the failure rate is

4S The one PID category is Billing, and inthe most recent year, it was less than 5% (reflecting the resolution of problems with
the design and parity standard ofthe BI-3 PID. Taking into account the PID flaws, the other three years would also have been
less than 5% failure rate, resulting in all PID categories being le"iS than 5% failure rate.
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less than five percent (and all would be less than five percent when accounting for PID design

problems), Liberty's recommendations inconsistently suppOlis continuation of the PAPs and

retention of metrics in those categories.

(a) To explain, statistical analyses are used in parity evaluations in recognition of the fact that

any system or process naturally has random variations in it. The purpose of the statistical

analyses is to detennine, within specified levels of confidence, the extent to which an

observed difference between wholesale and retail results can be explained by random

variations, rather than by statistically-significant differences in performance. Only the latter

should be considered as possible disparities in a perfonnance assurance plan. In the PAPs,

the prescribed parity tests typically employ a 95% confidence interval. This means that

differences deemed to be statistically significant will be correctly characterized as being

disparate about 95% of the time. In other words, about 5% of the time, differences will be

incorrectly judgcd to be disparities.

(b) From this perspective, where Qwest's PID failure rates are consistently less than 5%, it

makes little sense to add more measurements and aggregations to the PAPs for statistical

testing as Liberty has rccommended. A correct approach would to eliminate or reduce the

number ofmeasurements and the number of statistical tests, to reduce Type I error. This is

particularly so in light of the fact that Qwest's perfonnance for a single service can be

concurrently included in a string of measurements, from gateway availability to pre-ordering

to provisioning to repair to billing. Within the provisioning process alone, for example, a

single order can trigger a payment in OP-3, OP-4, OP-5A/B and OP_6.46 In repair, a single

trouble report can trigger payments in MR-3/5, MR-6, MR-? and MR_8.47 Thus, the

46 i.e., OP-3 (Installation Commitments Met), OP-4 (Installation Interval), OP-S (New Service Quality), and OP-6 (Delayed
Days).
47 i.e., MR-3/S (Troubles Cleared within 24/4 hours), MR-6 (Mean Time to Restore), MR-7 (Repair Repeat Reports), and MR-8
(Trouble Report Rate).
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significance of Qwest's low failure rates is amplified, and the unfairness of triggering

payments when Qwest's failure rate is so low is also magnified.

(2) On pages 66-78, Liberty reviews measurements in relation to whether they are retained in the

PAPs, retained in the reinstatement/removal list, added to the reinstatementlremovallist, or

removed from the PAPs. However, in reviewing and comparing these recommendations, Qwest

has found inconsistencies where, for example, Liberty recommends some metrics for removal,

but not others with similar characteristics. Examples include:

(a) OP-13 (Coordinated Cuts On time): Liberty recommends retaining the metric based on a

clearly-misleading (albeit inadvertent) characterization, which makes the recommendation

inconsistent with other metrics proposed for removal. The Report notes that, "The payments

have been relatively small, but consistent across the Study Peliod." Examination of the

payments for this metric as shown in Table IV-C-l 0 shows that the OP-13 payments have not

only been "relatively small," but they have in reality been vety, very small- amounting to

less than $350 per month (in the highest year) across all eleven participating states. Further,

in saying, "but consistent," the Report implies that the consistency of continued payments

supports a recommendation to retain the measurement, but again, the reality is that the

payments are, "consistently" very, very low.

(b) In Attachment 5A, Qwest summarizes measurements recommended for retention or for the

reinstatement/removal process and compares application of critelia. This attachment points

out four measurements as examples that, if applying Liberty'S low-volume criteria

consistently, would result in a different recommendation or a new recommendation not

considered by Liberty.

51. Issue 4: The Liberty Report Misinterprets Facts or Indicates Misunderstanding of Circumstances
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a. Explanation: In some cases, the Liberty RepOli offers observations or recommendations that appear

to be based on a misinterpretation of facts or on a misunderstanding of reI evant circumstances

surrounding measurements being addressed.

b. Consequence: Thc associated observations or recommendations are rendered flawed, incorrect, and

invalid.

c. Examples:

(I) Incorrect use of LNP Volumes as Proxy for LSR Volumes. On pages 3 I -33, the proxy Liberty

used (the OP-8C denominator) to indicate volumes of standalone LNP (local number portability)

local service requests (LSRs) is not a correct proxy, because it includes non-standalone LNP

volumes also (i.e., LNP volumes that are not accompanied by a corresponding LSR).

(a) OP-8C measures LNP Timeliness without Loop Coordination). The OP-8C denominator

includes ported numbers for unbundled loops without coordination as well as stand-alone

number ports to other networks e.g. wireless, cable, and VolP that would not involve LSRs.

Fmiher, in this context, the numbers reported under Total LNP Orders on Table III - B-3

(Stand Alone LNP Service Order Volumes) actually represent the total number of telephone

numbers ported, not the number of service orders or LSRs.

(b) Nevertheless, with this clarification, Qwest agrees that the number oflines lost and the

number ofrequests for stand alone LNP have steadily increased year over year. Further,

because increases in LNP volumes represent increases in customers disconnecting from

Qwest's central office switches, this data illustrates the results of increased competitive

pressures in the marketplace that provide plenty of incentives for Qwest to provide quality

servlCe.

(c) Accordingly, this section of Liberty's Report supports Qwest's assertion that, without QPAP,

there remain sufficient incentives for Qwest to provide quality service to its CLEC co-

carrIers.
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(2) Misunderstanding of Average Installation Interval, OP-4. On page 82, the Liberty Report puts

forward a proposal to add a submeasure to OP-4 to focus on expedited orders. Aside from the

fact that there is no evidence or a need presented for such a submeasure, this proposal appears to

misunderstand the nature of an Installation Interval measurement like OP-4, in terms of

calculating averages among installation intervals, and it also appears to ignore the fact that, by

definition, "expedited" orders are defined by the customer. Therefore, any differences that may

appear in what this submeasure reports would be explainable by differences in what customers

request, as much or more than by how timely Qwest performs the installations. The results

would thus be virtually meaningless. A more meaningful approach is to measure the extent to

which Qwest meets commitments, and this is already measured by the OP-3 measurement

(Installation Commitments Met), which includes expedited orders. There are no indications of

problems with Qwest's OP-3 performance that would point to expedites as being an issue.

(Please see also Qwest's comments on Recommendation 5, second item.)

(3) Misunderstanding ofNew Service Quality, OP-5, Components. On pages 75-76, Liberty

proposes to apply a parity standard to the combined submeasure, OP-5T, rather than applying

parity to only OP-5A and a benchmark to OP-5B, as done at present. This reveals an apparent

misunderstanding of the reasons for the CUlTent alTangement and the problems with applying a

parity standard to the combination of a submeasure that has a retail analogue (OP-5A) and a

submeasure that does not have a retail analogue (QP-5B).

(a) When Qwest and CLECs negotiated the enhancement to OP-5 to include call center tickets in

the measurement, in addition to repair center tickets, OP-5A and B were kept separate for

two reasons:

1. First, OP-5A was given a parity standaTd based on the retail analogue that exists for

repair center tickets. However, there is no retail analogue for OP-5B, because there is no

retail equivalent to the Call Center tickets measured in OP-5B. Accordingly, QP-5B was
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given a benchmark standard. Keeping the two submeasures separate, due to the need for

a parity standard for one and a benchmark for the other, was the only basis upon which

Qwest was willing to agree to add OP-5B to the New Service Quality PID. Otherwise, it

would be unfair to apply a parity standard to the combined metric, OP-5T, because,

without a retail analogue for Call Center tickets, doing this would simply add tickets on

the wholesale side (from OP-5B) without corresponding tickets on the retail side (no

retail analogue), and thus increase the number or extent of standards missed.

11. Second, having separate OP-5A and OP-5B metrics was important to the CLEC

community during 271 collaborative PID negotiations, because the CLECs wanted both

Network and Call Center tickets to be counted without one masking the other's results.

Recommendations of the Report

52. Notwithstanding and without waiving Qwest's assertions that Liberty Consulting has no authoritative

standing to make recommendations and Qwest's other objections concerning the relevance and legal

basis of the Liberty Report, Qwest offers the following comments and positions on the recommendations

Liberty put forth in its Report.

53. Overall Recommendation to Continue QPAP: As an overarching recommendation, Liberty

Consulting supports the continuation of the QPAP with relatively few other modifications. As discussed

earlier, the justifications Liberty gives revolve around the assertions that CLECs continue to "rely

heavily" on Qwest's wholesale services, and that the QPAP is needed in order provide incentives that

are necessary for Qwest to continue to provide adequate service quality. However, aside from problems

with the relevance of Liberty's rationale, which have already been addressed, nothing in the Liberty

report provides actual evidence that QPAP incentives account for or arc necessary to assure a

continuation of Qwest' s excellent performance or that Qwest would not provide such performance

without QPAP in place. In contrast, a significant body of evidence does exist that (1) continuing,

siguificant line losses (which were acknowledged in the Liberty Report) provide a very significant
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incentive for Qwest has to provide not only nondiscriminatory service, but excellent service, in order to

stem, reverse, or compensate for such losses; and (2) Qwest can and does provide nondiscriminatory

service to CLECs for products that are not addressed by QPAP, through commercial agreements that do

not employ self-executing penalties.

a. Regarding the line losses, Qwest values CLECs as important co-carriers in the marketplace, often

helping keep customers on Qwest's network.

b. Accordingly, as demonstrated by measurements used in commercial agreements, actual data show

that Qwest provides more than adequate service to CLECs, without applying self-executing penalties

as found in QPAP. Attachment 4 provides a number of graphs that depict various dimensions of

service quality results for the QLSp48 product over the most recent six months (2009). As shown in

those graphs:

(1) Out of Service Troubles Cleared within 24 Hours (OOS<24) percentages track well with the

retail analogue results and are almost always better that the retail result.

(2) Mean Time to Restore (MTTR) times are always better for QLSP than for the retail result.

(3) Trouble Report Rate for QLSP is also always better than for retail residencelbusiness and is

always better (lower) than 1%, which is widely considered to be excellent.

(4) Installation Committnents Met for QLSP is nearly 100% each month and, in such cases,

comparison with retail is moot.

(5) The average Installation Intervals for QLSP are always better (shOlier) than for the retail

analogue ofresidencelbusiness and are consistently less than 3.5 business days on average.

c. Thus, there is simply no basis for the arb'Ument that any incentives QPAP might offer are necessary

for Qwest to continue to provide compliant service levels. On the other hand, there is significant

evidence that Qwest already has incentives to provide adequate service to CLECs.

48 Qwest Local Service Platfonn, formerly known as Qwest Platform Plus (QPP) or Unbundled Network Element Platfol1n
(UNE-P).
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54. Recommendation 1: The Commissions should introduce a new aggregation mechanism to minimize

low-volume tests in determining payments. Specifically, transactions for CLECs with low volumes
should be aggregated with those ofother CLECs, and, as necessary, aggregated over up to a three
month period, for the purpose ofdetermining non-conformance and calculating payments.

a. Owest Position: Oppose.

b. Explanation ofOwest Position: Wholesale markets are open and there are no longer any nicbes that

are "newly developing" that walTant special treatment in ways relevant to the Act or the PAPs. In

this context, low volumes indicate low significance in terms of keeping the market open, and thus do

not warrant special treatment. Nevertheless, there are additional reasons that the proposed

aggregations among CLECs and across time periods are not appropriate and not needed:

(1) CLEC business plans vary widely, and their operational processes differ, as well. Processes for

submitting orders and trouble reports vary, which can be reflected in the extent, for example, to

which CLECs use cooperative testing on installations of loops, or the extent to which they test

troubles before submitting trouble reports to Qwest. These and other differences would

contaminate aggregated results with factors that could contribute differences into the results that

havc nothing to do with Qwest's performance.

(2) Aggregations across multiple months can distort results with seasonal effects that again inject

factors unrelated to Qwest's perfonnance that can trigger problems in applying pmity standards.

Certainly, the effects of such aggregations are inappropriate in an cnvironment of self-executing

penalties such as in the PAPs.

(3) Further, from a statistical testing perspective, such aggregations of CLEC results would involve a

shifting set of CLECs, depending on whether an individual CLEC had volume in a given month

and whether the volumes were small enough to be combined. These effects would simply

introduce additional Type I st"tistical error (i.e., false accusations of disparity) to the testing

process, which would result in additional payments unrelated to poor performance and would be

inappropriate in a self-executing payment plan.
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(4) Finally, the PAPs already incorporated provisions to help compensate for the difficulty in

assessing compliance with standards when volumes are low. Specifically, minimum payments

are made to CLECs with small ordering volumes (less than 1200 per year) where total payments

are less than the minimum per-month amount. The minimum payments augment the PAP

payments studies by Liberty. From the standpoint of an individual CLEC, annual minimum

payments can sometimes bc higher than the sum of monthly PAP payments received by the

CLEC. With the minimum payments provision, the recommended additional layer of testing was

not deemed necessary originally, and nothing has happened to change that.

55. Recommendation 2: The Commissions should eliminate the/ollowing PID measures (in addition to
those included in the 2007 Stipulation recommendations)/rom consideration/or PAP payments/or

those states that use them, and place them on the list ofmeasures subject to the Reinstatement/Removal
Process:

• PO-9 Timely Jeopardy Notices
• PO-19 Stand Alone Test Environment (SATE) Accuracy

• PO-20 Manual Service Order Accuracy
CP-1 Collocation Completion interval

• CP-2 Collocations Completed within Scheduled Intervals
• CP-4 Collocation Feasibility Study Commitments Met.

a. Owest Position: Qwest supports the concept ofremoving these PIDs, but prefers its proposed

QPAP-2, which focuses on a nan'ow list of the most important PIDs.

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: Qwest appreciates Liberty's efforts to identify PIDs such as these

that no longer warrant treatment in the PAPs. Nevertheless, as explained elsewhere herein, Qwest

believes a far longer list warrants the same recommendation as these.

56. Recommendation 3: The Commissions should make the/ollowing additional changes to certain PID
measures in the PAPs:

For OP-5 (New Service Quality), use sub-measure OP-5T instead 0/sub-measures OP-5A and

OP-5E.
• Replace the current retail analog (if "retail Integrated Services Digital Network Easic Rate

Interface (ISDN-ERI) designed" with some other retail product or with a benchmark.

a. Owest Position: Oppose

b. Explanation o(Owest Position
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(l) Proposed OP-5 Change. Please see also Qwest's explanations under Qwest Issue 4 above.

When negotiating tbe addition of OP-5B, which measures troubles reported through Qwest's

Call Centers, as opposed to its Repair Centers, Qwest was concerned that, while OP-5A has a

retail analo,,'ue, OP-5B does not. Therefore, Qwest only agreed to add OP-5B on condition that

it be measured separately from OP-5A and be given a benchmark standard, and that OP-5T

would remain diagnostic. To do otherwise would penalize Qwest unfairly, because a combined

measurement (OP-5T) could count Call Center-generated tickets only on the wholesale side, and

not on the retail side, due to the lack of a retail analogue. Accordingly, it is unreasonable and

unfair to implement this proposal.

(2) "Some other" Retail Analogue to replace ISDN-BRL First, ISDN-BRI was selected as a retail

analogue through negotiations among the parties to change from a previous retail analogue. The

issue now is that there is no other product that represents an appropriate retail analogue. Instead

this kind of issue should be addressed in accordance with a plan like Qwest's proposed QPAP-2,

which focuses on the most impOliant measurements and products in a way that emphasizes

compliance and resolving problems, rather than on penalizing Qwest (the latter approach being

one that draws undue attention on granular issues such as this recommendation, whereas Qwest's

proposal focuses its energies and the attention of other parties, again, on resolving problems).

57. Recommendation 4: The Commissions should eliminate thefollowing low-volume productsFom the

OP and MR measures in the PAPs:

• .Unbundled Digital Signaling Level 3 (DS-3) Loops

• Unbundled Dedicated Interoffice Transport (UDIT) - Above DSI

• Unbundled 4-Wire Non-Loaded Loops

• Loops with Conditioning (applies only to OP measures)

• Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops (applies to all states and measures exceptfor MR measures in

Arizona and Colorado)

• Line Sharing (already removed in Colorado).

a. Owest Position: Qwest suppOlis the concept of removing these low-volume products, but prefers its

proposed QPAP-2, which focuses on a naiTOW list of the most important PIDs and products.
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b. Explanation o(Owest Position: Qwest appreciates Liberty's efforts to identify products such as

these that no longer warrant treatment in the PAPs. Nevertheless, as explained elsewhere herein,

Qwest believes a far longer list warrants the same recommendation as these.

58. Recommendation 5: The Commissions should make the following additional changes to certain PID

measures:

•

•

•

•

Limit MR-4 (All Troubles Cleared within 48 Hours) to service-affecting troubles

Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-4 (Installation Interval) to measure peJiormance on

expedited orders

Add a diagnostic sub-measure to MR-7 (Installation Interval) to measure chronic troubles

Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-3 (Installation Appointments Met) to measure the

percentage (jf coordinated appointments met.

a. Owest Position: Oppose.

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: Overall, these recommendations are baseless or unnecessary. The

Liberty Report provides no evidence of compelling need for any of these proposals. Given the time

and resources involved in making changes, it is not appropriate to consider such changes without a

compelling need and a valid basis of rcquirement.

(I) MR-4 New Submeasure: MR-4 (All Troubles Cleared within 48 hours) was originally

negotiated with the CLEC community and state commissions to include all trouble reports, both

service affecting and out of service. The parties to those discussions were well aware that it

includes both service affccting and out of service troubles. There has been no new information

or developments to prompt a change, and the Liberty Report offers none. No CLECs have

complained about Qwest's performance under MR-4, and it accurately captures what was agreed

that it should capture. Further, this measurement is not in the PAP for any state.

(2) OP-4 New Submeasure. Expedited orders are already included in OP-3 (Installation

Commitments Met), and there has been no evidence presented that there is a need to separate

expedited orders into their own submeasure. In any event, the rcsults generated by such a

submeasure would be virtually meaningless, because each customer can request a different

interval on each order.
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(a) As an example, for an Unbundled Loop, which has a seven-day standard interval, the

customer can choose any interval of from I to 7 days. Averaging these individually-

requested intervals into an aggregate result would thus be more representative of intervals

customers are requesting than of Qwest' s performance.

(b) In addition, an expedited order is a chargeable service and can be declined if Qwest does not

have resources to meet the request. If Qwest accepted an expedited order and subsequently

was unable to meet the requested expedite date, no charges will apply and the order will

count as a miss in OP-3.

(c) There is no justification for expenditure of the time and resources to add this type of

meaningless submeasure simply because it 'may provide useful data'. In any event, such a

submeasure cannot provide useful data, for the reasons explained.

(3) MR-7 New Submeasure: Liberty's belief that it is "possible" that MR-7 may be "missing an

important component of reporting on chronic troubles that may be indicative of faulty facilities,

other network problems and/or Qwest repair process problems" is simply not COlTect in light of

data examined in the Liberty Report. For there to be a problem with "chronic" reports, there

would first have to be a problem with repeat reports, because MR-7 includes chronic troubles,

and there is not a problem. Further, Liberty's statement on page 82 that, " ... neither this, nor any

other, measure provides data on the number of chronic trouble reports being experienced by the

CLECs," is not correct. The MR-8 (Trouble Report Rate) metric includes chronic h'oublcs and

would reflect any significant problems.

(4) OP-3 New Submeasure: The proposed submeasure focusing on coordinated installation

appointments is already captured by OP-I3 (Coordinated Cuts On Time). There is no necd for a

new submeasure and, further, there is no need for OP-13 to continue, based on Liberty's own

criteria for removing metrics with low payment histOlies, The monthly payment history of OP-
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13 (as shown in Table IV-C-l 0, p. 74 of the Liberty Report) is lower than that of other

measurements Liberty is proposing to remove.

59. Recommendation 6: The Commissions should adopt provisions to assess Qwest(or the cost ofPAP

administration functions, including independent auditor and audit costs and payment ofother expenses
incurred by the participating Commissions in the regional administration ()(the PAP, i(the Special
Funds created by the Tier 2 payments are insufficient for(und these/unctions.

a. Owest Position: Oppose.

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: This recommendation is exactly in the opposite direction of QPAP

Section 16.3, which contemplates a limited duration for QPAPs. Further, with all evidence pointing

to excellent Qwest performance results, this recommendation represents somewhat of a perverse

incentive - namely, with improved perfoTInance, comes lower payments, which in tum prompts a

recommendation like this to charge Qwest for PAP administration outside of PAP funding

mechanisms. This is inappropriate, as well as unnecessary under Qwest's proposed QPAP-2, which

focuses on compliance and resolving problems rather than penalizing Qwest and arguing over such

administrative details and costs.

60. Recommendation 7: The Commissions should adopt changes in the PAPs and PID to recognize
Qwest's replacement ()f the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) interface by the Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML) inteliace.

a. Owest Position: Support insofar as applicable to the Firm Order ConfiTInation (FOC) Timeliness

measurement.

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: Qwest's proposed QPAP-2 includes the FOC Timeliness

measurement, which incorporates the change to the XML interface.

61. Recommendation 8: The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should restore the Tier 1B, Tier 1C,
and Tier 2 mechanisms to the CPAP, subject to the changes required by Liberty's other

recommendations.

a. Owest Position: Not applicable. (Applicable only in Colorado, where Qwest opposed this.)

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: This recommendation is not applicable in this state.

62. Recommendation 9: The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should make the following additional

changes to the CPAP:



•

•
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Restore the Unbundled Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)-Capable Loop product
Eliminate the UNE-P products.

a. Owest Position: Not applicable. (Applicable only in Colorado, wbere Qwest opposed this.)

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: This recommendation is not applicable in this state.

63. Recommendation 10: The Montana Public Service Commission should adopt the recommendations of
the 2007 Stipulation,

a. Owest Position: Support.

b. Explanation o(Owest Position: This recommendation is justified independent of the Liberty Report

Recommendation. All other states in Qwest's l4-state region have approved the 2007 Stipulation.
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I. Executive Summary

The Performance Assurance Plans (PAPs) in effect in the states in which Qwcst Corporation
(Qwest) is the incumbent local service provider include provisions for their review and
modification. In addition to a regular six-month review to consider potential modifications to the
performance measurements, standards, and performance measurement classifications, most PAPs
also call for longer-term reviews of the effectiveness of the PAP and whether its continuation is
necessary. The triggering event for these longer-term reviews varies from state to state, and the
various triggers include Qwest's filing to eliminate its 272 affiliate and a specific point in time (five
and one-half years after the PAP's commencement or six months prior to the PAP's proposed end).
Because these triggers had occurred or were about to occur, II of the 14 state commissions
(Commissions) that are members of the Qwest Regional Oversight Committee (ROC) elected to
authorize a joint analysis of their PAPs to facilitate the review processes. These II participating
Commissions engaged The Liberty Consulting Group (Liberty) to conduct this analysis.

The Commission Staffmembers forming the QPAP/CPAP Collaborative Committee (Collaborative
Committee) defined the scope of this work to include a detailed review and analysis of the PAPs
and the Performance Indicator Definitions (PID) measures, which are used to assess Qwest's
performance. The Collaborative Committee specified that the work would result in draft
recommendations concerning:

• The current effectiveness, value, and usefulness of the PAPs and PID measures in
relation to their intended purpose and function

• Whether some or all of the PAP or PID measures may no longer be necessary

• Possible modifications to the PAP and PID measures.

The Collaborative Committee intended that the review, analysis, and draft recommendations be
provided in a baseline document to be used for collaborative discussions between the various
Commission Staffs, Qwest, and the Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs), and by
individual Commissions in appropriate state proceedings. However, each state Commission would
use the data and findings in whatever manner it deems appropriate. The present report is meant to
provide the baseline documentation of Liberty's review, analysis, and draft recommendations
contemplated in the Collaborative Committee's scope definition.

The Collaborative Committee intended this investigation to include consultation with Qwest and the
CLECs, in addition to the Commission Staffs. The Commission Staffs and CLECs responded to
Libeliy's request for input and suggestions, which Liberty used in the analysis and in fornmlating
the recommendations. Qwest elected not to actively participate in the review and declined to
provide its positions on or any proposals for changing the PAPs. However, Qwest agreed to provide
Liberty with extensive historical data on PAP payments and PID measure results, which were
invaluable in supporting the analysis.

Liberty began conducting this analysis in December 2008, focusing on five separate but related
lines of inquiry:

I. Analysis of PAP payments and PID measure results

2. Analysis of the structural components of the PAPs

3. Analysis of the structure of the PID measures
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4. Analysis of recommendations and experiences of stakeholders

5. Analysis of industry trends.

Page 2

In evaluating the continuing effectiveness, value, and usefulness of the PAPs, Liberty reviewed:

• The number of active CLECs that have a significant total subscliber base and are
dependent on Qwest's wholesale products and services to serve their end users

• The level of Qwest's penalty payments

• The extent of Qwest's performance that is out of compliance with standards

• The burden on Qwest of maintaining the PAPs and whether this burden outweighs
the advantage of protecting competitors. lOwest Comment: This is not an
authoritative purpose ofthe PAPs or basis for continuing them.]

Liberty analyzed trends in PAP payments, PID performance measurement results, transaction
volumes, and lines in service since January 2004. Based on this analysis, Liberty determined that
the PAP penalty payments have declined overall in all the participating states since the beginning of
2004. A significant source of this general49 decline has been an improvement in the quality of
Qwest's wholesale service performance as measured by the PID measurements. However, another
significant source of the payment decreases has been a decline in the number of active CLECs.
Nevertheless, the volume of CLEC activity remains significant in all the participating states, and
Qwest continues to make payments based on inadequate perfomlance for some functional areas,
with the largest number of recent payments coming from sub-standard performance on Maintenance
& Repair transactions.
[Owest Comment: Pavments are not always the result of inadequate performance. In some
cases, pavments are due to structural flaws in the PIDS and PAPs and Non-Owest caused
reasons. This has been established through Root Cause Analvses summarized in Attachment 3
and in other forums discussing PID and PAP revisions. Please see also the comments on BI-3A
in the main body of Owest's comments.]

Liberty found that CLEC order volumes and lines in service have declined markedly. Major
contributors to this decline were the Federal Communication Commission's (FCC's) Triennial
Review Order (TRO) and the Triennial Review Remand Order (TRRO) decisions, which eliminated
a number of unbundled services, including Unbundled Network Element - PlatfoTIn (UNE-P).
There has also been a significant decline in Resale transactions and a smaller decline in UNEs
unaffected by the TRO and TRRO decisions. Despite these declines, the volume of number porting
orders has remained high, indicating the increasing importance of facilities-based competitors like
cable companies. The wireless carriers are also major and growing competitors of Qwest, but this
source of competition is not reflected in the volumes reported in the PAPs and PID measures,
because these carriers rarely, if ever, use the wholesale services monitored in this way. lOwest
Comment: While Liberty analvzed CLEC volume declines in significant detail, there was no
significant review of Owest retail volume declines. This omission is an important factor when
reviewing industry trends and particularlv in recommendations associated with PAP changes.

49 In addition to the factors mentioned here that apply to all states, special factors contributed to the declines in some of
the states. For example, there was a significant decrease in Tier 2 payments in Colorado after 2006, which resulted
primarily from Colorado PAP changes introduced after the Colorado three-year review that reduced the number and
types ofPID measures eligihle for Tier 2 payments.
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Based on analysis presented in this report, Liberty concludes that the PAPs are still serving a useful
purpose in all the participating states. Although Qwest's largest competitors are the wireless and
cable companies, which are less dependent on Qwest's wholesale services, there continues to be a
significant group of CLECs that rely heavily on Qwest's wholesale services to conduct their
business, and there are limited readily available alternatives to Qwest's wholesale service for these
CLECs. These CLECs still provide significant competition for Qwest, particularly in such important
parts of the market as broadband and business services. As noted, Liberty found that Qwest's
performance in providing wholesale services continues to improve, contlibuting to a decline in PAP
payments. Although it is difficult to velify from histolical data, the incentive provided by the PAPs
has likely contributed to this perfonnance improvement.
[Owest Comment: This does not aeknowledge other reasons for improved performance.
CLECs are Owest's eustomers, and providing them with quality service helps retain
customers on Owest's network. The extent and importance of this is evident, but not
addressed in the Report. Other things that provide Owest with ineentives to improve
performance include Owest's cost of doing business, state service qualitv rules, and terms and
condition found in interconnection agreements.]

Despite the improvement in Qwest's performance and reduction in PAP payments, the PAP
incentives continue to be important in helping to ensure that Qwest's perfolTnance level does not
deteriorate, because Qwcst's wholesale services remain clitical for the CLECs still relying on them.
Recent expeliences in Hawaii and northern New England demonstrate the severe impact on
competitors when an incumbent local company fails to provide adequate wholesale performance,
despite the best intentions and preparations. 50 The circumstances of those cases are very different
from what the CLECs face in Qwest's operating territory. However, they illustrate conditions that
can arise in extreme cases without adequate protections. The Qwest PAPs hclp ensure that the
correct incentives are in place to prevent such conditions fi'om occurring.
lOwest Comment: No basis exists for relevance of this paragraph to Owest's PAPs. Using
these examples to point out "conditions that can arise," is not much different than saying a
volcano could empt in South Dakota, since such has happened in Hawaii. Possible? Perhaps.
But not remotely Iikelv. Further, there is no evidence that a lack of a PAP in these two
situations contributed to the service problems, or that a PAP could have made a difference.
The service problems were caused bv massive process cutover failures when Verizon sold
their telecom holdings to new Local Exchange Carriers who had operational issues when they
took over. These service problems were experienced bv both retail and wholesale customers
alike and cannot be appropriately used to demonstrate the need for a PAP in Owest's region
or any other region for that matter.]

Although concluding that the PAPs should continuc to be maintained, Liberty believes some
changes should be made in the PAPs to simplify them and makc them more targeted to the
continuing needs of the competitive marketplace. Liberty used the results of its analysis as well as
input from stakeholders, including the CLECs, in identifying potential proposals. In evaluating
potential proposals, Liberty considered:

50 See, for example, Liberty's report on the FairPoint Communications, Inc. cutover:
http://www.puc.state.nh.us/TelecorniFilings/FairPointiPost-Cutover/FairPoint%20Post
Cutover%20Status%20Repo rt%2004-01-09.pdf
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• PO-9

• PO-J9

• PO-20

• CP-J

• CP-2

• CP-4

• Whether changes in the marketplace have made elements of the PAPs obsolete

• Whether particular types of transactions are no longer relevant

• Whether the volumes of transactions for sub-measures and products are too small to
warrant their continued inclusion in the PAPs

• Whether the PAPs and PID can be simplified

• Whether there are any biases and distortions in the PAPs that need to be corrected

• Whether there are important transactions types that are currently not monitored in the
PAPs andPID

• Whether the effOli to secure support for and cost of making the changes outweighs
the advantage of making them.

Libeliy offers several recommendations for the participating Commissions as follows. Many of
these recommendations continue a process of evolving the PAPs to tailor them to current needs,
which has occurred since their inception. Most notably, major changes were made in the Colorado
PAP during 2006 after the three-year review in that state, and in most other states at various times
since 2006 in response to recommendations from a joint stipulation between Qwest and some
CLECs signed in 2007.

The following recommendations apply to all the participating state PAPs.

Recommendation J. The Commissions should introduce a new aggregation mechanism to minimize
low-volume tests in determining payments. Specifically, transactions for CLECs with low volumes
should be aggregated with those ofother CLECs, and, as necessary, aggregated over up to a three
month period, for the purpose ofdetermining non-conformance and calculating payments.

lOwest Comment: Liberty's analysis omitted consideration of minimum pavments and their
relevance to low volume situations. There are also significant statistical flaws in this
recommendation that Owest can not support. In addition. new aggregation mechanisms or
statistical solutions cannot solve problems such as those identified through root cause analvses
(RCAs) provided to the CPAP Independent Monitor (1M) on all PIDs with high. persistent
payments. Every RCA was accepted by the 1M as non-Owest caused and with no evidence of
discrimination. Please see also Owest's responses in the main body of its comments.]

Recommendation 2. The Commissions should eliminate the/allowing PID measures (in addition to
those included in the 2007 Stipulation recommendations)from considerationfor PAP payments for
those states that use them, and place them on the list 0.[measures subject to the
Reinstatement/Removal Process:

Timely Jeopardy Notices

Stand Alone Test Environment (SATE) Accuracy

Manual Service Order Accuracy

Collocation Completion interval

Collocations Completed within Scheduled Intervals

Collocation Feasibility Study Commitments Met.
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[Owest Comment: There are multiple examples where the logic Liberty used for low volume
considerations for mctric changes were not consistent. See Attachment 5A, metric changes,
for examples. See also Owest's I'esponses in the main body of its comments.]

Recommendation 3. The Commissions should make the following additional changes to certain PID
measures in the PAPs:

• For OP-5 (New Service Quality), use sub-measure OP-5T instead ()f sub-measures
OP-5A and OP-5B.

lOwest Comment: OP-5A and OP-5B were originally kept separate for two important
reasons: (1) The lack of a retail equivalent to the Call Center tickets, which would make
applving a paritv standard invalid; and (2) To provide visibility to Call Center activity. In
order to include all call center tickets and not hold Owest liable for two misses on a single
order, the measurement is designed to report on whether an installation was free of
Installation problems and separately free of Provisioning problems. Please see also Owest's
responses in the main bodv of its comments.]

• Replace the current retail analog of "retail Integrated Services Digital Network
Basic Rate Interface (ISDN-BRI) designed" with some other retail product or with a
benchmark.

lOwest Comment: ISDN-BID was relativelv-I'ecently negotiated as the proper retail analogue
for the wholesale products affected by this recommendation. There exists no other proper
retail analogue. Please see also Owest's responses in the main bodv of comments,]

Recommendation 4. The Commissions should eliminate the following low-volume products from the
OP and MR measures in the PAPs:

• Unbundled Digital Signaling Level 3 (DS-3) Loops

• Unbundled Dedicated Interoffice Transport (UDIT) - Above DSI

• Unbundled 4-Wire Non-Loaded Loops

• Loops with Conditioning (applies only to OP measure,)

• Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops (applies to all states and measures except for MR
measures in Arizona and Colorado)

• Line Sharing (already removed in Colorado).

lOwest Comment: There are multiple examples where the logic Liberty used for low volume
considerations for product changes were not consistent. See Attachment 5B, product changes,
for examples, See also Owest's responses in the main body ofits comments.]

Recommendation 5. The Commissions should make theIollowing additional changes to certain PID
measures:

• Limit MR-4 (All Troubles Cleared within 48 Hours) to service-affecting troubles
[Owest Comment: MR-4 is not a key metric and was initially negotiated with the CLEC
community as it currentlv exists, The parties knew well what MR-4 measured and were
satisfied. There is no new information or development that was not known when this was
originally negotiated. There is no basis for this recommendation that warrants the level or
effort and cost to produce this change.]
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• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-4 (Installation Interval) to measure
pe110rmance on expedited orders

[Owest Comment: Expedites are included in OP3 and will measure Owest's ability to meet
the expedited date. As far as intervals go, as a metric, it does not make sense. Each customer
can request a different interval. So for an Unbundled, say that has a 7 dav standard interval,
the customer can choose anv interval shorter than 7 days. Aggregating these individual
requests results in an average interval that is meaningless. Note: expedites are chargeable and
can be denied if Owest does not have resources to provide short intervals.]

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to MR-7 (Instflllati(JnInstflllati(Jll Interl'alRepair
Repeat Report Rate) to measure chronic troubles

[Owest Comment: To be 'indicative of faulty facilities', mentioned in more detail in Liberty's
review, is one of the primary intents of the MR-8 metric, which does include chronic troubles.
MR-7 also includes all chronic-tvpe tickets multiple times, thus also capturing the effects of
chronics. There is no basis for a new submeasure.]

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-3 (Installation Appointments Met) to measure
the percentage ofcoordinated appointments met.

lOwest Comment: already reports these orders under OP-13 'Coordinated Cuts On Time
Unbundled Loop'. OP-13 includes both new orders and cuts on existing circuits. In addition,
all coordinated orders are also included in OP-3. Nevertheless, OP-13 itself fits other low
volume and excellent performance criteria fOI' removal from PAPs.]

Recommendation 6. The Commissions should adopt provisions to assess Qwestfor the cost ofPAP
administration functions, including independent auditor and audit costs andpayment ofother
expenses incurred by the participating Commissions in the regional administration ofthe PAP, if
the Special Funds created by the Tier 2 payments are insufficient for fund thesefunctions.
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's response in the main body of its comments.]

The following recommendation applies to all pmiicipating states except Colorado and Utah.

Recommendation 7. The Commissions should adopt changes in the PAPs and PID to recognize
Qwest's replacement ofthe Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) interface by the Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML) interface.
[Owest Comment: Please see Owest's response in the main body of its comments.]

The following two recommendations apply only to Colorado.

Recommendation 8. The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should restore the Tier I B, Tier 1C,
and Tier 2 mechanisms to the CPAP, subject to the changes required by Liberty's other
recommendations.
[Owest Comment: This recommendation is without any justifying evidence or analysis in the
report. Nevertheless, Owest provides evidence that this is not necessarv, based on both
Commel'cial Agreement results and on no "backsliding" in the period these Tiers have been
out of the CPAP. Please see Owest's responses in the main body of its comments.]

Recommendation 9. The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should make the filliowing
additional changes to the CPAP:
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• Restore the Unbundled Asynchronous Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)-Capable Loop
product

• Eliminate the UNE-P products.
[Owest Comment: Please see Owest's response in the main body of its comments.]

The following recommendation applies to Montana only.

Recommendation 10. The Montana Public Service Commission should adopt the recommendations
ofthe 2007 Stipulation.
[Owest Comment: Owest supports this recommendation.]

The next chapter ofthis report (Chapter II) details the background and purpose of Liberty's review,
describes Qwest's PAPs and PID measures including a high-level description of recent changes, and
outlines Liberty's analysis approach. Chapter 11I describes Libeliy's data analysis. Chapter IV
discusses proposals for PAP and PID modifications. Chapter V summarizes Liberty's conclusions
and recommendations.

Attached to the proposal are four appendices. Appendix A summarizes the key features of the PAPs,
indicating those areas where the PAPs differ among the states. Appendix B provides details of
Liberty's data analysis for each of the 11 participating states. Appendix C describes the detailed
applicability of Liberty's recommendations for each of the II participating states. Appendix D
provides a glossary of terms used in the report.

II. Introduction

A. Background and Purpose of the Review

Eleven member state commissions of the Qwest ROC, an organization of the 14 Commissions of
the states in which Qwest provides local exchange service, chose Liberty to conduct a review of
Qwest PAPS51 in effect in the II participating states. These II Commissions are the Arizona
Corporation Commission, the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, the Idaho Public Utilities
Commission, the Iowa Utilities Board, the Montana Public Service Commission, the Nebraska
Public Service Commission, the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission, the North Dakota
Public Service Commission, the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission, the Utah Public Service
Commission, and the Wyoming Public Service Commission.52

The PAP is a mechanism through which Qwest makes payments to the states and/or to CLECs if its
performance in providing wholesale services to the CLECs fails to meet the defined standards of
celiain perfonnance measures that are documented in the Qwest PID. Qwest has filed a PAP in each
of the 14 ROC states. The PAPs include provisions for their review and modification;53 in addition

51 In this report, the term "PAP" will be used to designate all the Qwest Performance Assurance Plans. The term
"CPAP" will be used to refer to the Colorado Perfonnance Assurance Plan and the term "QPAP" will be used to refer to
the PAPs in the otber ten participating states.
52 The Oregon Public Utility Commission and the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission have elected to
participate in the review as an observer. The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission chose not to participate in the
study.
53 These provisions are contained in Section 16.0 of the QPAPs and Section 18.0 of the CPAP.
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to a regular six-month review to consider potential modifications to the performance measurements,
standards, and performance measurement classifications, most PAPs also call for longer-term
reviews. In particular, most PAPs call for reviews several years after the initiation of the PAP to
assess the PAP's effectiveness and whether its continuation is necessary. The triggering event for
these longer-term reviews varies from state to state. In most states, the trigger is when Qwest files to
eliminate its Section 272 affiliate. A few states specify a specific point in time (five and one-half
years after the PAP's commencement or six months prior to the PAP's proposed end).54 Because
these biggers had occurred or were about to occur, the 1I participating Commissions elected to
authorize a joint analysis of their PAPs to facilitate the review processes and engaged Liberty to
conduct the analysis. The Commission Staff members forming the Collaborative Committee defined
the scope of this review to include:

• A detailed review and analysis of both the performance plan and PID measures,
which would include draft recommendations concerning a) the current effectiveness,
value, and usefulness of the performance plan and PID measures in relation to their
intended purpose and function; b) whether some or all of the performance plan or
PID measures may no longer be necessary; and c) possible modifications to the
perfonnance plan and PID measures. The review, analysis and draft
recommendations should be provided in a baseline document, and the baseline
document may be used for collaborative discussions between the various
Commission Staffs, Qwest and the CLECs and/or for use by individual Commissions
in their separate state six-month, six-year, or other appropriate dockets.

• Participation of and consultation with the PAP stakeholders: Qwest, CLECs with
business in the relevant fourteen-state region, and the appropriate participating state
public commission regulatory bodies.

• Provision to each state of a copy of the analysis and report; each state would then use
the data and findings in whatever capacity it sees fit.

Contrary to what was originally contemplated, Qwest elected not to actively participate in the
review, although the Commission Staffs and CLECs responded to Liberty's request for input.
Nevertheless, Qwest did voluntarily provide Liberty with extensive historical data on PAP
payments and PID measure results and answered questions about the data provided, and this input
was invaluable in supporting the analysis.

This report provides the bascline documentation of Liberty's review, analysis, and draft
recommendations contemplated in the Collaborative Committee's scope definition. Liberty began
conducting the analysis in December 2008.

B. Overview of Owest's Performance Assurance Plans and Performance Measures

The Qwest PAPs and PID are incorporated as exhibits in the Statement of Generally Available
Terms and Conditions (SGAT) for Qwest's wholesale local exchange services in each state. The

54 The Arizona PAP provides for the six-month reviews but has no specific provisions for a longer-tenn review. The
Colorado and New Mexico PAPs call for reviews to begin five and one-half years after the inception of the PAPs. The
Idaho, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming PAPs call for a review after Qwest
eliminates its Section 272 affiliate.
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PID is Exhibit B in the SGAT and the PAP is Exhibit K. Each of the PAPs has unique features, but
there are two basic versions, one used by Colorado (CPAP) and Minnesota and the other (QPAP)
used by the remaining 12 ROC states.

Appendix A of this report lists the most common provisions of the PAPs and the differences from
these common provisions applicable to each of the PAPs for the 11 states participating in this
review. The PAPs are generally two-tiered, with Tier 1 used for payments to CLECs and Tier 2 for
payments to the states.55 Payments for each tier are based on Qwest's perfoffi1ance on specific PID
sub-measures (or sub-measure/product combinations for the CPAP) applicable to that tier. For the
QPAPs, the Tier I and Tier 2 sub-measures are classified as High, Medium, or Low, depending on
their importance, with dollars at risk declining from High to Low sub-measures. For the CPAP,
there is no impOliance distinction for the Tier 2 sub-measures; the CPAP designates sub-measures
and product combinations as Tier lA, IB, and IC, which correspond roughly to the High, Medium,
and Low classifications for the QPAPs.

PAP payments are based on tests of the extent of Qwest's conformance with defined standards for
the sub-measures and the number of consecutive months of non-conformance. Payments for most
sub-measurements (Per Occurrence measures) are based on the number of "occurrences," which are
measures of i) the volume of transactions, and ii) the extent to which Qwest has missed the
standard. Payments for some sub-measurements (Per Measurement measures), which are generally
associated with gateway systems and call center performance, are made on a "per measurement"
basis, with specific payments determined by the level ofpertormance relative to celiain benchmarks
independent of the volume of transactions.

The PID contains the definitions and business rules for the measures and sub-measures that Qwest
reports, including those used in the PAPs. Some of the PID measures and sub-measures are only
diagnostic and are not incorporated in any of the PAPs. There are three basic types of PID
measures: i) means, such as mean time to restore; ii) percentages, such as percent report troubles
met; or iii) ratios or proportions, such as trouble report rate. The PID provides the descriptions,
calculation fonnulae, product reporting and other disaggregations, and exclusions for the measures
and sub-measures, as well as the standards against which the performance is measured. The
standards are either parity with a Qwest retail analogne or benchmarks. The measures are classified
into ten different domains:

• Electronic Gateway Availability (GA)

• Pre-order/Order (PO)

• Ordering and Provisioning (OP)

• Maintenance & Repair (MR)

• Billing (BI)

• Database Updates (DB)

55 The current version of the CPAP (Ninth Revision, Sixteenth Amended), which has been in effect since January 2,
2009, has eliminated the Tier 2 payments and all Tier I payments except Tier IA. The Colorado Public Utilities
Commission adopted these changes in Decision No. C08-1345 by allowing the implementation of Section 18.11 of the
CPAP, which provides for snch a change after six years but also contemplated the completion of the Colorado Six-Year
Review by that time. As noted be}ow,.Libeliy's analysis provided in this report corresponds to the Six-Year Review for
Colorado. In adopting the CPAP cbange, the Colorado Commission noted, "By the conclusion reached in this Order, we
make no predetennination as to the status ofany CPAP submeasures following our completion of the Six-Year
Review."
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The Qwest PAPs generally went into effect at the time of Qwest's Section 271 approval by the
Federal Commnnications Commission (FCC) in each state, which occurred during 2002 and 2003
depending on the state. The specific provisions of the PAPs have changed since their inception, with
some, like the CPAP, changing more significantly than the rest. Liberty's analysis covered the
period from January 2004 through October 2008 (Study Period). At the end ofthis Study Period, the
version of the PID referenced in most state SGATs (Exhibit B) was VerizonVersion 9.0,56 and
PAPs (Exhibit K) in effect in each of the participating states were:

• Arizona: SGAT Fourteenth Revision, Fourth Amended Exhibit K, dated June 22,
2007

• Colorado: SGAT Ninth Revision, Fifteenth Amended Exhibit K, dated August 13,
2008

• Idaho: SGAT Third Revised, Sixth Amended Exhibit K, dated June 26, 2007

• Iowa: SGAT Sixth Revision, Fifth Amended Exhibit K, dated June 26, 2007

• Montana: SGAT Fifth Revision, Fourth Amended Exhibit K, dated November 30,
2004

• Nebraska: SGAT Sixth Revision, Fifth Amended Exhibit K, dated June 26,2007

• New Mexico: SGAT Eleventh Revision, Fourth Amended Exhibit K, dated
November 24, 2004

• North Dakota: SGAT Exhibit K, dated June 22, 2007

• South Dakota: SGAT Exhibit K, dated June 22, 2007

• Utah: SGAT Seventh Revision, Fifth Amended Exhibit K, dated Jnne 26, 200757

• Wyoming: SGAT Sixth Revision, Fifth Amended Exhibit K, dated June 26, 2007.

Since October 2008, the Colorado and New Mexico PAPs have been revised again. The latest
CPAP (Ninth Revision, Sixteen Amended) became effective on January 2,2009 and the latest New
Mexico PAP (Eleventh Revision, Fifth Amended) became effective on May I, 2009.

56 As of the date of this repmi, the Commissions in two of the participating states, Colorado and Utah, have adopted
changes to recognize Qwest's replacement of its EDI interface by an XML interface. These changes are captured in an
updated PID, version 9.1. Liberty understands that the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission has also
adopted these changes.
57 At the end of the Study Period, this version of the Utah PAP was only applicable to the parties to the 2007
Stipulation. On February 4, 2009, the Utah Commission issued an order to extend the applicability to all CLECs. That
order also adopted changes to reflect the replacement of ED! by XML. These changes are not yet reflected in tbe Utah
SGAT Seventh Revision, Fifth Amended Exhibit K. lOwest Comment: Owest notes that these changes are now
reflected in the Owest Utah SGAT Seventh Revision, Sixth Amended Exhibit K that went into effect on February
4,2009.]
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Although most PAPs have had a number of changes since thcir inception, the most significant
changes have happened at two times in the past:

• For the CPAP, in 2006 after the completion ofthe three-year review

• For the QPAPs, beginning in 2007 in response to a Qwest-CLEC Stipulation
agreement.

CPAP Three-Year Review

Sections 18.7, 18.1 0, ,m.d 18.11 ofthc CPAP require three and six-yearreviews to consider
fundamental changes in its structure and operations. Section 18.10 specifies that the three-year
review was to begin 30 months (two and one-half years) after the effective date of the CPAP and to
be performed with the assistance of an outside, independent expert. The Colorado Public Utilities
Commission engaged the Barrington-Wellesley Group, Inc. (BWG) as the independent expert.
BWG conducted the review during 2005 and produced a final report on December 7,2005. During
the review, BWG solicited input and proposals from Qwest and the CLEC community, and worked
with the parties to facilitate an agreement. Several of the interested parties reached agreement on
proposed CPAP changes in a stipulation (Three-Year Review Stipulation),58 which they presented
to the Commission for adoption on February 17, 2006. The Commission adopted the Three-Year
Review Stipulation on March 15, 2006.

The CPAP in Section 18.10 specifically required the Three-Year Review to analyze:

1. Payment amounts, determining whether there was any harm associated with
particular non-confonning wholesale performance and recommending adjustments in
the payment amounts accordingly.

2. Economic alternatives, evaluating whether there were such available alternatives to
Qwest's wholesale service offerings and whether these alternatives provided
competitors with a meaningful oppOltunity to compete. This analysis was to consider
the rationale for removing measures based on the evidence of Qwest's ability to
deliver reliable wholesale perfonnance and/or reduction in Qwest's critical role in
the market as a provider of key wholesale inputs.

3. Removal of measure dimensions, detennining whether some product disaggregations
or geographic areas no longer needed to be measured and/or subjected to payments
for non-conforming performance.

4. The revision process, evaluating whether these should take place semi-annually,
annually, or otherwise.

BWG drew conclusions and made recommendations in each of these four areas. In particular, they
concluded that:

• The CPAP was not a source of financial harnl for any party.

58 The parties to the Three-Year Review Stiputation were Qwest; DIECA Communications, Inc. d/b/a Covad
Communications Company; Eschelon Telecom Inc., and Mel Metro Access Transmission Services LLC d/b/a Verizon
Access Transmission Services.
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• Qwest performance had improved in many areas, but should service deteriorate, the
CLECs and the competitive enviromuent could be harmed; therefore, penalties
should continue as an incentive to Qwest to maintain and improve performance.

lOwest Comment: Since the BWe review, there has been Commercial Agreement
performance that contradicts this conclusion, which Owest provides in its main body of
comments, with attachment. I

• Qwest appeared to be making payments in Colorado out of propOliion to those in the
other Qwest states and analysis provided by Qwest indicated that if the QPAP used
in other states had been in place in Colorado, penalty payments would have been
only 38 percent of the CPAP payments.

• The CLECs continued to rely heavily on Qwest's network to reach end-user
customers and few adequate alternatives to Qwest's network exist.

• The volume of certain products was too low for continued tracking and should be
removed from the CPAP, but there was not enough information to conclude that any
geographic disaggregation should be removed.

• The six-month reviews should be changed to annual reviews.

• Several fundamental changes should be made in the CPAP, including both structural
and measure/sub-measure changes.

BWG's report59 recommended a number of specific changes in addition to those just noted which
were subsequently adopted by the Commission. The ones that are most relevant to the current
analysis are the following:

• A Reinstatement/Removal Proeess was introduced into the CPAP, designating
certain measures to be removed from payment determinations but providing for
automatic reinstatement of the measures based on three consecutive months of non
conforming performance. The measures subject to this process are:60

o GA-3 Gateway Availability Electronic Bonding-Trouble Administration
(EB-TA)

o GA-4 System Availability Exchange Access Control & Tracking
(EXACT)

o GA-7 Timely Outage Resolution Following Software Releases

o PO-2B Electronic Flow-through61

o PO-3 Local Service Request (LSR) Rejection Notice Interval

o PO-5D Finn Order Confinuations (FOCs) On Time [Access Service
Requests (ASR) for Local Interconnection Service (LIS) Trunks]

o PO-7 Billing Completion Notification Timeliness

59 Independent Expert R~rt for the Three-Year Review of the Owest Corporation Colora<jo :performance Assurance
Plan, Barrington-Wellesley Group, Inc., December 7, 2005.
60 BWG also recommended including PO-] 9 "Stand-Alone Test Environment (SATE) Accuracy" on the list.
However, the Colorado Commission had already determined that PO-19 should be treated as diagnostic and removed
from measures that can generate payments. This change was made effective in the CPAP version dated May 6, 2005
(Colorado SGAT Nintb Revision, Ninth Amended Exhibit K, dated May 6, 2005).
61 PO-2B is evaluated on a quarterly basis and thus reinstatemynt is based on two consecutive quarters rather than three
consecutive months. PO-2A had originally been part of the CPAP, hut BWG recommended that it be dropped entirely,
because it measures all orders, not just those eligible for flow-through.
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o PO-8 Jeopardy Notice Interval

o PO-16 Timely Release Notifications

o OP-7 Coordinated "Hot Cut" Interval- Unbundled Loop (UNE-L)

o OP-17 Timeliness of Disconnects Associated with Local Number
Portability (LNP) Orders

o MR-ll LNP Trouble Reports Cleared within 24 Hours

o BI-4 Billing Completeness

o NI-I Trunk Blocking

o NP-l NXX Code Activation

o CP-3 Collocation Feasibility Study Interval

o QX-l Timely and Complete Notifications ofProductiProcess Change.62

• Implementation of the One-Allowable Miss rule for low-volume benchmark or non
interval parity sub-measures that otherwise would require perfeet performance to
meet the standard.

• Elimination of the Per OcculTence measurements from Tier 2.

• Elimination of the following product disaggregations with little activity (the eriterion
for inclusion on the list was a Colorado volume less than 130 from February 2003
through June 2005):

o Resale Centrex

o Resale Centrex 21

o Resale Frame Relay

o Unbundled ADSL

o Resale PBX (non-designed and designed)

o Resale ISDN BRI (non-designed and designed)

o Resale ISDN PRI (non-designed and designed)

o Resale DSO (non-designed and designed)

o Resale Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) (designed)

o 91 l/E91 I Trunks.

• Remove Line Sharing as a product disaggregation because of the FCC Triennial
Review Order, which eliminates the requirement for Qwest to provide this produet.

2007 Qwest-CLEC Stipulation Changes

Apparently motivated in part by some of the changes to the CPAP resulting from the Three-Year
Review, Qwest invited CLECs to join it in discussing recommendations for changes to the QPAPs.
As a result ofthese discussions, three CLECS63 signed a stipulation with Qwest (2007 Stipulation)
proposing QPAP changes, which the stipulating parties subsequently filed for approval in the 14
ROC states. The recommended changes in the QPAPs were similar to many of those made to the

62 QX-l is not a PID measurement but is defined specifically for the CPAP.
63 The CLECs who are pmties to the 2007 Stipulation are Eschelon Telecom Inc.; DlECA Communications, Inc. d/b/a
Covad Communications Company; US Link, Inc. d/b/a TDS Metrocom; and McLeodUSA Communications Services,
Inc. (McLeodUSA now does business as PAETEC Business Services.)
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CPAP after the Three-Year Review, but some additional recommendations applied both to the
CPAP and QPAPs. Specifically, the proposed changes included:

• Introduction of the Reinstatement/Removal Process for celiain measures. The list of
measures is the same as in the CPAP Thrce-Year Review Stipulation except for the
removal ofPO-19 and QX-I fi-om the list of excluded measures.

• Elimination of low-volume product disaggregations. The list is the same as for the
CPAP Three-Year Review Stipulation except for the addition of Sub-Loop
Unbundling, lJNE-P plain old telephone service (POTS), UNE-P Centrex, and UNE
P Centrex 21 to the list of excluded products, and the removal of Unbundled ADSL
from the list of excluded products.

• Elimination of Resale DSL from PIDs and modification of PID and PAP references
to Qwest DSL, because of the FCC Broadband Order classifying these services as
information services.

• Introduction of the One-Allowable Miss rule.

• Changing the minimum payment provision from flat to tiered payments.

• Changing the provisions for Tier 2 payment candidacy to be triggered by three
consecutive months of noncconformance unless there are two out of three
consecutive months of non-confonnance. The payments are triggered by two
consecutive month's missed for measures with Tier I counterparts and the current
month's miss for the rest ofthe measures.

• Other retail analogue and PID changes, many specific to individual states.

• Other specific PAP provisions, applicable to all or subsets of the states.

Libeliy understands that all or most of the recommendations of the 2007 Stipulation have now been
adopted by the Commissions of all II participating states except Montana. The Utah amendments
were originally applicable only to the parties to the Stipulation, but on February 4,2009, after the
Study Period for Liberty's analysis, the Utah Commission extended their applicability to all
CLECs.64 The New Mexico amendments became effective on May 1,2009.

C. Overview of Liberty's Analysis

1. Guidance from the PAPs

The appropriate context for the current analysis differs among the eleven participating states
because the requirements of the PAPs vary. The following lists the PAP guidance associated with
the most appropriate context in each of these states.

64 The Public Service Commission of Utah orders in Docket 07-049-31, issued June 30, 2008, approved the changes for
the parties to the 2007 Stipulation only. The Commission's order in Docket 08-049-50, issued February 4,2009,
extended the applicability to all CLECs. The February 4 order also approved changes to reflect the replacement of ED!
by XML.
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Arizona

The Arizona PAP does not specify the need for any longer-tcrm PAP reviews, but requires regular
six-month reviews.65 Liberty understands from the Arizona Staff that the CUlTent analysis is meant
for use in such a six-month review. Section 16.1 specifies that these six-month reviews shall review
the perfoIDlance measurements to determine:

• Whether PlD measures should be added, deleted, or modified

• Whether the applicable benchmark standards should be modified or replaced by
parity standards

• Whether to move a classification of a measure to High, Medium, or Low or Tier-I to
Tier-2.

The criteria for review of the measurements, other than for possible reclassification, shall be:

• Whether there exists an omission or failure to capture intended perfoIDlance

• Whether there is duplication of another measurement.

However, the PAP also notes in Section 16.1 that

... the Commission reserves the right to modify the PAP including, but not limited to
performance measurements, penalty amounts, escalation factors, audit procedures
and reevaluation ofconfidence levels, at any time as it sees fit and deems necessary
upon Commission Order after notice and hearing.

Furthermore from Section 16.2,

Notwithstanding section 16.1, any party may submit a root cause ana(vsis to the
Commission requesting removal ofa PID or sub-measureFom the PAP or
requesting exemption ofa PID or sub-measure from the application ofthe trigger
mechanism for reinstatement or subsequent removal. In the analysis and
recommendations concerning the root cause analysis, the Commission is to consider,
at a minimum, whether the root cause analysis provides evidence ofno harm, the
same harm as covered by other PID measures, non-Qwest related causes, or other
factors which directly relate to the harm or circumstances specific to the PID or sub
measure being analyzed.

Colorado

In Colorado, the timing of Liberty's analysis is most consistent with that ofa six-year review. The
CPAP states in Section 18.11 :

Except as provided in this Section, this CPAP will expire six years .trom its effective
date. Only Tier 1A submeasures and payments will continue beyond six years, and
these Tier IA submeasures and payments shall continue until the Commission orders

65 All the participating QPAPs (in Section 16.1) call for six-month reviews with terms similar to Arizona's. The CPAP
originally required six-month reviews l but amendments introduced after the Three-Year Review changed these to
annual reviews (Sections 18.2 - 18.6).
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otherwise. Five and one-hal!,years after the CPAP's effective date, a review shall be
conducted with the objective o!,phasing-out the CPAP entirely. This review shall
focus on ensuring that phase-out ofthe CPAP is indeed appropriate at that time, and
on identifying any submeasures in addition to the Tier 1A submeasures that should
continue as part ofthe CPAP.

In fact, the six-year point has now passed, and the latest version of the CPAP has implemented the
changes required in Section 18.11 (removal of all but the Tier IA sub-measures). Although the
circumstances involved in obtaining commitment for a joint ROC analysis prevented Liberty's
analysis from meeting the specific timing for the six-year review, Liberty understands from the
Colorado Staff that the analysis will nevertheless be used as part of that review process. The CPAP
specifies in Section 18.7 that the following areas are also eligible for change in the three-year and
six-year reviews:

• The statistical methodology (Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0) except for additions to the
variance tables for new Tier 1A measures

• The payment caps (Sections 11.0 and 18.8)

• The duration of the CPAP (Section 18.11)

• The payment regime structure (Sections 2.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.1, and lOA) except for
the addition of payment amounts for new Tier 2 measures and of payment amounts
for violations of change management requirements

• The legal operation of the CPAP (Sections 15.0 and 16.0)

• The Independent Monitor (Section 17.0) with the exception of assignment of the
Independent Monitor function to an Administrative Law Judge

• Any proposal that does not relate directly to measuring and/or providing payments
for non-discriminatory wholesale perfoffilance.

Idaho, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming PAPs

The Idaho, Iowa, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming PAPs call
for six-month reviews with language and scope similar to Arizona's. In addition, the PAPs call for
two other longer-tenn reviews with similar language. For example, from the Idaho PAP:

16.2 Two years after the effective date ()!' the first FCC 271 approval o!,the PAP, the
participating Commissions may conduct ajoint review by a independent third party
to examine the continuing eff'ectiveness olthe PAP as a means of'inducing compliant
performance. This review shall not be used to open the PAP generally to amendment,
but would serve to assist Commissions in determining existing conditions and
reporting to the FCC on the continuing adequacy ofthe PAP to serve its intended
functions. The expense ()f'the reviews shall be paidfrom the Special Fund.

16.3 Qwest will make the PAP available for CLEC interconnection agreements until
such time as Qwest eliminates its Section 272 affiliate. At that time, the Commission
and Qwest shall review the appropriateness ofthe PAP and whether its continuation
is necessary. However, in the event Qwest exits the interLATA market, that State
PAP shall be rescinded immediately.
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Either the six-month review or the second of these two longer-tenn reviews (Section 16,3) is the
most appropriate eontext for the eurrent analysis. The PAP language indicates that the key objective
of the Section 16,3 review is the appropriateness of the PAP and whether it should continue. In the
South Dakota PAP, Qwest must petition the Commission for the elimination of the PAP as a
precondition for that review.

New Mexico

The New Mexico PAP has provisions for regular six-month review and a two-year review with
language similar to the other QPAPs. In addition, like the CPAP, the New Mexico PAP in Section
16.3 has a sunset provision to occur six years after the PAP's effective date, eliminating all sub
measurements except those listed in Attachment 3 and calling for a review with language similar to
the QPAP:

This QPAP will expire six years from its effective date. Only the submeasurements
identified in Attachment 3 andpayments will continue beyond six years, and these
submeasurements and payments shall continue until the Commission orders
otherwise. Five and one-haifyears after the QPAP's effective date, a review shall be
conducted with the objective ofphasing-out the QPAP entirely. This review shall
focus on ensuring that phase-out ofthe QPAP is indeed appropriate at that time, and
on identifying any submeasurements in addition that should continue as part ofthe
QPAP.

In addition (Section 16.4),

The Commission may, at its discretion, join a multi-state effort to conduct QPAP
reviews and develop a process whereby the multi-state group would have the
authority to act on the Commission 's behalfconsistent with its authority under law.

2. Approach of the CPAP Three-Year Review

In the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG noted that it was guided by the requirements in CPAP
Sections 18.7 and 18.10 and the following general objectives designed to balance the needs of the
Commission, the CLECs, and Qwest:

• Simplification (reduction in complexities) of the CPAP

• Avoidance of significant incremental financial, administrative, or operational harm
to CLECs or Qwest

• Continuation of incentives for growth in the competitive marketplace

• Balancing the implications for end-user customers, CLECs, and the competitive
environment

• Level of historical penalties and implications for future payments

• Flexibility for interested parties to request appropriate modification and provide
feedback on any such request.
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BWG used the following factors in detennining which specific measures and sub-measures should
be removed £i'om the CPAP:

• Importance in measuring aspects of service which impact end-user customers, as
well as CLECs' ability to communicate with end-users, make customer
commitments, operate efficiently, and compete on a level-playing field

• Simplicity of tracking, measuring, and reporting for Qwest, the Commission, and
CLECs

• Limited administrative burdens for Qwest and other parties

• Balancing financial and other hann for Qwest and CLECs

• Implications for future penalty payments given past perfonnance and recent trends
(confonning perfonnance in the past does not ensure good perfonnance in the future,
while strong perforn1ance leading to no penalty payments is not a burden for Qwest)

• Flexibility to address changes in regulatory requirements, business realities, and the
competitive landscape.

By design, the current analysis was conducted in a different mode from CPAP Three-Year Review.
In particular,

• The analysis was designed to meet the separate needs of the eleven participating
states rather than a single state.

• The analysis was not intended to be part of any specific on-going reviews or dockets
in any of the participating states, but was intended as input to such proceedings.

• There was no collaborative process between the CLECs and Qwest, since Qwest
elected not to provide proposals and recommendations and the CLECs provided
input through a single Liberty questionnaire.

• There were specific requirements and objectives for the Three-Year Review that do
not apply to the Six-Year Review in Colorado.

Thus, the objectives of Liberty's analysis were necessarily somewhat different from BWG's.
Nevertheless, Liberty approached aspects of the analysis in ways similar to BWG's.

3. Guidance from the Collaborative Committee

As noted, the ROC Collaborative Committee specifically noted the following areas for this analysis:

• The PAPs and PID measures, with draft reeommendations eoncerning:
o The current effectiveness, value, and usefulness of the PAP and PID

measures in relation to their intended purpose and function
o Whether some or all of the PAP or PID measures may no longer be necessary
o Possible modifications to the perfonnance plan and PID measures.

• Participation of and consultation with the PAP stakeholders: Qwest, CLECs, and
Commissions.

The Collaborative Committee specifically noted that because of the different contexts of the reviews
in the different states, this analysis and the resulting recommendations should be presented in a
document to use for discussions and proceedings as each state deems appropriate.
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Given varied contexts for this review in the different participating states, Liberty relied mainly on
the specific requirements of the review outlined by the ROC Collaborative Committee. Based on
these requirements, Liberty developed a work plan focused on five separate but related
investigations:

I. Analysis of PAP payments and PID measure results

2. Analysis of the structural components of the PAPs

3. Analysis of the structure of the PID measures

4. Analysis of recommendations and experiences of stakeholders

5. Analysis of industry trends.

During the course of the analysis Liberty held project calls with members of the Collaborative
Committee and provided monthly status reports of the review to the Committee. Liberty also met
with the ROC Commission Staffs on April 23, 2009 in Denver to review the analysis, provide initial
results and conclusions, and seek input from the Staffs. Because of the lack of the ability to seek
equal input from Qwest and the CLECs, Libeliy's analysis was unable to benefit fi'om the give and
take that such a process can provide.

Analysis 1 - Historical PAP Payments and PID Measure Results

One method of assessing how well the PAPs and PID measurcs are working was to examine trends
in the payments, transactions volumes, and PID measure results over the life of the PAPs. The
purpose of this examination was to identify measures that either might be consistently generating
payments or consistently meeting the standards. These were noted for further investigation. The
analysis also examined PID measures that are reported but are not currently part of the QPAPs to
determine whether there was still any value in Qwest reporting them or if they should be considered
for future inclusion in the PAPs. In addition, Liberty examined trends in transaction volumes to
determine whether some PID measures or measure repOliing dimensions contain so few transactions
that they may no longer have value. Liberty also examined any cases where PID measures have
been removed from a QPAP and assessed whether there was any evidence that this has influenced
Qwest performance.

This analysis included the following steps:

• Qwest provided PAP payment results to Liberty for all 14 states for each month
bcginning January 2004 and continuing through October 2008 (Study Period)

• Qwest provided PID measure results to Liberty for the II participating states for
each month from January 2004 through October 2008

• Libcrty analyzed trends in the PAP payments at the region-wide (14-state) level

• Liberty analyzed trends in the PAP payments and measure results individually for
each of the II participating states

• Liberty looked for cases where measures showed low or minimal PAP payments

• Liberty looked for product disaggregations with low activity volumes.
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Analysis 2 - QPAP Structure

The purpose of this analysis was to detennine whether the current structure of the PAP is meeting
its original objectives. lOwest Comment: No anthoritative "original objectives" are stated or
relied upon anywhere in the Report.J The analysis included the following steps:

• Liberty obtained and reviewed the PAP documentation for each of the II
patiicipating states.

• Liberty reviewed the PAP structural components (e.g.. statistical methods, payment
levels. payment triggering mechanisms).

• Liberty examined whether the components appeared to be meeting their apparent
objectives lOwest Comment: No authoritative "apparent objectives" are stated
or relied upon anYWhere in the Report.Jor were no longer relevant based on the
observed historical trends.

Analysis 3 - PID Measure Structure

The purpose of this analysis was to detennine whether the current structure of the perfonnance
measures is meeting its original objectives. The analysis included the following steps:

• Liberty obtained and reviewed the 14-state PID documentation

• Liberty reviewed the structure of the PID measures (e.g., fonnula, exclusions,
reporting disaggregations)

• Liberty examined whether there are any PID measures or components of the
measures that either do not appcar to be meeting their apparent objectives, or at'e no
longer relevant based on the observed historical trends.

Analysis 4 - Stakeholder Input

In addition to examining the historical record and the structures of the PAPs and PID measures,
Liberty sought input fi'om the plincipal stakeholders of the PAPs: the Commissions, the CLECs,
and Qwest. Liberty asked the Staffs from each ofthe pmicipating Commissions to provide their
own experiences, concerns, recommendations, and objectives related to the PAPs. In addition,
Liberty asked the Staff members to provide lists of CLECs to contact regarding their experiences.
Then, Liberty contacted the CLECs and Qwest for their input. This analysis included the following
steps:

• Libeliy asked the Collaborative Committee Commission Staff members for the II
pmicipating states for their infonnation on:

o What historical infOlmation the states maintain on PAP payment and Qwest
perfonnance results

o Lists of active CLECs in the state and contact information

o What infornlation the states maintain about the CLECs and other competitors

o Any input the Staffs had on concerns about or issues with the PAPs

• Liberty developed a questionnaire and reviewed it with the Collaborative Committee.

• Liberty sent the questionnaire to the CLECs and Qwest addressing:
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o What components of the PAPs (including the PID measures involved) are
working well and are believed to be necessary to prcserve going forward?

o What componcnts of the PAPs (including the PID measures involved) are not
working well and should be changed going forward? If any, how should they
be changed?

o What components of the PAPs (including the PID measures involved) are
unnecessary and should be dropped going forward?

o Other comments or input.

Qwest declined to participate in providing this input
Analysis 5 - Industry Trends

The purpose of this analysis was to determine trends in the competitive local telecommunications
industry in the 11 states that might affect the continued applicability of the PAPs. In particular,

• Liberty used FCC industry analysis reports to cxamine trends in competition in each
of the 11 participating states.

• Libcrty examined trends in transaction volumes by product type and function based
on the PID measure data provided by Qwest

Liberty used this information to determine to what extent the PAPs (including the included PID
measures, products, and specific structural provisions) still address thc needs of the current
telecommunications marketplace.

Draw Conclusions and Develop Recommendations

Based on the five streams of analysis described above, Liberty drew conclusions and developed
recommcndations for the three basic objectives of the study outlined by the Collaborative
Committee:

• Evaluation of the current effectiveness, value, and usefulness of the performance
plan and PID measures in relation to their intended purpose and function[Owest
Comment: No authoritative "intended purpose and function" are stated or
relied upon anywhere in the Report.]

• Detelmination whether some or all of the performance plan or PID measures may no
longer be necessary

• Consideration of possible modifications to the performance plan and PID measures.

In particular, Liberty evaluated the continued need for PAPs, including whether they are necessary
or helpful in maintaining a competitive market lOwest Comment: Nowhere is "maintaining a
competitive market" established in law or regulation as an authoritative objective for PAPs or
a criterion for their continuance.] In addition, if the PAPs are to continue Liberty identified and
developed recommendations for:

• PID measures that should be eliminated

• Product disaggregations that should be eliminated

• Revisions to and additions of PID measures

• Modifications to PAP structural components.
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In this evaluation, Liberty relied principally on the data from the Study Period. However, late in the
analysis, Liberty obtained from Qwest additional information about payments from November 2008
through March 2009 for the II participating states, and used this additional information in assessing
whether to recommend the elimination ofPID measures.

III. Analysis

A. Performance Assurance Plan Payment Trends

Based on data provided by Qwest, Liberty analyzed trends in PAP payments during the Study
Period. Through this analysis, Libeliy examined which PID measures and product disaggregations
contributed most to the payments and how this varies from state to state and during the Study
Period.

During the course of its review, Libeliy found that both the Tier I and Tier 2 payments decreased
dramatically during the Study Period. In 2004, monthly payments across all 14 states were more
than $600,000 on average (about $500,000 for the II states considered in this review). By 2008,
monthly payments were typically below $200,000 (below $100,000 in total for the 11 states
reviewed). Figure III-A-l below shows the combined Tier 1 and Tier 2 payments from January
2004 through October 2008 across the Qwest footprint.

Figure III-A-I
Total Tier 1 and Tiel' 2 Payments

All 14 States
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Analyzing the Tier I and Tier 2 payments by state, Liberty found that Arizona and Colorado
received about two-thirds of the total payments made during the Study Period for the II states that
participated in this review. lOwest Comment: There is questionable relevance in observing that
two states received about two-thirds of total pavments, when three of the largest states aloe no
included in the number. Even though the other three states did not participate in the analysis,
in looking across the relevant industry that Owest covers, the 14-state number is more
appropriate, which would dramatically reduce the two-thirds figure.] However, each of the II
states had significant payments, with a total of at least $250,000 in every state. lOwest Comment:
Across the entire study period, this is about $50,000 or only about $10,000 per state per year.
This challenges the characterization of "significant."] Figure III-A-2 below shows the Tier 1 and
Tier 2 payments by state during the Study Period.

Figure III-A-2
Tier 1 and Tier 2

Payments by State
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Liberty also reviewed how the payments changed over time for each state participating in this
review. Appendix B contains figures with Tier 1 and Tier 2 payments over time for each of the II
states. For the most part, the Tier 1 payments went down uniformly. Tier 2 payments by state
declined in a similar fashion, with one major exception. Colorado payments for Tier 2 dramatically
fell after April 2006.

Liberty found that the dramatic reduction in Colorado's Tier 2 payments resulted from changes to
the structure of the CPAP after the Three-Year Review. The August 15, 2005 version of the CPAP
included two requirements for Tier 2 payments that were eliminated with the May 1, 2006 version:
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• That Qwest make Tier 2 payments for Tier IA or Tier IB failures that were missed
by at least 50 pereent of the applieable standard for two or more eonseeutive months.
This eould result in a Tier 2 payment of $25,000 for eaeh Tier IA sub-measure
missed and/or $8,000 for eaeh Tier IB sub-measure missed.

• That Qwest make Tier 2 payments for "Tier IY" failures. Fifty pereent of the
penalties for Tier IY failures were paid to the CLEC that received substandard
service and 50 percent was paid to Tier 2 Special Fund. The Tier IY measures
calculated penalties on a Per Occurrence basis.

With the elimination of these two requirements, the remaining Tier 2 measures were caleulated on a
Per Measurement instead of a Per Oceurrence basis. TIle May I, 2006 version of the Colorado PAP
maintained Tier 2 payments for the following region-wide Vv'holesale Support Systems measures,
whieh are also found in the other PAPs:

• GA-l, GA-2, GA-3, GA-4,and GA-6

• PO-l
• OP-2
• MR-2

The versions of the CPAP before and after May I, 2006 allow for Tier 2 payments for PO-6, which
is not a Tier 2 measure in the other states. This measure, which evaluates the aggregate perfonnanee
to all CLECs, is also subject to Per Measurement instead of Per Occurrence payments. 66

Table II1-A-I below shows that before the May I, 2006 revision, the highest Tier 2 payments made
in Colorado were similar to, though higher than, the payments per unit (i.e., the payments made per
transaction) made in other states. Beginning in May 2006, Colorado's Tier 2 payments for these Per
Occurrence measures went to zero while Qwest continued to make payments to other states as
before.

GG The revised May 1,2006 Colorado PAP did not contain Per Occurrence Tier 2 penalties like those found in other
PAPs for the following measures: GA-7, PO-5, PO-16, PO-19, OP-3, OP-4, OP-5, OP-6, OP-8, OP-13, OP-17, MR-6,
MR-7, MR-8, MR-ll, BI-I, BI-4, NI-l, NP-I, and CP-2.
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Table III-A-l
Tier 2 Payments for All States

Before and After the Mav 1 2006 CPAP Revision. ,

I
i Percent of

Percent of Total
Total CO

CO Average
All Other States All Other Stales

CO Tier 2 Tier 2
Measure Payments

Tier 2
Payment per

Average Tier 2 Average Tier 2

Before May
Payments

Unit - Before
Payment per Unit- Payment per Unit-

2006
Beginning

May 2006
Before May 2006 Beginning May 2006

May 2006 ,

MR-S 9.9 0 liS 49 48 I

MR-6 6.0 i 0 244 58 69

MR-8 37.2 0 i87 137 215

I PO-2 I 36.1 I 0 I 33 I 18 48

Additionally, Qwest noted that Tier 2 payments made for MR-8 Unbundled DSI and Enhanced
Extended Loop (EEL) DS I were suspended from May 2005 through June 2007 in Colorado
"pending a collaborative investigation by the Independent Monitor, Qwest, and CLECs.,,67 Qwest
continued to pay Tier 2 penalties for MR-8 Unbundled DSI and/or EEL DS I in all other states.

67 Re'ponse to Qwesl Data Request #13.
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111e vast majority of Tier 1 payments during the period under review were for perfoffilance in Pre
Ordering/Ordering (PO), Ordering/Provisioning (OP), Maintenance & Repair (MR), and Billing
(BI). In 2004 and 2005 Maintenance & Rcpair and Billing comprised the majority of Tier 1
payments. Since 2005, Maintenance & Repair alone comprised the majority of Tier 1 payments.
Appendix B contains figures with Tier 1 payments by domain over time for each of the 11 states.
Figure 1lI-A-3 below shows these Tier I payments by domain for all 14 states combined.

Figure III-A-3
Total Tier 1 Payments by PID Domain

All 14 States
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Most Tier 2 payments were for Maintenance & Repair, but in 2004 and early 2005, Qwest paid
significant amounts of Tier 2 payments for Pre-Ordering/Ordcring and Billing performance. The
large Tier 2 payments for Maintenance & Repair occUlTed frequently until 2008 when Tier 2
payments in general were minor due to improved performance for MR-2 and MR-8. Figure IlI-A-4
below shows these Tier 2 payments by domain.
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Total Tier 2 Paymeuts by PID Domain

All 14 States
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lIlPOTotaiTier2
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Only 15 measures were responsible for the overwhelming majority (97 percent) of Tier I and Tier 2
payments in the II states in the study. The MR-8 measure was associated with over $5 million of
the approximately $16 million in Tier I and Tier 2 payments during the Study Period. Payments for
BI-3A accounted for more than $2 million of Tier I and Tier 2 combined payments during the
Study Period. Figure III-A-5 below shows the Tier I and Tier 2 payments by measure. The top three
measures (MR-8, BI-3A, and OP-4) generated 57 percent ofthe payments during the Study Period.
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Figure III-A-5
Total Tier 1 aud Tier 2 Payments

b PlD - 11 States
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Table IIl-A-2 below provides the detailed data in the figure above.

lV - a es
I

I
Total Tier 1 and

I
PID Code Title Total Tier 1 Total Tier 2

Tier 2 Payment

MR-8 Trouble Rate

I

$2,656,552 $2,556,198 $5,212,750

BI -3A
Billing Accuracy - Adjnstments

$2,Oii,695 $1 i4,308 $2,i26,003 Ifor Errors (UNEs and Resale) ,
OP-4 Installation Interval I $1,03i,604 $548,242 $1,579,846

Bi-IA
Time to Provide Recorded Usage

$964,463 $398,i82 $1,362,645
Records (UNEs and Resale)

PO-2B
Electronic Flow-through (all flow-

$4,543 I $1,065,000 I $1,069,543
through-eligible LSRs)

All Troubles Cleared within 4 ; !

i
MR-5

hours
$679,753 $268,349 $948,102

MR-6 Mean Time to Restore I $748,702 $161,616 $910,318

OP-3 Installation Commitments Met $460,897 $178,711 $639,608

MR-7 Repair Repeat Report Rate $335,064 $95,313 $430,377

MR-2
Calls Answered within 20 Seconds

NIA i $344,000
!

$344,000
"~ Interconnect Repair Center

OP-5A
New Service Installation Quality

$162,ii8 $14,976 $177,094
Reported to Repair

I OP-6 Delayed Days $105,720 $20,813 $126,533

Table III-A-2
Total Tier 1 and Tier 2 Payments

b PlD 11 St t
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Timeliness of Disconnects
OP-17A associated with LNP Orders $111,190 $0 $111,190

(timely CLEC requests)

OP-8C
Number Portability Timeliness

$104,657 $4,500 $109,157
(without Loop Coordination)

MR-3
Out of Service Cleared within 24 I $90,770 $446 $91,216 IHours

,
i I

Remainder of I ,
$349,996 $182,788 $532,784

,
--- iPIDs I

Total Tier 1 and
PID Code Title Tier 1 Payment Tier 2 Payment Tier 2 Pavment-

MR-8 Trouble Rate $675,634 $284,453 $960,087

OP-4 I Installation Interval $503,606 $380,666 $884,272I
I Billing Accuracy- I

Adjustments for Errors

I
,

BI-3A (UNEs and Resale) $447,717 $0 $447,717
Calls Answered within 20 ISeconds - Interconnect

MR-2 Repair Center N/A $342,000 $342,000-
MR-6 Mean Time to Restore S275,799 SO

i
$275,799

Installation Commitments
OP-3 Met $181,432 S75,675 $257,107

All Troubles Cleared within
MR-5 4 hours $207,662 $0 $207,662

Time to Provide Recorded
Usage Records (UNEs and

BI-IA Resale) $90,099 $0 $90,099

MR-7 Repair Repeat Rep0l1 Rate $82,829 i $4,000 $86,829

OP-6 Delayed Days $47,143 $3,900 i $51,043
Calls Answered within I

Twenty Seconds -

IOP-2 Interconnect Provisionin~ $0 $45,833 $45,833

The list and order of the top 15 PIDs with regard to total Tier I and Tier 2 payments changes
slightly if only more recent data after May 2006 is used. Nevertheless, MR-8, OP-4, and BI-3A
remain the top three contributors, generating 60 percent of the payments; the top 15 PID measures
still represent 98 percent of the Tier I and Tier 2 payments in the II states during this more recent
period. Table III-A-3 below shows these detailed data.
lOwest comment: The above list begs for questions not answered bv the Liberty Report. For
example, what might account for MR-8, OP-4 and BI-3A being at the top of the list? What is
it about these PIDs that is generating much higher pavments than other PIDs? Is this
confined to a few products or states? For MR-8, the data shows specificallv that the margins
between CLEC performance and standard are extremely slim. A large number of payments
are made on minutely-small arithmetic differences between the CLEC results (that were very,
very good - extremely low trouble rate) and the standard. Similarly, a large number of these
metrics were addressed by CPAP Independent Monitor-ordered root-cause analyses that
explain the results and univel'sallv conclude there was no discrimiuation, despite the
persistent pavments - none of which is addressed by the Report.]

Table III-A-3
Total Tier I and Tier 2 Payments
by PID after May 2006- 11 States
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, I Center I

I
New Service Installation

IOP-5A Quality RepOlted to Repair $39,915 $2,450 $42,365
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Billing Completion I

IPO-7A Notification Timeliness $27,317 $0 $27,317
Work Completion

IPO-6A Notification Timeliness $26,949 $0 $26,949

!
Out of Service Cleared

IMR-3 within 24 Hours $25,485 $0 $25,485
Remainder of

PIDs --- $57,193 $18,417 $75,610I

B. Wholesale Volumes

As part of its review, Liberty analyzed the ordering volumes and total lines in service for the
wholesale products and services that Qwest records in the PID measures, and examined how these
volumes have changed over the Study Period. Because somc products, such as those Qwest
provides through commercial agreements, are not included in the PID measurements, this analysis is
not meant to depict the fuIl scope of wholesale products available. Nevertheless, it does show the
volumes of transactions and lines relevant for determining the PAP payments.

During its examination of ordering volumes captured in the PID measurements, Liberty used the
number of service orders Qwest recorded in its PID measurements for inward services68 and for
standalone number ports. As a measure of service order volumes for inward services, Liberty used
the denominator of OP-3 (Installation Commitment Met) which provides data on the total number
of service orders for inward services completed in the repOliing period69 As a measure of LSR
volumes for standalone number port orders, Liberty used the denominator of OP-8C (LNP
Timeliness without Loop Coordination).

Liberty also examined trends in the number of CLEC lines in service which depend on Qwest
wholesale services measured by the PID measurements. For this quantity, Liberty used the
denominator of the MR-8 (Trouble Rate measure), which provides data on the total number oflines
in service for each product disaggregation during the reporting period.

This analysis revealed that overall wholesale service order transaction volumes measured in the PID
measures have decreased significantly over the course of the Study Period as shown in Table III-B
1.

68 Inward services are defined as order types for change of service, new service, and transfer of service.
69 In its analysis, Liberty did not include disconnect and record change service orders which are excluded from the OP-3
service order volumes, Libcriy also excluded any other service orders subject to the OP-3 exclusions, such as service
orders for which the due date was missed for non-Qwest reasons and service orders with invalid due dates or application
dates. Despite these exclusions, Liberty was able to obtain sufficient information to detenl1ine the order volume trends
for the pUlposes of this study, using the total inward order volumes ohtained from the OP-3 denominator.
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Table III-B-l
Inward Service Order Volumes

T t 114 St t R .o a - a e eglOn

Year ! Annual Order Difference Monthly
Volnme from Previous Average

Year
2004 t,022,208 N/A 85,184
2005 377,738 -644,470 31,478

,
I

2006 i 245,067 -132,671 20,422 I

2007 t 62,966 -82,101 t3,581
2008 (through 113,643 * 1l,364

October)
* The difference will not be mdlcatlVe of the full year expenence as the 2008 data only extends through October.

Libeliy found that the biggest factors in this decrease in order volumes measured by the PID
measures were the TRO and the TRRO decisions, which removed the requirement for Qwest to
offer UNE-P and Line Sharing services as unbundled network elements under Section 251 of the
1996 Telecommunications Acl,7o As a result of these orders, Qwest offers services equivalent to
UNE-P and Line Sharing under commercial agreements with the CLECs, which are not tracked or
repOlied by the PID measures,7l In 2004, these services accounted for 745,490 (72,9 percent) of the
1,022,208 total inward orders issued to Qwest by the CLECs. The vast majority (722,988) of these
745,490 orders were for UNE-P POTS, However, after the effective date of the TRRO in 2005, the
order volume for these services dropped to 8,928 orders, a 98.9 percent decrease from the previous
year's order volumes. The order volume for Line Sharing and UNE-P service has continued to
decline to the 2008 region-wide monthly average of only 31 orders per month for these services. 72

Liberty found that Qwest has experienced declining ordering volume for all wholesale services and
products with the exception of the five products shown in Table III-B-2. For example, in 2004
Qwest averaged 5,260 orders per month for all Resale services, whilc in 2008 the average dropped
to 814 resale orders per month. For all other inward service orders (e.g., unbundled loops,
unbundled dedicated interoffice transpOli, Enhanced Extended Loops, etc.), Qwest averaged 17,800
orders per month in 2004. The average number of monthly orders Qwest received for these services
in 2008 was 8,763 (through October). Two factors that may have contributed to the drop in Qwest's
overall wholesale service order volumes are i) CLECs entering into commercial agreements with
Qwest, thereby removing their ordering activity from the PID calculations, and ii) the general trends
in the telecommunications industry of customers migrating away from the wireline service business
to competitors such as cable and wireless service providers. 73
lOwest Comment: The Report, in seeming to mention this onlv in passing, appears to ignore
the significant meeting of the statements iust made above - i.e. that customers migrating awav
from wireline service to competitors such as cable and wireless service providers represents a
massive increase in incentives outside of the PAPs that Owest has to work with CLECs,

70 FCC 03-36, Triennial Review Order, August 21,2003 and FCC 04-290 Triennial Review Remand Order, Februmy 4,
2005.
71 In response to Data Request #18, Qwest explained that it replaced its UNE-P offer with its commercial products
offering of Qwest Platform Plus (QPP). This offering was later replaced by Qwest Local Services Platform (QLSP).
72 In response to Data Request #18, Qwest indicated that it still reports a small number ofUNE-P and Line Sharing
services in the PID because not every CLEC completed the interconnectionicommercial agreements with Qwest that
would have moved these services to the non-reportable comparable commercial agreement service (e.g.) the Qwest
Local Service Platform replacement service for UNE-P service).
73 See Section E, "Industry Trends" for additional details.
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providing quality service, to help keep customers on its network. Also, this statement
overlooks VoIP competitors, which are a major additional competitor.]

- ,

I

Product

I
Pcrceut Increase (2004 - 2008)

2-Wire Non-Loaded Loops 8.6
ADSL Capable Loops , 22.0

EEL-DS-l 34.3
DS-l Loops 64.0

xDSL Capable Loops 90.7

Table III-B-2
Products that Experienced an Increase in Order Volumes

Consistent with industry trends of reduced reliance on wireline telecommunications service, Qwest
experienced a steady increase in the number of service orders it received from its competitors for
stand-alone LNP. Stand-alone LNP orders are typically issued by competitors such as wireless
carriers and cable companies that are able to gain access to the end-user without relying on Qwest's
wireline facilities to do so. These carriers typically only order number ports (to move the existing
customer's telephone number to their network), directory listings, and interconnection trunks from
the Incumbent Local Exchange CmTiers (ILECs). Table III-B-3 shows the trend in Qwest's stand
alone LNP service order volumes.

Table III-B-3
Stand-alone LNP Service Order Volumes 74

Year Total LNP Orders Difference Monthly Averaue i

2004 466,374 N/A 38,865
2005 I 553,943 87,569 46,162,
2006 588,090 34,147 49,008-
2007 597,430 9,340 49,786 i,

2008 (through October) I 523,221 I * 52,322
* The dIfference Will not be mdlcatIve of the full year expencnce as the 2008 data only extends through October.

As can be expected fi'om the results on Qwest's order volume trends, the wholesale lines in service
followed the same downward trend in volume as shown in Table III-B-4.

Table III-B-4
Wholesale Lines In Service

Year End I Lines In Service I Difference I
Volume

December 2004 2,712,891 N/A
Decemher 2005 1,890,99~ (821,892)
December 2006 1,726,161 (164,838)
December 2007 1,691,505 (34,656)
October 2008 1,624,765 i *..* The difference will not be mdlcatIVe of the full year expenence as the 2008 data only extends through October.

The very large reduction in the number oflines in service betwecn 2004 and 2005 is also a result of
the TRO and TRRO decisions. In December 2004, Qwest reported 876,122 UNE-P and Line
Sharing lines in service. By December of2005 this number dropped by 727,778 lines to a total of

74 The data for this table was obtained from the denominator of the OP-8C "Number Portability Timeliness" measure,
which provides data on the total number ofstandalone number ports.
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148,344 in-service UNE-P and Line Sharing lines, accounting for 88.5 percent of the total loss in
wholcsale lines between 2004 and 2005. This number was further reduced by 87,612 lines to a total
of60,732 UNE-P and Line Sharing lines in service at the end of2006, accounting for 53.2 percent
of the wholesale line loss in 2006. Qwest also experienced a significant reduction in its Resale
service lines during the Study Period. Qwest's year-end-2004 resold lines in service totaled 143,895
lines. Since that time the number of in-service Resale lines has decreased by 60.8 percent to 56,389
lines as of October 2008. Additionally, many of the wholesale lines that are reported in the PID
measures may have also been replaced by such commercial-agreement services as Qwest Local
Service Platform (QLSP) which would not be reflected in the numbers reported by Qwest in the
P1D measures.

For other wholesale services such as LlNE-L, the reduction in in-service lines has not been as
significant as it has been for UNE-P and for Resale lines. Qwest ended 2004 with 1,692,874 lines in
service for these products, as counted by the PID measures, and since that time there has only been
a 10.6 percent reduction in these in-service line counts to an October 2008 total of 1,513,970 lines
in servicc. As shown in Table III-B-5, Qwest has actually experienced very significant growth from
2004 to October 2008 in some products in this product category.

hL' G
Table III-B-5

h E d S' 'fiVb dldP dn un e ro uets t at xpenenee Igm leant me I'owt
Product Pcrccut Iucrease (2004 - October 2008)

2-Wire Non-Loaded Loops 20.7
DS-! Loops 71.1
EEL-DS-! 117.7
Sub-Loops 346.!

xDSL Loops 642.5
I ADSL Caoable Loops 787.9

The following region-wide graphs provide a summary view of the trends discussed above in
Qwest's wholesale order transactions and wholesale lines-in-service volumes.
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Figure III-B-1
Orderin Volumes: All States
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lOwest Comment: If Owest's volume is decreasing, and CLECs' volumes are decreasing, and
facilities-based providers' volumes are increasing, it would seem that an appropriate
conclusion is that PAP is misplaced. There is significant competition in the marketplace to
provide incentives to provide quality service. I
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Figure III-B-2
Lines in Service: All States
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The same downward trends in both overall wholesale order volumes and wholesale lines in service
ean be seen at the state leveL Although there are some state-speeifie variations, sueh as an inerease
in the order volumes in Montana, Liberty found that the general trend has been a deerease in the
number of inward wholesale orders and in wholesale lines in service as refleeted in Tables III-B-6
and III-B-7 respeetively.

Table III-B-6
State-Specific Wholesale Order Volumes

Total Inward Orders
2004-2008

! State 2004 2005 2006 2007
2008 (through

October)
Arizona 305,039 168,613 140,204 117,784 I 87,890

Colorado 179,329 147,464 120,413 I 111,231 106,503
Iowa 106,795 53,169 48,830 i 45,061 29,882
Idaho 29,502 ! 15,761 9,128 t 16,566 12,367

Montaua 11,226 10,327 17,815 16,718 ! 12,253!

North Dakota 30,351 17,045 11,549 26,873 9,400
Nebraska 58,881 25,376 18,635 16,169 14,401

i New Mexico 42,743 20,514 17,827 17,446 18,295
South Dakota 36,222 11,553 23,032 16,010 8,930

Utah 128,612 83,712 57,623 53,558 53,160
Wyoming 15,352 8,624 13,698 9,415 7,698
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State-Specific Wholesale Lines In Service

Total Lines
2004-2008
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State Year End 2004 Year End 2005 I Year End 2006 Year End 2007 October 2008
Arizona 398,595 245,566 i 230,897 240,901 229,799

Colorado 367,218 289,842 , 249,935 265,888 250,443
Iowa 175,631 114,844 94,127 82,266 i 78,682
Idaho 53,886 , 34,702 31,401 32,573 31,959,

Montana 29,603 26,643 28,026 26,677 25,406
North Dakota 42,360 39,981 38,319 34,334 34,006,

Nebraska 98,962 50,609 i 43,549 41,712 41,238,
New Mexico 71,298 47,525 45,576 41,913 ! 38,107

South Dakota 54,748 20,715 18,462 16,714 16,702
Utah 208,053 148,250 130,027 129,725 127,288

Wyomil1l! 30,147 12,973 13,256 11 ,826 , 11 ,976

As displayed in Table III-B-8, the trend for standalone LNP orders, which is currently the most
prevalent wholesale ordering type, shows quite a bit of variation across the states with many states
showing significant growth in the annual volume of these orders while the order volumes in other
states (such as North Dakota and South Dakota) seem to fluctuate from year to year. Arizona and
Nebraska have experienced a declining volume in these orders.75 Graphs of the state-specific order
volume trends can be found in Appendix B.

Table III-B-8
State-Specific Standalone LNP Order Volumes

Total Orders
2004-2008

State 2004 2005
I

2006
2008 (through

2007
October)

Arizona ]46,894 135,191 ] 19,841 100,451 77,460
Colorado 53,754 92,245 89,871 91,405 ! 91,000

Iowa 40,041 24,230 32,762 I 36,438 i 25,720
Idaho 10,189 9,218 6,517 14,262 9,548

i Montana 2,964 I 6,836 15,087 14,654 10,716,
North Dakota 3,460 I 7,380 4,640 22,645 6,683

i Nebraska 19,406 i 18,886 15,471 I 13,390 i 12,986
i New Mexico 5,865 12,787 11,643 I 14,858 16,819
~.

South Dakota i 13,033 7,786 19,903 15,431 8,652
Utah 31,110 37,305 i 38,947 40,383 41,892

Wvomine 990 3,792 11,072 8,487 7,262 i

Liberty also found that most of the in-service line losses were in the UNE-P and Resale products.
The line loss for all other products, such as UNE-L, has not been as large and in some states has
even grown. The trends in UNE-P, Resale, and UNE-L are depicted in Tables III-B-9, III-B-IO and
III-B-li respectively. Additionally, graphs of the state-specific trends in line loss can be found in
Appendix B.

75 Because the data for 2008 is incomplete, it is possible that Nebraska's 2008 volumes will match or exceed its 2007
volumes which will represent the first time the downward trend in Nebraska LNP order is reversed.
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State-Specific Lines In Service

UNE_p 76

2004-2008
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State Year-End 2004 I Year-End 2005 Year-End 2006 Year-End 2007 October 2008
Arizona 149.279 i 12,066 7,594 4,895 4,057 i

Cotorado 95,748 32,726 17,319 10,420 8,879
Iowa 56,171 6,779 2,140 1,228 i 1,899
Idabo 15,862 588 6 4 I 16,

Montana 7,264 365 214 i 83 I 65
North Dakota 19,085 ] ,055 24 30 I 343

Nebraska 38,918 2,743 764 429 I 479
New Mexico 24,895 6,261 4,484 2,985 I 3,064

Sonth Dakota 31,15] 581 6 5 i 0
Utah 74,]09 16,854 4,514 I 3,028 I 2,663

WvomillO 19,142 2,326 2,134 I ] ,430 1,491

Table HI-B-lO
State-Specific Lines In Service

Resale Lines
2004-2008

State Year-End 2004 Year-End 2005 Year-End 2006 Year-End 2007 October 2008
i Arizona I 6,188 5,12] 4,332 2,464 1,979

Colorado 11,842 8,506 5,]47 4,960 4,494
Iowa I 9,958 9,398 5,239 3,841 3,605
Idaho 1,339 1,045 714 551 554

Montana 9,652 6,800 ~,067 3,843 3,362
North Dakota 4,818 3,222 2,536 1,506 1,040 ,

i Nebraska 2,925 i 2,179 1,069 846 778
New Mexico 2,812 1,855 1,554 1,165 1,022

Sonth Dakota 5,936 4,263 3,357 2,788 2,399
Utah 2,973 3,688 2,586 1,646 2,140

Wvoming 3,129 2,848 1,681 1,017 839

Table III-B-Il
State-Specific Lines In Service
"UNE-L and Other" Lines77

2004-2008
State Year-End 2004 Year-End 2005 Year-End 2006 Year-End 2007 October 2008

Arizona 243,128 228,379 218,971 233,542 223,763
__ Colorado 259,628 248,610 227,469 250,508 237,070

Iowa 109,502 98,667 86,748 I 77,197 73,178 ,
Idaho 36,685 33,069 30,681 32,018 31,389

Montana 19,951 19,478 22,745 22,751 21,979
North Dakota 37,542 35,704 35,759 32,798 32,623

Nebraska 57,119 45,687 41,716 40,437 39,981
New Mexico 43,591 39,409 39,538 37,763 34,021

76 1n response to Data Request #18, Qwest indicated that not all CLECs have completed the commercial agreements that
require Qwest to continue reporting in-service UNE-P lines as UNE-P rather than as the QLSP commercial agreement
replacement product for UNE-P.
77 The "other" category includes all lines that are not provided by Qwest resold service or by UNE-P service. It does not
include lines that are self-provided by the CLEC such as cable company lines.
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lSo"uth Dakota 17.661 15,871 I 15,099 I 13,921 14,303 I
I Utah 130,971 127,708 I 122,927 I 125,051 122,485 J
1- Wy""O"m"'i-nQ---+---'-=7,"'8=-76~-+---'::7-';,7"'979"--+--1-':9"',4"'4"'1"---+-1-~9,':!-37;;';9~-+-~9=:,6""4"'6'---J

Based on this analysis of volume trends, Liberty concludes:

• The TRO and TRRO had a significant impact on the volume of service orders and
lines in service that Qwest receives and reports on in the PID measures.

• With the exception of orders for a small number of UNE-L products, EELs, and
standalone number ports, the trend in Qwest's overall LSR order volumes continues
to show declining volumes.

• Lines in service dropped dramatically for Resale and UNE-P, and to a much lesser
extent for unbundled network clement products.

• Competition is increasing from service providers that provide their own facilities to
the end-users such as wireless and cable companies, as evidenced by the generally
increasing volume of standalone number port orders.
lOwest Comment: Again, the Report, in seeming to mention this onlv in passing,
appears to ignore the significant meeting of the statements just made above 
i.e. that customers migrating away from wireline service to competitors such as
cable and wireless service providers represents a massive increase in incentives
outside of the PAPs that Owest has to work with CLECs, providing quality
service, to help keep customers on its network. Also, this statement overlooks
VoIP competitors, which are a major additional competitor.]

• There are some state level variations to the regional level trends, such as the
fluctuating or declining volumes in standalone number port orders in some states.

C. Owest's Performance

Qwest's overall performanee across the states during the course of the Study Period showed
improvement. As detailed in Section lILA, failures for speeifie measures and their produet
disaggregations were the underlying eause of the majority of Tier 1 and Tier 2 payments.

To better understand the results relating to failure rate, the statistieal design of the PAPs needs to be
considered. That design allows for random variation in month-to-month performanee. This is
beeause a proeess that is produeing parity results will, by ehanee, be below parity some months and
above parity some months. The statistical tests that are part of the PAP only produee a failing result
five pereent of the time when Qwest is operating at parity. The pereentage is lower for small sample
sizes. Thus, failure rates of below five pereent ean be eonsidered to be artifaets of the statistieal
framework and not a true indieation that Qwest is providing substandard service.

When sample sizes are small, there is simply not enough infonnation in most eircumstanees to
make a clear determination whether Qwest has met the standard (at or above parity for parity
measures or at or above the benchmark for benchmark measures), and the tests applied to determine
penalties can lead to biases. For most states, the Z-seore eutofffor failure declines when sample
sizes are below ten, making it more likely that Qwest will pay penalties even when they are
operating at parity. (Such a eondition is known in statisties as a "Type I error.") In contrast, most
states have now added the "One Allowable Miss Rule," whieh applies to benehmark and non-
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interval parity measures. This rule prevents a single miss from eausing payments, and means that
for small sample sizes (typieally below 20) service below benchmark may not lead to payments.
(Such a condition is known in statistics as a "Type II en·or.") The end result is that when sample
sizes are small, Qwest will pay penalties in more circumstances when they are operating at parity
(for parity measures), and Qwest will not pay penalties in more circumstances when they are
operating below the benchmark (for benchmark measures and non-interval parity measures).

Liberty reviewed the average and median sample sizes per test over the Study Period. Because most
measures are broken down by product, state, and CLEC, the median sample size was only about
four for the entire period. The average sample size began at about 70 and dropped to 50 over the
course of the Study Period. As a result, the small sample size rules used in the PAPs are becoming
more important in determination of penalties, and the Type I and Type II error issues mentioned
above are more prevalent

The following graphs show the percentage of statc-level measure failures over time by measurement
domain: Pre-Ordering/Ordering (PO), Ordering/Provisioning (OP), Maintenance & Repair (MR),
Billing (BI), and all other measures.

For Pre-Ordering/Ordering, measure failures began at about seven perccnt in 2004 and slowly
declined to approximately thrce percent by 2008. As noted above, a failure rate near five percent
would be expected even when Qwest is providing service at, or slightly above, the standard.

Figure lII-C-1
Percent of Failed PO PIDs
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Table lll-C-l table shows the average failure rate by year for PO measures.
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PO
Table III-C-l

F'l P tbYverage 'aI ure ercen )V ear -
Year Average Percent Failure

2004 7.3

2005 4.3

2006 2.8

2007 3.2

2008 3.2

A

[Owest comment: If the failure rate is less than 5%, as the above chart and all but one other
chart shows, and as acknowledl!ed elsewhere in this Report and in the next comment, Owest is
nlv paying on random variation rather than poor service quality? This would be another set
of data points supporting that the PAPs are now unduly peualizing Owest and are no longer
appropriate,)
For Ordering/Provisioning, the percent of PID measure failures was similarly low. The monthly
average decreased from six percent in 2004 to two percent in 2008. Figure III-C-2 shows the
monthly failure rate for OP measures over time.

Fignre III-C-2
Percent of Failed OP PIDs
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Table III-C-2 show the average failure rate by year for OP measures.

Table III-C-2
Average Failure Percent by Year - OP

Year Average Failure Percent
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I 2005 3.7 I
2006 4.2

2007 3.0 I
200S 2.2 I

For Maintenance & Repair the percent ofPID failures also remained at or below ten percent. The
monthly averages decreased from seven percent in 2004 to four percent in 2008. The following
figure shows the monthly failure rate for MR measures over time.

Figure III-C-3
Percent of Failed MR PIDs
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The following table show the average failure rate by year for MR measures.

MR
Table III-C-3

F °1 P b Yverage al ure ercent y ear -

Year AveraO'c Failure Perc~"!!~

2004 7.3

2005 5.2
i

2006 5.8 i

2007 5.3

I 200S 4.0

A
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For Billing measures, the percent of PID measure failures varied more over time than the other
domains, In II out of the 58 months under review (approximately 19 percent), there were no
failures, while in November 2005 the percentage peaked at 36 percent. For six of the last 12
months, failure rates were at or above ten percent. The figure below shows monthly failure rates for
BI measures,
[Owest Comment: In 2008, all categories of measurements had failure I'ates of less than 5%.
According to Liberty, a "failure rate near five percent ... would be expected even when Owest
is providing service at, or slightly above, the standard." Performance at this high level
warrants consideration of whether the PAP in its present form is appropriate any longer,
since it penalizes Owest where performance is overall above standard, and is thus not needed
any longer. Liberty's analysis doesn't consider that some of the higher rates of penalties had
more to do with design flaws in the original PA.P. For example, for BY-3ft,,- prior to 2007, Owest
often paid penalties for performance well above the 98% benchmark that was established
with the PMP Stipulation. Please see also comments on BI-3A in Owest's main bodv of
comments.]

Figure III-C-4
Percent of Failed BI PIDs
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The following table show the average failure rate by year for BI measures,

Table III-C-4
Average Failure Percent by Year - BI

Year Average Failure Percent

1-::.:20",0-,-4-+ ---"-6:,,::-5---4
2005 10

I 200:,::6_1- -'-]",1.=-5------1
2007 I 10'--=.::"'-.L, "._'-'- ~
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2008 4.8

For all other measures, there were no PID failures in 40 out of 58 months under review. In January
and August 2004, however, the PlD failure rate peaked at 12 percent. In July 2008, the PlD measure
failure rate was ten percent. In general, thc failure rate for the other measures was low with a few
anomalies.

Figure III-C-5
Percent of Failed PIDs for Other MeasUI-es
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The following table show the average failure rate by year for other measures.

Other
Tahle III-C-5

F'I P t b Y'erage al ure ercen y ear-
Year Average Failure Percent

! 2004 5.0i
i 2005 0.7

2006 0.2

2007 0.2 I

2008 1.0

In summary, Qwest's failure rate by measurement area across states showed improvement dming
the Study Period. For all domains, average failure rates in 2008 are below five percent, indicating
that Qwest perfonnance overall is at or above the standard, according to the statistical framework
inherent in the QPAPs. [Qwest Comment: This seems to be in conflict with Liberties earlier
statement that, due to volnme decline, there is an increase in Type I errors cansing increased
payments when Qwest did not fail- vet pavments are down and continue to decline in
conjunction with volume decline.l However, for certain measurements and products the failure
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rates have been consistently high. In particular MR-5 EEL_DSI and UBL_DSI [Owest Comment:
Part ofthe CPAP 1M RCA requests dated 09/06, 05/07, and 10/08 explain the payments, with
the 1M agreeing that no fnrther action is needed and there was no evidence of discriminationl,
MR-6 (multiple products) lOwest Comment: Part of the CPAP 1M RCA requests dated 09/06,
05/07,10/08, and 3/09 explain the payments, with the 1M agreeing that no further action is
needed and there was no evidence of discrimination.], MR-8 UBL DS 1 lOwest Comment: Part
of the CPAP 1M RCA request dated 12/03 explained the payments, with the 1M agreeing that
no fnrther action is needed and there was no evidence of discrimination.], OPA EEL_DSI and
UBL_DS1 are consistently above five percent, indicating continued substandard performance.
lOwest Comment: Please see the chart below, showing sharp decline in year-over-year view.l
Also, as detailed in Section lILA, failures for specific measures and their product disaggregations
caused the majority of Tier 1 and Tier 2 payments. These paYInents were not caused by poor
performance for an entire measurement area.
lOwest Comment: Again, the Report does not consider why certain metrics have high PAP
payments. More than half, 34% of the 60% (more preciselv 58%), are MR8 pavments. The
Report did not consider the CPAP 1M RCA regarding MR8 or OP4 findings regarding PAP
payments. The 1M and the Colorado Commission agreed that there were flaws in the MR-8
metric and that none of the PAP payments were due to any discriminatory practices. The
Commission suspended MR-8 payments until the issues could be resolved.l

D. Historical Analysis of Kev Payment Drivers

The extreme complexity of the PAP payment mechanisms makes it difficult to summarize the key
drivers ofpayments without some sort ofmodeling. Thus, Liberty perfOlllled statistical analyses,
including regression modeling, of Tier 1 and Tier 2 payments to determine the major factors driving
the payments in the 11 states reviewed during the Study Period. These analyses adjusted for
measure and product, and thus the specific results given are averages over measure and product.

Liberty found four major items that led to increases or declines in payments: i) transaction
volume,78 ii) PID failure rate, iii) Number ofCLECs with activity, and iv) severity offailure.
Transaction volume is expected to impact payment amounts because most payments are Per
Occurrence, meaning that the amount paid is based on the number of transactions that fell below the
standard or benchmark. However, with lower volume and the same failure rate, there will be fewer
such transactions driving payments. PID failures lead directly to payments in most cases, so PID
failure rate should be highly associated with payment amount. The number of CLECs with activity
should not obviously affect payments once total transaction volume has been considered if the
performance for each CLEC is approximately the same. The reason why the number of CLECs
might have an effect could be that there are differences among CLECs or that a higher number of
CLECs leads to more Type I errors, which is the error that occurs when Qwest is required to make a
payment despite service that is at or above standard in general. This error can happen as a result of
the statistical testing that is perfoffiled to determine that parity was met. Finally, severity should
have some impact on payment amounts, since the number of occurrences increase with severity of
the failure and because some states have penalties for more severe failures.

78 Transaction volume is defined as the CLEC denominator used in the measure calculations. For Ordering and
Provisioning, volume is typically number of orders while for Maintenance & Repair, it is typically the number of
troubtes reported. For Bitling, it is typicatly totat dotlar amount bitled.
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lOwest comment: The Report provides no supporting information, such as R-sguared values,
that would indicate the fit of the regression model to the data and whether this analysis is
fruitful. Nevertheless, there may still be serious design flaws in the regression analysis. Please
see next comment and also Owest's responses in the main body of its comments.]

The effects of these four factors were largely consistent across states, product, and measure, with
the exception of Billing. Billing is discussed separately below. For non-Billing measures, the
biggest detenninant of payments made was the number of CLECs, while for Billing, the biggest
driver was transaction volume (typically the total dollar amount billed).
lOwest Comment: Making sterile conclusions about factors that seem to drive payments is
fatally flawed without considering whether there are more fundamental explanations, such as
design flaws in BI-3A prior to and addressed by the 2007 Stipulation. Because occurrences
were calculated on the basis of dollars, the BI-3A payments were often out of proportion to
the severity of the miss. For a single dollar variation from parity, Owest paid $25. Under the
compromise payment structure negotiated in the 2007 Stipulation, BI-3A considers the total
dollars adjusted in determining the "severity" of the miss and applies a graduated per
occurrence amount. Please see also comments on BI-3A in the main body of Owest's
comments.]

Tier 1 Measure Payments

With the exception of Billing-related payments, transaction volume had little or no effect on Tier I
payment amounts, either at a regional level or by individual state. However, the other three factors
considered (I. e., failure rate, number of CLECs, and severity) did affect payments. For example, a
doubling of the failure rate typically gave rise to an increased payment of $15 for the related
measure and disaggregation. An additional CLEC meant that, on average, $35 more in payments
were made. A doubling of the severity of the miss typically resulted in an increased payment of $6.
These results varied some by state, but the overall conclusion was the same.

Results for Billing measures were both higher overall and substantively different in that transaction
volume had a very significant and substantial effect on total payments. The relationship between
failure rate and severity remained similar to that in non-Billing measures; i.e., failure rate had far
more effect than severity. On the other hand, the addition of a CLEC was less important than a
doubling of overall failure rate. This differs from the non-Billing measures, for which change in the
number ofCLECs was more important than either failure rate or severity.
rowest Comment: Liberty's analysis of payments for Billing measurements is invalid, because
flaws in the payment structure in BI-3A were a major contributor to the total dollars paid for
Billing measurements over the study period. Please see also comments on BI-3A in Owest's
main body of comments.]

Payments for Tier 2 Measures

For its regression analysis of Tier 2 measures, Libeliy found that it was not possible to measure the
effects by state, because for many products and measures, there were no Tier 2 payments in a
particular state. Thus, Liberty looked at the effects for all II states in a single model for non-Billing
measures and a second model for Billing measures.79 Because most Tier 2 payments are for the

79 Liberty reviewed Colorado separately for non-Billing measures, but there was not sufficient data to consider Colorado
separately for Billing measures. Liberty handled Colorado differently because of the structural change in the CPAP that
resulted in almost no Tier 2 payments after May 2006.
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aggregate CLEC, Liberty did not attempt to consider the effect of adding an individual CLEC.
Liberty found that volume did not have a strong effect on overall Tier 2 payments, though for non
Billing measures (except Colorado) there was a statistically significant effect. Similarly, failure
rates were generally not statistically significantly related to Tier 2 payment amounts. Severity had a
clear and strong effect on Tier 2 payments.

E. Industry Trends

In order to understand how changes in the telecommunications industry might affect the continued
applicability of the PAPs or the relevance of aspects of the PAP structure, Liberty examined recent
industry trends in the Qwest local operating ten·itory. Liberty reviewed the most current data
available on the FCC's website to investigate industry trends. 80 One of the most significant trends is
the continuing decline of in-service access lines for traditionallLEC wireline carriers. Since its
nationwide peak of 188.5 million access lines in service at year-end 2000, the number of traditional
wireline access lines has decreased by 22.1 percent to a year-end 2006 total of 146.9 million access
lines in service.8I These figures include end-user access lines, access lines resold to other carriers,
and UNE-P lines. They do not include CLEC lines provided over their own facilities, such as cable
company lines. Table III-E-l reflects the IO-year trend in lLEC wireline lines in service.

Table III-E-l
Trends in ILEC Wireline Access Lines

1997-2006
Year-end Wireline access lines in service Annual Growth

1997 i 173,866,799 N/A
1998 I 179,849,045 3.4
1999 185,002,911 2.9
2000 188,499,486 1.9
2001 185,587,160 -1.5
2002 180,095,333 -3.0-
2003 173,147,710 -3.9
2004 165,979,938 -4.1
2005 157,037,503 -5.4
2006 146,848,926 I -6.5

For total access lines in service the FCC reports include all access lines, including those that are
self-provided by the CLECs. Table III-E-2 reflects the three-year trend from year-end 2005 through
year-end 2007 of total ILEC and CLEC in-service access lines for each state participating in this
study.s2

80 FCC documents referenced by Liberty include "Local Telephone Competition: Status as of December, 2007" and
"Trends in Telephone Service," August 2008 repOli. Both documents were created by the Industry Analysis and
Technotogy Division of the Wiretine Competition Bureau and are dated September 2008.
81 "Trends in Telecommunications Service," August 2008; p. 7-1 and Table 7.1. Unlike other data in these repolis which
typically extend to year-end 2007, this data was only provided through year-end 2006. Additionally, this reduction is
not entirely indicative of the actual reduction in access lines during this timeframe and understates the number of lines
that were lost. Prior to 2005 only LECs with at least 10,000 lines in a state were required to report to the FCC.
Beginning with the June 2005 repOli, all LEes were required to report their lines-in-service counts regardless of the
number of lines they had. Therefore all access line counts from 2000 to year-end 2004 have been understated by not
including the lines for these smaller carriers.
82 Because of the data issue referenced in the previous footnote, this table does not reflect data prior to 2005.
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2005 2006 Percent I 2007 I Percent
State Lines In Service Lines In change 2005- Lines In Service I change 2006-

Service 2006 I 2007
Arizona 3,273,829 3,193,105 -2.5 3,104,872 -2.8

Colorado 2,928,554 i 2,658,781 i -9.2 i 2,451,394 -7.8
Idaho 748,393 740,226 -1.1 703,396 -5.0
Iowa 1,546,333 1,511,339 -2.3 1,468,712 -2.8

Montana 524,610 517,114 -1.4 509,566 -1.5
Nebraska 918,609

,
892,697 -2.8 888,691 -0.5

I New Mexico 957,838 934,816 -2.4 888,496 -5.0
I North Dakota 345,786 337,370 -2.4 324,159 -3.9

South Dakota 415,243 397,441 -4.3 387,330 -2.5
Utah 1,184,901 1,139,235 -3.9 1,055,368 -7.4

Wyoming 285,637 . 281,587 -1.4 273,091 -3.0
II-State Total 13,129,733 12,603,711 -4.0 12,055,075 -4.4

According to its 2008 Annual Report, Qwest's line loss has been more severe than for the industry
as a whole. [Owest Comment: The preceding statement further emphasizes the fact that Owest
has major incentives, outside of the PAPs and more significant that in the industrv as a whole,
to work with CLECs in providing quality service to stem line losses.] Qwest indicated that
between 2006 and 2007 it lost 1,006,000 access lines, a 7.3 percent decrease in access lines from the
previous year, and between 2007 and 2008 it lost an additional 1,224,000 access lines, a decrease of
9.6 percent from the previous year. However, Liberty notcs that although the nationwide figures
shown in Table III-E-I and the state-wide numbers shown on Table III-E-2 represent a total
reduction of access lines in service for the entire industry, some of the access-line loss reported by
Qwest in its annual report was from losses to competitors using their own facilities and not a
complete disconnect of the access line.

In its report, the FCC suggests that this reduction in wireline access lines is likely due to some
consumers substituting wireless service for wireline service, and some households eliminating
second lines when they move from dial-up internet service to broadband service84 This assumption
is supported by the data in the FCC's report which shows that from 2005 through 2007, there was a
13.3 percent reduction in residential lines nationwide whereas the nationwide reduction in business
lines was only 2.1 percent,85 Residential customers are more likely than business customers to
disconnect their wireline service and replace it with a wireless alternative. They are also the most
likely users of dial-up internet access.

Unlike the wireline industry, the FCC report indicates that the wireless industry is experiencing
robust growth.86 From year-end 2005 to year-end 2007 the number of wireless subscribers increased
by 45,568,000 subscribers, a 22.4 percent increase in wireless phone users over the two-year period.
Total nationwide wireless subscribers at year end 2007 were 249,235,715. This means that given the
2007 population estimate on02 million people in the United States, cell phone pcnetration has

83 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of Decemher, 2007;" Tables 10 and 11.
84 "Trends in Telecommunications Service," August 2008; p. 7-1.
85 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of December, 2007;" Table 2.
86 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of December, 2007;" Table 14.
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reached 82.8 percent of the total population.s7 Table III-E-3 reflects the three-year trend in wireless
growth in the II-states, providing the number of wireless subscribers in each state at the end of each
year.

Table III-E-3
Total Wireless Subscribers

ll-State View
State 2005 2006 Subscribers Percent change 2007 Subscribers Percent change

subscribers 2005-2006 2006-2007
Arizona 3,844,357 4,405,032 14.6 4,799,648 9.0

!

Colorado 3,246,994 3,608,209 I 1.1 3,967,902 ! 10.0

Idabo 834,219 972,825 16.6 1,078,387 10.9

Iowa 1,811,400 2,009,826 1l.0 2,165,772 7.8

! Montana 525,003 619,620 18.0 693,507 i 1l.9
I

Nebraska l,l60,062 1,272,067 9.7 1,387,022 9.0

New 1,170,186 1,333,210 13.9 1,489,120 11.7
Mexico I

North 431,675 472,799 I 9.5 i 513,238 8.6
iDakota

South 481,404 547,812 13.8 596,562 8.9
Dakota

Utah 1,529,501 1,774,755 16.0 1,970,501 1l.0

Wyoming 342,008 387,164 13.2 441,I61 14.0
! !

Total 15,376,809 17,403,319 13.2 19,I02,820 9.8

Nationwide, the CLECs experienced a one percent decline in their market share for access lines in
service between 2005 and 2007, going from a market share of 19.1 percent of the total access lines
in service to a share of 18.1 percent. During this pcriod the CLECs' portion of the total access-line
market dropped from 31.4 million access lines in service at year-end 2005 to 28.7 access lines in
service at year-end 200788 As shown in Table III-E-4, this loss was driven mainly by service
provided over UNEs, a category which the FCC's TRO and TRRO orders significantly changed by
deli sting some products, including UNE-P.

89T
Table III-E-4

L' b SCLECAccess Illes y erVlce ype

L:
Total Resold'o Percent UNE Percent

,
CLEC i Percent

CLEC Liues (000) Resale Lines UNE Owued Facilities
Lines (000) Facilities Based
(000) (000)

, 2005 31,388 6,704 2l.4 14,521 i 46.3 10,163 32.4
i 2006 28,626 i 5,819 20.3 i 1l,663 40.7 II,144 i 38.9

I 2007 28,717 I 6,411 22.3 I 10,582 36.8 11,724 40.8

87 Population estimate obtained from the Population Reference Bureau at www.prb.org.
88 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of Decemher, 2007;" Table l.
89 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of December, 2007;" Table 3.
90 The FCCs report defines resold lines as including lines that the CLEC provides by using special access lines or other
facilities that it obtains from unaffiliated ILECs or CLECs as tariffed services or under commercial agreement>;
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Ofthe CLECs providing service using their own facilities, the FCC's report indicates that there has
been significant growth in cable companies providing telephone service ovcr their cable facilities.
According to the FCC data, access lines over cable facilitics between 2005 and 2007 grew by 64.7
percent going from 5.1 million lines at year-end 2005 to 8.4 million lines at year-end 2007. By year
end 2007, cable facilitics accounted for 29.2 percent of all CLEC lines91

Table III-E-5 shows the year-end CLEC lines in service for the II-states for 2005 through 2007.
According to the FCC report, these figures reflect all CLECs doing business in each of the states
and include access lines for cable and other companies that provide their own access-line facilities
to the end users. These figures do not, however, include mobile wireless users. As shown in Table
III-E-5, there are some very significant variations in the CLEC line growth trends with most states
showing growth in overall CLEC access lines, while states such as Colorado and Utah have lost
CLEC lines over the three-year period.
[Qwest Comment: These figures do not include cable telephony to the extent it involves VoIP.
Cable Companies using VoIP did not have to report lines to the FCC, and it is clear that some,
such as Comcast, did not report all of their VoIP phone lines. Thus, some statements on this
page are not accurate, and CLEC lines including cable are thus undel'stated. The current
FCC requirement for cable companies to report VoIP lines on Form 477 (WC Docket 07-38, R
& 0 Released June 12, 2008) was not in effect for the 2007 data referenced above. I

Liberty notes that the state-specific access line data reported in the FCC's report are very different
from the in-service quantities that Liberty derived from the Qwest reported access lines in service
using the denominator of the MR-8 "Trouble Rate" measure. For the total CLEC access lines shown
on Table Ill-E-5, in all cases the FCC's line counts are substantially higher than the total CLEC
lines reported by Qwest. 92 A number of factors contribute to this difference. These factors include
line counts in the FCC report from companies that self-provide access line facilities and thus will
not be reflected in Qwest's reported numbers, CLECs doing business with Qwest under commercial
agreements that are shown as resold lines in the FCC report but are not included in Qwes!'s reported
MR-8 figures, use of access line equivalcnts for reporting lines in the FCC report, and possible
reporting errors. To the best of Liberty's knowledge there are no audits of the data reported by the
telecommunications carriers to the FCC for the creation of its repmi.

Tahle III-E-5
CLEC Access Lines

1l_State93

I I
2005 Total 2006 Total I Percent

2007 Total I Percent
State

CI,EC Lines CLEC Lines
change 2005-

CLEC Lines I
change 2006-

L-- ! 2006 2007

Arizona 978,582 1,017,866 4.0 1.070,963 5.2
i

590,821 452,270 -23.5 394,574 -12.8Colorado

Idaho 75,951 76.063 0.2 74,962 -1.5
---

Iowa 221,758 238,161 7.4 268,858 12.9
-

Montana 52,014 71,746 37.9 93,177 29.9

Nebraska 237,496 248,839 4.8 265,020 6.5

91 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of December, 2007;" Table 5.
92 Total CLEC lines reported by Qwest can be found in Table III-B-7 in section IILB of this report.
93 "Local Telephone Competition Status as of December, 2007;" Table 9.
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New Mexico 65,123 75,169 15.4 72,932 -3.0

North Dakota 66,830 70,031 4.8 70,767 I 1.1
,

South Dakota 136,073 119,025 I -12.5 119,051 0.0

Utah 260,478 244,772 -6.0 i 211,583 -13.6

Wyoming 34,004 43,552 28.1 48,391 11.1

Total ! 2,719,130 2,657,494 -2.3 2,690,278 I 1.2

The FCCs August 2008 "Trends in Telephone Service" report, which provides data through June of
2007, shows that the availability of high-speed scrvice lines has more than doubled in the two-year
period £i'om June 2005 through June 2007.94 According to the data reported by the FCC in June
2005 there were 42,517,810 high-speed lines available to end users and by June of 2007 the number
of these available lines grew to 100,921,647, an increase of 137 percent over the two year period. 95

Table III-E-6 provides information on the number of lines available by technology type during this
period. As can be seen from this table, during this period there was explosive growth in mobile
wireless high-speed data access which overtook both cable modem and ADSL as the most prevalent
technology available to subscribers.

Table III-E-6
High-Speed Lines Over 200kbps in One Direetion

By Technology Type96

0.0050.0055
Other

i Percent Percent
Techuology Juue 2005 (000) I June 2006 (000) chauge 2005- Juue 2007 (000) change 2006-

i 2006 2007
ADSL" 16,316 22,584 38.4 27,516 21.8
SDSL" 412 337 -18.2 320 -5.0

Traditional
487 611 25.5 709 ! 16.0

Wireline
Cable Modem 24,017 29,174 21.5 34,409 17.9

Fiber 316 I 686 117.5 1,403 104.5
Satellite 377 ! 495 31.3 669 35.2

Fixed Wireless 209 361 72.7 586
i 62.3

Mobile Wireless 380 11,017 2799.2 35,305 220.5
Power Lines and

Table III-E-7 reflects the growth in high-speed access lines in the ll-states, while the type of
technology used to provide these lines is provided in Table III-E-8.

94 For FCC reporting purposes, high-speed service "lines" are considered both wired and wireless connections to end
users that are faster than 200kbps in at least one direction. For FCC reporting purposes, high-speed service "lines" are
defined as connections, both wired and wireless, to end users that are faster than 200kbps in at least one direction.
95 For ILECs and cable system operators, reporting is based on the availability of high-speed service to their respective
end users whether or not the household actually subscribes to the service.
96 "Trends iu Telecommunications Service," August 2008; Table 2.1.
97 Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
98 Symmetrical Digital Subscriber Line
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High-Speed Lines Over 200kbps in One Direction

ll-States99
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I Percent

I
Percent

State I June 2005 (000) June 2006 (000) change 2005- Juue 2007 (000) change 2006-
2006 , 2007

Arizona 809,819 1,392,711 72.0 2,192,644 57,4

Colorado 688,189 1,165,853 69,4 1,827,860 56.8
Idaho 149,023 I 202,926 36.2 483,049 138.0

! Iowa 325,710 446,187 37.0 826,096 i 85.2
Montana 90,583 139,946 54.5 346,230 147,4
Nebraska 253,968 355,013 39.8 537,693 51.5

New Mexico 174,534 25~361
,

44.6 544,706 115.8
-

North Dakota 86,274 108,476 25.7 144,994 33.7
South Dakota i 112,506 138,621 23.2 164,627 18.8

Utah 259,150 I 471,137 I 81.8 818,665 73.8
Wvomiug 55,905 I 70,574 26.2 205,711 191.5

Total 3,005,661 , 4,743,805 57.8 8,092,275 70.6

Table lII-E-8
High-Speed Lines by Technology Type

June 2007 - ll_States lOO

State I ADSL SDSL I Traditioual I Cable
Fiber

Fixed I Total lOI I
Wireline Modem Wireless

Arizona 405,724 1,491 12,630 850,307 1,996 17,122 2,192,644

Colorado 529,504 2,810 i6,060 560.557 1,285 21,864 1,827,860

Idaho 129,188 340 1,507 116,273 635 34,905 483,049

Iowa 270,101 4,244 3,151 267,712 5,633 14,802 826,096

, Montana 95,790 2,549 876 74,246 286 7,653 346,230

Nebraska 124,126 3,135 1,081 238,019 527 10,866 537,693

I New
179,856 401 1,867 117,336 424 2,518 544,706

Mexico i I i,

North
51,096 3,288 382 76,353 5,508 4,873 I 144,994 IDakota

South
45,772 3,895 252 ! 100,903 2,724 4,878 164,627

Dakota

Utah 249,683 5,454 N/A 3,947 1,907 21,252 818,665

Wyoming 49,933 1,657 190 i N/A 294 3,445 205,711

Total 2,130,773 29,264 37,996 2,405,653 21,219 144,178 8,092,275

In summary, based on review ofthe FCC's reports, as well as the data derived from Qwest's PID
measurement reports and from Qwest's annual report, Liberty notes the following trends:

• Subscribers to telephone service using traditional wireline facilities (i.e., twisted
pair) have been continually declining since 2000.

99 "Trends in Telecommunications Service," August 2008; Table 2.7.
100 "Trends in Telecommunications Service," August 2008; Table 2.6.
101 Total exceeds the sum of the parts because, although specific data for Satellite,Mobile Wireless and Power Lines are
not available at the state level, these technologies are included in the total line count.
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• Wireless services are experiencing considcrable growth and are contributing to the
loss of wireline services as customers give up their traditional phone service in favor
of a wireless option.

• Facilities-based CLECs such as cable companics are growing while CLEC services
provided via Resale and UNE are generally on thc decline. t02

• Though CLECs are becoming less dependent on the Qwest for Resale and, to a lesser
extent, UNE products, many CLECs are still dependent on these services and
products to serve their end users. lOwest Comment: The Report provides no
evidence as to this "claimed dependencv" other than that, because CLECs
subscribe to Owest's services, they are depeudent. Any yet the opening phrase
about them "becoming less dependent" implies this characterization is
misapplied.]

• Acccss to high-speed data lines has grown significantly over the period of 2005
2007, especially through mobile wireless facilities. Cable facilities and ADSL
service are also widely used technologies for access to broadband services. Many
CLECs that provide a DSL service alternative to Qwest are dependent on Qwest's
wholesale products, such as UNE-L to serve their customers.

lOwest Comment: A more complete analysis of Industry Trends would include what is
happening with PAPs in other parts oCthe countly. For example the AT&T Midwest's
Remedy Plan now contains a specific end date. See the following excerpt from their plan:
"6.5 Notwithstanding the parties' continued operation under the Interconnection Agreement
or any "evergreen clause," AT&T MIDWEST's obligation for liquidated damages pursuant
to this Performance Remedy Plan will automatically cease on December 31, 2010, unless the
parties agree to extend this Plan via an amendment to their Interconnection Agreement or
successor Agreement. Upon request of CLEC, AT&T shall commence negotiations, which
may include multiple CLECs, for a successor Remedy Plan no later than June 30, 2010."]
Trends such as the shift away from wireline services and the decline in the use of Resale and, to a
lesser extent, UNEs by the CLECs suggest the need for some revisions to the PAP. However,
because many CLECs continue to depend on Qwest to serve their customers through Resale and
UNE services and products, the PAP remains a critical tool to ensure parity of service performance
by Qwest.

[Owest Comment: Please see Owest's response in the main body of its comments. CLEC
dependence on Owest to serve their customers is not·a criterion grounded in law or regulation
to require continuation of PAPs.)

F. Summary and Conclusions

From the analysis of the historical data on PAP payments, Liberty determined that both Tier 1 and
Tier 2 payments have decreased overall across the Qwest operating region and in each of the
participating states during the Study Period (January 2004 through October 2008). The principal
reasons for this reduction applicable across the region are: i) a decline in the number of active

102 As shown on Tables III-B-9 and IIl-B-lO, found in section III-B afthis report, between 2004 and 2008 Qwest Resale
lines have shown a continuous decline in CLEC lines purchased from Qwest; however, the trend in UNE lines varies by
state with some states showing stable to slightly growing UNE line counts.
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CLECs and ii) improvement in Qwest's performance. Liberty found that the Qwest failure rate
(number of times Qwest has been out of conformance with the standards as determined by the PAP
tests) has generally decreased in all measure domains across this time period. Although the general
trend in payments was evident in all the participating states, there was some variation in the detail
trends from state to state. For example, there was a dramatic decrease in Tier 2 payments in
Colorado, after implementation of changes in 2006 after the CPAP Three-Year Review. Only a few
PID measures generate the majority of the PAP payments; 15 measures have been the source of 97
percent of the payments, with the Maintenance and Repair (MR) domain dominating the payments,
particularly recently. Only three measures have been responsible for approximately 60 percent of
the payments: MR-8 (Trouble Rate), BI-3A (Billing Accuracy - Adjustments for Errors), and OP-4
(Installation Intervals).

Libelty found that CLEC order volumes and lines in service repOlted in the PID measures have also
declined markedly during the Study Period. A major contributor to this decline was the adoption by
the FCC of the TRO and TRRO orders, which delisted a number ofUNEs including those key to
UNE-P (pmticularly unbundled switching). Lines in service dropped dramatically for Resale and to
a much lesser extent for UNE products (with the exception of those delisted by the TRO and
TRRO). Despite the decline in Resale and UNE orders, orders for number porting have remained
high, indicating the increasing importance of facilities-based competitors. There m'e some state
level vm'iations to these regional trends, with a large shm'e of the market in Resale in some states,
for example,

Liberty used data reported by the FCC to examine trends in the telecommunications industry as a
whole in the Qwest operating territory, including trends in competition, Such data provide
information on the full set of competitors and competitive services, not just those captured in the
Qwest PID measures. This data reveals that there has been an increasing decline in subscribers to
services using traditional wireline facilities, but growth in the wireless services. Fully facilities
based competitors, such as cable companies, have a growing subscriber base, while services
provided via Resale and, to a lesser extent, UNE are in decline. Nevertheless, there is still a
significant number of CLECs with a considerable subscriber base that still depend on Qwest's
services and products to serve their end users. There has also been a considerable growth in
broadband services, and many CLECs use Qwest's UNE-L to provide these services. In addition,
Liberty understands that a nunlber of CLECs rely on wholesale services, such as QLSP, that Qwest
provides through commercial agreements rather than as UNEs, particularly after the FCC's TRO
and TRRO orders eliminated UNE-P and other network elements from the list ofUNEs. However,
Qwest does not include these services in its PAP payment calculations and PID reports, and Libelty
has no data to quantify the volume of products and services provided through these means,

Based on this analysis, Liberty considered the continuing effectiveness, value, and usefulness of the
PAP. In making this evaluation, Liberty considered how important the PAPs are in continuing to
maintain competition. In particular, this involved considering:

• The number of active CLECs with a significant total subscriber base and dependent
on Qwest's wholesale products and services to serve their end users

• The level of Qwest's penalty payments

• The extent of Qwest's perfonnance that is out of compliance with standards

• The burden on Qwest of maintaining the PAPs and whether this burden outweighs
the advantage of protecting competitors.
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Although recent changes in the industry have resulted in significant reductions in volumes of a
number of services, there are still a number of CLECs with significant a subscriber base and
transaction volumes. These CLECs depend on Qwest's wholesale services and products in various
ways to provide service. There are few realistic alternatives available to Qwest's wholesale products
and services for essential components these CLECs use, such as UNE-L. Although these CLECs'
share of the market has declined overall since 2004, they continue to provide significant
competition for Qwest, particularly in such important parts of the market as broadband and business
services, as shown in Tables III-B-2 and III-B-5. These tables show the products that have
experienced growth in CLEC orders and lines in service growth between 2004 and 2008. The CLEC
growth products are those that a CLEC would typically be ordering to service either a business
customer (e.g., DS-l Loop) or a broadband customer (e.g., xDSL Loops, 2-Wire Non-Loaded
Loop).

Although there is evidence that Qwest's wholesale performance has been improving, the PAPs
continue to provide incentives to help ensure that Qwest's performance level does not deteriorate.
Despite the decline in PAP penalty payments, the level of payments is still significant. In addition,
Liberty is aware that there have been recent cases, in Hawaii and northern New England, where the
inability of an incumbent local exchange company to provide reliable and high quality wholesale
services to CLECs has significantly affected the ability of those CLECs to serve their own end-user
customers. Although the causes of this poor wholesale performance was related to a change of
ownership and operation of the local exchange businesses in these cases, and thus they are unrelated
to the current situation in the Qwest territory, the examples do demonstrate the harm to competitors
that can result from poor wholesale perfonnance by an incumbent. The Qwest PAPs help assure that
the correct incentives are in place to help prevent such conditions occurring.
lOwest Comment: No authoritative eriteria has been shown to establish a level that qualifies
as "signifieant" in the above paragraph. Nevertheless, to the eontrarv, the Report points out
that in 2008 all eategories of measurements had failure rates of less than the "failure rate near
five percent that would be expected even when Owest is providing service at, or slightly above,
the standard." Please also see Owest's responses regarding the Hawaii and New England
examples, both in the interlineated comments in this version of the Report and in the main
bodv of Owest's comments.]

Because Qwest's participation in this study was limited to providing data on PAP payments and
PID results and answering questions about them, Liberty has no data on the costs and other burdens
on Qwest of maintaining the PAPs. However, because the infi'astructure to maintain the PAPs has
been in place for some time, the principal cost to Qwest is likely to be in processing the underlying
data and running the PAP systems. Although this certainly imposes a cost on Qwest, it appears to be
acceptable given the significant CLEC community relying on Qwest's wholesale services. Libeliy
recognizes that Qwest has significant competitors, such as the wireless and cable providers, that do
not rely on Qwest's wholesale services or only rely on them to a limited extent. These competitors
appear to be gaining in market share. Nevertheless, Liberty does not believe this is justification for
abandoning the PAP and thereby potentially placing those competitors relying on Qwest's
wholesale services at a potential disadvantage.

Although Liberty concludes that the PAPs continue to serve a useful purpose and should be
maintained, the industry trends do support the need for some continued fine tuning of the PAP
structures. Trends such as the shift away from wireline services and the decline in the use of Resale
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and, to a lesser extent, UNEs by the CLECs suggest the need for some revisions to the PAPs to
ensure that they are focused on those products, services, and transactions that are still important for
the CLEC community. Section IV examines which changes would best serve this purpose.

IV. Proposals

Liberty considered a number of changes to improve the PAPs by eliminating unnecessary aspects
and increasing their focus on the types of service, products, and transactions that continue to be
important in maintaining a healthy CLEC community in the Qwest territory. Liberty also looked at
the underlying PID measures to see what changes might be appropliate to achieve the same ends. In
evaluating these various options, Liberty used the following considerations:

• Whether changes in the marketplace have made elements of the PAPs obsolete

• Whether particular types of transactions are no longer relevant

• Whether the volumes of transactions for sub-measures and products are too small to
warrant their continued inclusion in the PAPs

• Whether the PAPs and PID can be simplified

• Whether there are any biases and distortions in the PAPs that need to be corrected

• Whether there are important transactions types that are cUlTently not monitored in the
PAPs and PID

• Whether the effort to secure support for and cost of making the changes outweighs
the advantage of making them.

Liberty notes that it is difficult to address all of these considerations simultaneously. For exan1ple,
the PAPs could be significantly simplified by decreasing the number of sub-measurements and
product disaggregations. However, doing so would cause the measurements to lose resolution and
potentially introduce biases and distortions.

In identifying possible changes, Liberty used both input from stakeholders and the results of the
analysis outlined in Section III. The following sections provide a discussion of the input and
analysis Liberty used to develop the PAP change proposals.

A. Stakeholder Input

At the beginning of this study, Liberty contacted the Commission Staff members the Collaborative
Committee and requested input on any concems or issues they have with the PAPs. The responses
indicated no specific concems. Liberty also drafted a stakeholder questionnaire, and shared it with
the Staffs for edits and other input Liberty developed a list of CLECs based on input from the
Collaborative Committee, including email and U.S. mail addresses. Where possible, Liberty sent the
questionnaire to the recipients by email; when no email addresses were available, Liberty sent the
questionnaire to the CLECs by U.S. maiL In some cases, Libeliy had multiple contacts for the same
company or for different subsidiaries of a company. In those cases, Liberty requested that the
recipients coordinate responses so as to obtain a single response for a company. Liberty sent the
questionnaire to 92 different CLEC recipients. Although Qwest had indicated it did not plan to
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participate in this study, Liberty also sent a qucstionnaire to Qwest. Qwest did not respond to the
questionnaire.

Liberty's questionnaire contained the following questions:

I. In which states of the 14-state Qwest operating territory do you do business? For
which affiliates and legal entities and under what names do you do business in those
states?

2. What Qwest wholesale services (e.g., resold services, specific unbundled network
elements, Local Number Porting) do you currently use? What Qwest wholesale
services have you used in the past but no longer use? For which states in the Qwest
operating region do you use these services?

3. Have you "opted in" to the QPAP (or CPAP) for any of the states in the Qwest
operating territory in which you do business? That is, have you adopted the QPAP or
CPAP as part of your interconnection agreement with Qwest? If so, in which states?

4. If you are not currently "opted in" to the QPAP or CPAP, have you done so in the
past? If so, in which states and for what time periods?

5. If you have "opted in" to a QPAP (CPAP), have you ever received "Tier I"
payments from Qwest?

6. If you have never "opted in" to a QPAP (CPAP), what experience with or knowledge
do you have of these plans?

7. Please specify which QPAPs (CPAP) components (e.g., the sizes of the payments,
how payments are assessed, focus on individual CLEC vs. aggregate CLEC results)
you believe are working well and those you believe are not working well. If relevant,
please also include in this response your opinions about the specific PIn measures,
products trackcd, standards (benchmark and parity), and reporting levels (e.g., state,
MSA, Zone Type) in the measures.

8. If there were to be changes in the QPAPs (CPAP) in the future, which CUITent
components or PIn measures (including products tracked, standards, and reporting
levels) do you believe are necessary to preserve and/or are particularly important for
your company? To the extent that this response might vary by state, please indicate
how.

9. What QPAP (CPAP) components or PlD measures (including products tracked,
standards, and reporting levels) do you believe are unnecessary and can be dropped?
To the extent that this response might vary by state, please indicate how.

10. What QPAP (CPAP) components or PID measures (including products tracked,
standards, and reporting levels) do you believe should be added? Would you
recommend changing any PID measures that are now diagnostic (without standards)
to ones with standards and including them in the QPAPs (CPAP), or vice versa? To
the extent that this response might vary by state, please indicate how.

11. Please specify the interface used by your company (i.e., IMA-GUI or IMA-XML) for
submitting LSRs and ASRs to Qwest. If you use both interfaces, please provide an
estimate of your percent usage for each (e.g., GUI - 35%, XML - 65%).

12. Please provide any other commcnts and input that you believe Liberty and the
Commission Staffs should have in conducting this review and analysis.
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Libeliy received 14 replies, including responses from

• 360networks (USA), Inc.
• American Fiber Network, Inc.
• Blackfoot Communications, Inc. (f/k/a Montana Wireless, Inc.)
• Bullseye Telecom, Inc.
• Cbeyond Communications, LLC
• DIECA Communications, Inc. d/b/a Covad Communications Company
• Integra Telecom, Inc. 'OJ

• Level 3 Communications, LLC
• LISCO f/k/a LTDS
• McLeodUSA Telecommunications Services, Inc. d/b/a PAETEC Business Services
• Unity Business Networks
• Talk America d/b/a Cavalier Telephone
• TW Telecom LLC
• XO Communications Services, Inc.

One of the responding CLECs, Cavalier, indicated that it does not do business in Qwest's territory.
Three other CLECs (Level 3, LISCO, and Unity Business Networks) responded that they had
limited experience with the PAPs or were unable to provide much input about the PAPs for other
reasons. The other cleven CLECs provided a number of comments and suggestions.

Generally, the CLECs indicated satisfaction with the PAPs and PID measures and believed they
were important in helping to maintain telecommunications competition in the Qwest region. Integra
pointed out that traditionally AT&T and MCI had the most resources to advocate for the CLECs'
position. Now that they have merged with Regional Bell Operating Companies, their advocacy for
CLECs has significantly diminished, which increases the need for a strong PAP to protect the
CLECS.

The CLECs generally believed that no PAP components or PID measures, including product
disaggregations, should be dropped because they were no longer necessary. However, several
CLECs made specific suggestions for additions to the PAPs and PID measures, as follows.

UNE Facility Assignment

Integra, PAETEC, and Blackfoot Communications expressed concerns about the ability to obtain
DSL-capable loops that support their bandwidth requirements because Qwest does not provision
available pairs to meet their requirements, substituting lower capability pairs instead. Integra and
PAETEC advocate the development of a PID measure to ensure the appropriate and
nondiscriminatory assignment of facilities. Blaekfoot Communications indicated interest in
supporting this proposal.

While Libeliy believes the CLECs have raised a valid concern, it is 'not clear that it can be
addressed within the context of Liberty's analysis. It appears that a commitment from Qwest to
provide a UNE-L product offering with the bandwidth requirements to meet the CLECs' needs is

103 Integra subsidiaries and affiliated operating in the Qwest operating territory include Electric Lightwave, Eschelon,
Mountain Telecom, InfoTel Communications, One Eighty Communications, and Advanced Telearn,
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the most appropriate way to address the concern. Whether Qwest is required to provide such a
product and have its perfonnance measured through the PAPs is a question that goes beyond the
scope of Liberty's study.

Expedited Ordering

Integra observed that there currently are no requirements in the PAPs that address the process for
expedited ordering. PAETEC joins Integra in the recommendation to develop such requirements.
Liberty believes this is a relevant issue to address through PID changes, and offers a
recommendation for it in Section IV.E.
rOwest Comment/Ouestion: On what basis is this "a relevant issue"? No evidence is provided,
other than an observation. By definition, an expedited m'der has a non-standard interval.
Despite the request expressed, there are currently requirements in the PAPs that address the
process for non-standard intervals. There are even specific processes for dealing with
expedites. For example, if the requested due date is not met, due to Owest reasons when an
expedite is requested bv the CLEC, then any expedite charge included on the service order is
removed.]

Chronic Troubles

Integra noted that there is no PID measure that measures chronic troubles, [Owest Comment: This
is not true. Both MR-7 and MR-8 capture chronics, and if there were an issue with them, to a
disparate degree in comparison with retail, it would be captured.! and indicated that such
troubles have serious end-user customer impacts. Integra defines these as cases where there are
more than two troubles for a given customer in a specified timeframe, where that timeframe should
extend beyond 30 days because the situation can occur over extended periods of time. PAETEC and
Cbeyond support Integra's recommendation to develop a measure of chronic troubles and
incorporate it in the PAPs. Liberty believes this is a relevant issue [Owest Comment/Ouestion:
Again, on what basis is this relevant?" No evidence is provided, other than an observation. I to
address through PID changes, and offers a recommendation for it in Section IV.E.

MR-6 (Mean Time to Restore) Modifications

Integra indicated that the 2007 Stipulation included a modification ofMR-6 to remove No Trouble
Found (NTF) and Test Okay (TOK) trouble reports when the ticket's duration is one hour or less,
because there is a greater percentage ofNTF and TOK reports for retail than wholesale circuits.
Typically, such trouble reports are quickly resolved, and removing short duration ones helped to
resolve a bias against Qwest. However, Integra claims that, in retrospect, this change has introduced
another bias, because it fails to take into account the fact CLECs provide test results to Qwest
before Qwest begins to repair a CLEC facility, unlike the retail case. PAETEC and Cbeyond
suppOli Integra's argument that this bias needs to be corrected.

It is not clear to Liberty that the bias the CLECs describe actually exists. To the best of Liberty's
knowledge, Qwest perfonns a mechanized loop test (MLT) on its retail lines before opening a
trouble report on a customer's line. The MLT results that the Qwest technician receives should be
the equivalent of the test results that the CLEC provides to Qwest. However, if the CLECs have
evidence that such a bias exists, the best way to resolve the issue would be through collaborative
discussions with Qwest. lOwest Comment: Owest agrees as to the need for evidence. None has
been provided in anv of these CLEC comments..!
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Retirement ofEDI and Replacement by XML

Qwest has retired its Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) interface, which it provided as means for
CLECs to submit pre-order and order transactions, and has introduced an Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML) interface as a replacement for the retired EDI interface. Integra notes that
Colorado, Utah, and Washington have introduced changes to the PID and PAPs to account for these
changes. The changes are incorporated into PID Version 9.1. PAETEC suppOlis Integra's
recommendation that these changes should be made throughout the Qwest operating tenitory.
Liberty concurs with this recommendation and addresses it Section IV.C.

Coordinated Appointments

Blackfoot Communications noted that there is a large charge associated with coordinated
installations and indicated that Qwest has not been reliably meeting these appointments. This causes
Blackfoot to be charged more for a service which is no better than the basic installation service.
Blackfoot recommends the development of a PID measure to monitor this issue. Liberty believes
this is a relevant issue to address through PID changes, and offers a recommendation for it in
Section IV.E. IQwest Comment/Question: Again, on what basis is this "a relevant issue"? No
evidence is provided, other than an observation. Developing a new PID measure to monitor
coordinated appointments is completely unnecessarv. OP-I3 measures coordinated cuts.]

Increasing Penalties for Chronically Failing Domains

Cbeyond suggested that penalties should increase in cases where Qwest is consistently making PAP
payments in a given category. This is an interesting suggestion. However, Liberty believes that the
mechanisms for penalty escalation for continuing non-confonnance are adequate to address the
concern.

Better Ability to Understand Payments

360networks and American Fiber Network noted difficulty in understanding the PAP payments they
received; in particular, they find it difficult to tie the payment to specific transaction failures and are
unable to receive useful infornlation £i'om Qwest in understanding the payments. 360networks
indicates that it would be helpful for Qwest in its reports and the documents that accompany the
payments to provide information that enables 360networks to track the payments with particular
transactions and the particular service standards with which Qwest failed to comply.

While Liberty agrees that the PAPs are complex, both 360networks and American Fiber Network
acknowledged that their experience with the PAPs has been limited. Because CLECs professing
more experience with the PAPs did not raise the same concerns, Liberty believes more information
would need to be gathered about from the CLEC community as a whole before the need to address
this concern could be assessed. Such additional investigation is beyond the scope of this study, but
might be appropriate to raise as a point of discussion in industry collaborative sessions.
rQwest Comment: Qwest agrees such an additional investigation is beyond the scope of not
only this studv, but also of the PAPs. CLECs already have access to svstems that allow them to
access their own state-specific PID results. In addition, they have diI-ect access to their Service
Managers and Billing representatives (Service Delivery Coordinators or SDCs) to obtain
additional PID/PAP details they may have questions about, who in turn have timelv access to
PID/PAP experts.]
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As discussed in Section IILC, Libeliy's analysis has found that a large number of the tests
conducted to determine penalty payments are based on small numbers of CLEC transactions. Small
sample sizes can introduce biases into the results. The basic PAP design anticipated that small sub
measure volumes would occur to some extent, and all the PAPs introduced special testing
procedures to use in low-volume situations in an attempt to moderate these biases. These include:

• Use of permutation tests for cases where the number of transactions is less than 30

• Restrictions on Tier 2 tests to cases where the volumes are 10 or greater

• Adjustments in the critical Z-values, depending on CLEC volume, for both modified Z
tests and permutation tests

• Variance factor adjustments for Tier lA measure tests in the CPAP.

For parity measures, small sample sizes create the possibility of failure even when performance is at
parity, because both the standard and the pennutation test used in these circumstances are typically
designed to fail at least five percent ofthe time due to chance variation in performance.

The basic testing rules in the PAP were intended for typical CLEC volumes of around 140, not the
low volumes that occurred during the Study Period. At the volume of 140, the chance of generating
payments for a process that was in parity (called Type I error chance) is about equal to the chance of
generating no payments for a process that is substantially out ofparity (called Type II error chance).
In 2008, typical CLEC volume is well below ten for the measurement disaggregations as they
currently exist, thus producing a high chance of Type 1error for parity measures and a high chance
of Type II en'or for benchmark measures. This higher Type II error is due to the One Allowable
Miss Rule, which is explained below. Although the small sample rules listed above were designed
to increase the sensitivity to performance and reduce the Type I and Type II error chances when
CLEC volumes are small, they are imperfect. Therefore, the probability of bias is significantly
higher when these rules are invoked as frequently as they have been during the Study Peliod.

Some ofthe changes introduced into the PAPs through the CPAP Three-Year Rcview and 2007
Stipulation recommendations have helped to alleviate aspects of this problem. Ofparticular note are
the One Allowable Miss Rule and the elimination oflow-volume product sub-measures. The One
Allowable Miss Rule apples to sub-measure with a benchmark standard (or for non-interval parity
sub-measures),104 which is sometimes the case for Line Splitting and UBL-xDSLl Loops in the OP
measures. This rule implies, for example, that consistent pcrformance of90 percent (e.g., 9 out of
10) for a benchmark measure with a standard of 95 percent will not produce any payments, because
there will be only a single miss.

Despite these changes, Liberty observed that there continue to be very frequent low-volume
situations that are not accounted for in these changes. To help alleviate this problem with small
volumes, Liberty proposes to additional changes to the PAP:

• Elimination of measures from payment calculations that have relatively low CLEC
volumes. This is described in Section IV.C.

• Additional elimination of low-volume product disaggregations of measures. This
proposal is described in Section IV.D.

104 That is~ those measuring percent, ratios, or propoliions
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Liberty considered three main approaches to achieve the aggregation oflow-volume transactions: i)
aggregation across products, ii) aggregation across months, and iii) aggregation across CLECs.
After some analysis, Liberty rejected the first approach. Aggregation across products inereases the
sample size. However, in order to retain reasonable retail analogues for the aggregated products, it
would be necessary to introduce a complex process of weighting both the wholesale and retail
transactions. In addition, some measures have product disaggregations with retail analogues and
others with benchmarks. The process of combining retail analogues and benchmarks would also be
complex. In addition, even with different standards for the different products, such a combination
would tend to mask poor performance and could mean that sustained poor performance for one
product could be compensated for by sustained good performance for another product. Therefore,
Liberty rejected the approach of combining product disaggregations, and believes that the only way
to make this approach workable without unnecessary additional complexity would be for the
industry to at,'Tee to new retail analogues for the aggregated produets.

Libeliy recognizes therc ean also be concerns with aggregation across months and CLECs. In
particular, aggregation across time would delay the application of payments, and aggregation across
CLECs could potcntially dilute the impact of an individual CLEC's transactions. However, Liberty
notes that there already exists a similar type of CLEC aggregation in the Low Volume, Developing
Markets mechanism105 in the PAPs. Liberty used this as a model for the CLEC aggregation and to
combine this with the monthly aggregation, if insufficient volumes are attained.
[Owest Comment: While Liberty "recognizes" concerns with aggregation, the fact remains
that, pal'ticularlv in low-volume situations, differences between CLECs (their business plans,
their ordering and repair processes, and so forth) can and do affect results. Aggregating
CLEC results can, by itself, create differences that undulv cause payments and thus disqualify
them as candidates for use in a self-executing penalty environment, That there are alreadv
some aggregation methods used is no reason to excuse expanding the problems, Please see
also Owest's responses in the main body of its comments.]

Liberty's low-volume aggregation proposal would work as follows:

1. Aggregate transactions for all CLECs that have fewer than ten transactions in a
month for any given sub-measure disaggregation (e.g., OP-3A Resold Business
Service) before determining whether a payment is due.

2. If the outcome of this CLEC aggregation equals or exceeds ten transactions, usc the
aggregate result for these CLECs to calculate whether penalty payments are required.

3. Should the calculation deternline that Qwest was out of compliance with the standard
for the sub-measure, payments will be made to the aggregated CLECs based on each
CLEC's relative share of the total number of misses.

lOwest Comment: This step disregards CLEC-caused payments, such as after-holll's tickets in
disproportionate volnmes submitted bv certain CLEC's (which was demonstrated in some of
the RCAs done). Further, without waiving the fundamental objection of the basic
inappropriateness of this approach, this method provides no way for the statistics necessary
for determining occurrences in support of payments. Finally, in talking about the "total

105 The Low Volume Developing Markets mechanism is described in Section ]0.0 of all the QPAPs, but is not included
in the CPAP.
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numbel- of misses," this assumes each miss is valid when, in realitv, it has been determined on
an aggregate basis that can invalidate such a presumption.]

4. If the aggregate total does not exceed tcn transactions, thcn cany forward the
aggregate result to the following two months until either the threshold of ten
aggregate transactions is met or three months of results data have been used in an
attempt to meet the minimum volume threshold. 106

5. When either of these criteria has been met, the process starts again the following
month for that sub-measure. 107

Owest eomment: Overall, this proposal is unworkable, since it would require inordinate
numbers of multiple aggregations of CLECs to be run through the statistieal engine in order
to run the necessary permutation tests. Further, this approach would create a shifting set of
CLECs in the aggregated measurement, from one month to the next, thus making
identification of valid issues difficult, if not impossible.]

Any CLEC with ten or more transactions on the same sub-measure would not have its results
aggregated with the other CLECs; it will be treated as a standalone CLEC consistent with the
cunent process. By way of a hypothetical example, assume that a state has four CLECs with
transaction volume for the OP-3A, Resalc Business product. CLEC A has three transactions, CLEC
B has four transactions, CLEC C has four transactions and CLEC D has 12 transactions. Under this
proposal, CLECs A, Band C would have their respective results combined together. This would
bring the aggregate total to 11 transactions, which would be used for penalty payment calculations
assuming there were some failures. Because it has 12 transactions on its own, CLEC D's results
would not be combined with the others.
lOwest Comment: While this mathematicallv achieves desired volumes, it does so at the price
of aggregating dissimilarities that exist between CLECs, rending the appl'oach entirely unfair
in a self-executing payment environment.)

Liberty examined one other approach to minimize low volume situations: combining MSA and
Zone disaggregations. In order to assess the applicability of this approach, Liberty considered
whether the MSA and Zone designations, which apply to the measures OP-3, OP-4, OP-6, MR-3,
MR-4, MR-5, MR-6, MR-7, and MR-9, make a difference in performance. Liberty found that
although these designations did not always make a difference in performance results, there were
frcquently statistically significant differences, and thus these designations were still important in
determining and comparing perfOlmance overall.

Table IV-B-l below shows by measure the calculated p-values and a detelmination of whether there
exists a statistically significant difference between MSA and Zone disaggregation results. A p-value
ofless than .05 indicates that there does exist a statistically significant difference in the results for
the measure. While these differences do not appear to exist for all measures, Liberty does not

106 Another issue that needs to be addressed is how to account for the consecutive month payment escalation when such
aggregation across months is required. There are multiple ways to address this issue, but Liberty recommends treating
aggregation across months as if it were a single month for payment escalation purposes. For example, suppose a CLEC
experienced a failure requiring payment in April, either because there was a single failure for that CLEC in April or
because April was the last month of an aggregation across months in which that CLEC participated. Then, if the CLEC
pmiicipates in an aggregation across May, June, and July that results in a failure, that failure would be treated as the
next consecutive month of failure for the purpose ofdetermining the payment level.
[07 This is superior to having a rolling three month window, because a single bad month will not affect payments more
than one time.
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recommend combining Zone and MSA for any measures, because that would make comparisons
across measures difficult.

Table IV-B-l
Statistical Analysis
D' f R I D'nMSA dZan one Isaggrega IOn esu t I erences

Measure p-value
Statistically Significant I

Difference? ,

OP3 0.742 I No
OP4 0.000 Yes

OP4-AB 0.415 No
ON-DE 0.000 Yes

"~_-,-

OP6 0.003 Yes

OP6-12 0.102 No

OP6-45 0.010 Yes ,
OPM I 0.140 ! No

OP-6AI2 i 0.334 ! No

OP-6A45 0.188 No

OP6B 0.000 Yes

OP-6BI2 I 0.334 No

I OP-6B45 I 0.001 Yes

MR3 0.ll5 No

MR4 0.425 No

MRS 0.811 No

MR6 0.003 Yes

MR6-AB 0.001 Yes

MR6-DE 0.584 No

MR7 0.037
, YesI

MR9 0.000 Yes

Liberty also reviewed the other mechanisms involving low volume situations, including the "Low
Volume, Developing Markets" mechanism found in Section 10 of every participating state PAP
except Colorado's. Liberty found these mechanisms to still be useful and does not recommend
changing them. In particular, the "Low Volume, Developing Markets" provisions provide minimum
payments for certain products (mainly ADSL) when ordering volumes are low and Qwest does not
meet the PID standard. Liberty concluded that these provisions appear to be obsolete in most states
for ADSL, where volumes are far above the minimums. However, Liberty also believes that this
provision is helpful in ensuring parity for developing markets and that new products could be added
as needed.
[Qwest comment: It is a stretch at this point to designate anv markets relevant to the PAPs as
being "developing." No evidence of such is provided in the Report.]

C. Proposed Performance MeasUl-e Changes Affecting the PAPs

Through the CPAP Three-Year Review and consideration of the 2007 Stipulation
recommendations, all participating states except Montana have already removed a number of PID
measures from automatic inclusion in the PAP payment mechanisms. In almost all cases,108 the

108 The PO-2A sub-measures was completely elimiuated fi'om the CPAP iu 2006.
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eliminated measures are subject to a PID Reinstatement/Removal Process. This mechanism
reinstates the measures and allows them to generate payments after three months of non-conforming
perfonnance, and removes them once conforming performance is restored.

Based on the analysis of historical payments and Qwest performance described in Section III,
Libeliy reexan1ined PID measures excluded. Liberty also used the following criteria to determine
whether any additional PID measures should be excluded from the PAP payment mechanism:

• Payment history and hence Qwest's perfom1ance for the wholesale process the PID
measurement measures

• Transaction volumes for the measured process

• Impact of the poor perfonnance for the measured process on the CLECs' ability to
conduct its business and on the CLECs' end-user customers.

After further analysis, Liberty concurs with the list of measures identified in the 2007 Stipulation,
but noted five measures on this list that nevertheless have generated modest to substantial payments.
Liberty also identified six additional measures that should be eonsidered for removal from PAP
payment plans and included on the Reinstatement/Removal Process list

In conducting its analysis, Liberty used the PAP payment data from January 2004 through October
2008. To identify additional candidates for PAP removal Liberty initially focused on all measures
that generated less than $10,000 in total payments for all states during the January 2007 through
October 2008 time period. Liberty then examined the payment history on these measures in prior
years and in the November 2008 through March 2009 timeframe to detennine whether the low level
of payments was consistent throughout the entire period. If the payment amounts were relatively
small, Liberty considered the other factors listed above. In addition to the measures that Liberty
proposes adding to the Reinstatement/Removal Process list, Liberty also proposes revisions to three
other performance measures that would affect the PAP payment calculations. These proposals are
detailed below.

1. Review of Measures on the Reinstatement/Removal List

One of Liberty's primary critClia for removal of PID measures from the PAP is the history of
payments during the Study Period. The size and eonsistency of these payments is a measure of
Qwest's performance for the process underlying the PID measure. Liberty reexamined these
payments for the PID measures removed through the CPAP Three-Year Review or recommendation
from the 2007 Stipulation, taking into account the fact that these payments would necessarily drop
off significantly after their removal from a PAP. In almost all these cases, the PAP payments were
small or modest even before the measures were placed on the Reinstatement/Removal list
However, five of the measures generated modest to substantial payments: PO-2B (Electronic Flow
through), PO-3 (LSR Rejection Notice Interval), PO-7 (Billing Completion Notification
Timeliness), OP-17 (Timeliness of Disconnects Associated with LNP Orders), and BI-4 (Billing
Completeness). After further examination, Liberty concludes that these measures are appropliate to
remain on the Reinstatement/Removal list, as discussed below.

PO-2B - "Electronic Flow-Through"
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PO-2B is a measure that is only in the Colorado and the New Mexico PAPs among the participating
states. I09 It measures the percentage of orders expected to flow through without manual handling
that actually flow through. Order flow-through is important because manual handling of orders can
slow implementation and increase errors. PO-2B is a benchmark measure, and only Resale, UNE-L,
LNP, and UNE-P have benchmarks and thus affect payments. The benchmarks for these products
are 95 percent, 85 percent, 95 percent, and 95 percent, respectively. As noted in Section Ill.B, only
UNE-L and LNP continue to have substantial ordering volumes in the Qwest region. Table IV-C-l
shows the payments generated by PO-2B during the Study Period.

Table IV-C-l
ll-State Penalty Payment History

PO-2B "Electronic Flow-Thron"h".,

I
2004 I 2005 2006 2007 2008 through November 2008

I October to March 2009
i $984,202 I $79,434 $742 $1,898 $3,267 $2,062

As can be seen, the payments were very large before the removal PO-2B from the CPAP in 2006,
and have been significant since then, despite the inclusion of the measure in only in the New
Mexico PAP. IIO Despite the size of the payments, BWG supported the removal of this measure
during the CPAP Three-Year Review because Qwest's performance had recently improved (as
shown by the reduced payments in 2005 over 2004) and other PAP measures help assure and timely
installation (OP-3). Liberty believes that this logic is still sound. II I In addition, because the measure
is on the Reinstatcment/Removallist, consistent poor flow-through perfonnance for three months
would still cause payments to be assessed.
lOwest Comment: Please see Attachment SA regarding Liberty incomplete or inconsistent
application of low volume criteria for the reinstatementlremoval process. In this case, Libel'ty
ignores payments and looks at recent improvement of results and good performance, whereas
in other cases it does not.]

PO-3 - "LSR Rejection Notice Interval"

PO-3 is a measure in all the participating state PAPs which assesses the timeliness of Qwest's
providing notices of rejection of CLECs' service requests. The payment history is shown in Table
IV-C-2, and shows modestly high payments continuing into the present, despite the removal of this
measure from most of the PAPs.

Table IV-C-2
ll-State Penalty Payment History

PO 3 "LSR R' f N ti I t I"- e.lec IOn 0 ce n erva
2004

I
2005 2006 2007 2008 through I November 20~:l

October I to March 2009
$29,061 i $10,314 $9,985 $534 $2,914 I $2 J

109 PO-2B is also in the Minnesota and Washington PAPs.
110 Of the $984,202 in total 2004 payments, $900,000 was Tier 2 payments made to Colorado. In 2005, of the $79,434
paid in total payments, $75,000 was Colorado Tier 2 payments.
111 Although Liberty recommends in Section lV.B.2 the removal ofPO-20 also, Qwes!'s perfOlmance on this measure
has been rea-;onably good and it remains on the Rein.'itatementIRemovallist
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In the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG recommended removal of this measure because PO-5,
which measures FOC timeliness, provides an incentive for Qwest to provide FOCs on time. Timely
FOCs indirectly allow CLECs to detelmine whether their orders have been rejected. Liberty
believes that this logic is still sound.

PO-7 - "Billing Completion Not~fication Timeliness"

PO-7 is a measure in all the pmiicipating state PAPs which assesses the timeliness of Qwest's
providing notices of completion of the CLECs' orders in Qwest's billing systems. The payment
history is shown in Table IV-C-3, and shows modestly high payments continuing into the present,
with pmiicularly high payments during 2007, despite the removal of the measure from the CPAP
and several QPAPs.

"

Table IV-C-3
ll-State Penalty Payment History

PO 7 "B'll' C I' N'fi T' r- I mg ompletlOn" otl IcatlOn lme mess
2004 2005 2006 2007

I
2008 through November 2008

October to March 2009
$18,148 $8,113 $2,123 $25,752 $335 $61

In the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG recommendcd removal of this measure because it measures
only notification timeliness not the actual completion of the order, and therefore does not measure a
process that has a direct impact on a CLECs' customers. Libeliy notes that there can be some cnd
user customer impact fi'om failure of a CLEC to receive a timely billing completion notification.
The billing completion notification is Qwest's notification that all pmis of an order are complete,
including updating of the billing records. However, Libeliy supports the continued removal of PO-7
from the PAPs. PO-6, which measures the timeliness of work completion notifications, remains in
the PAPs and providcs an indication to the CLEC of completion of all the provisioning work on the
order. Furthermore, any consistent poor performance on providing timely billing completion notices
would still produce penalties, because PO-7 remains on the Reinstatement/Removal list.

OP-17 - "Timeliness ofDisconnects Associated with LNP Orders"

OP-17 is a measure in all the participating state PAPs which assesses whether Qwest completes
number ports without disconnecting the customer's line before the scheduled time and date. Only
OP-17A is non-diagnostic and part of the PAPs. The OP-17A payment history is shown in Table
IV-CA, and shows high payments initially but relatively small payments since 2004. While a
premature disconncct of the customer's line by Qwest prior to the date and time of the number port
will remove the customer from service, Liberty notes that the significant reduction in payments
since 2004 indicates that Qwest is providing relatively good service for this function and believes it
is appropriate to keep the OP-17 measures on the Reinstatement Process List.

Table IV-C-4
ll-State Penalty Payment History

OP-17A "Timeliness of Disconnects Associated with LNP Orders"
2004 2005 2006 2007 I' 2008 through November 2008

October to March 2009
$108,940 $1,500 $0 $600 I $150 $150
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BI-4 - "Billing Completeness"

BI-4 is a measure in all the participating state PAPs which assesses the completeness of Qwest's
bills to the CLECs. BIA payment history is shown in Table IV-C-5, and shows a continuing modest
level of payments.

Table IV-C-5
ll-State Penalty Payment History

BI 4 "B'l!' Cit "- 1 m~ omple eness
2004

I
2005 2006 2007 2008 through November 2008

October to March 2009
$19,697 I $5,462 $312 $2,239 $6,171 $1,262

In the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG recommended removal of this measure, because BI-3
measure the extent ofbilling adjustments, and such adjustments would be required if the bills were
not complete. Furthermore, with the phase-out of UNE-P, the likelihood that CLECs will rely on
Qwest's bills to invoiee usage to end-users is reduced. Given the relatively modest payments for BI
4 relative to BI-3, Liberty sees no reason to change that assessment.

2. Additional Measures Recommended
Reinstatement/Removal Process

for the

Through this analysis, Liberty identified six other measures to recommend as additions to the
Reinstatement/Removallist.

PO-9 - "Timely Jeopardy Notices"

PO-9 is a parity measure that can be found in the PAP for all states which assesses how well Qwest
provides timely notices to the CLECs that the installation date and an order is in jeopardy. Table
IV-C-6 demonstrates that the PAP payments generated by this measure have been relatively small.
PO-9 is disaggregated into four sub-measures; PO-9A - "Non-Designed Services," PO-9B 
"Unbundled Loops." PO-9C - "LIS Trunks," and PO-9D - "UNE-P POTS," all of which
experience low to moderate transaction volumes each month.

20052004

Table IV-C-6
ll-State Penalty Payment History
PO-9 "Timely Jeopardy N.c.0=-t::ic=-e;:s,-"=;-;;-:-;-_-;-,.-;:;-_-;--;;:=,
I 2006 I 2007 2008 through ,November 2008

----;;;;:----1--~-;;----i +_-,O",c;:-to",b"e:>-r_-+__t",0-",M",a""-:,·cO'h.::2=-00,,,9c-j
__.-:$"'9__-L__-"$c:.0_---!_-L_--'$c=2c:.8__ $371 $39 $56

PO-9 was considered for removal during the CPAP Three-Year Review, but BWG decided not to
recommend removal because timely jeopardy notices are critical to the CLECs' ability to provide a
realistic date to their end-user customers for service implementation. Libelty agrees that it is
impOltant for a CLEC to be able to communicate with its customer when a due date will be missed,
but notes that the payments have continued to be small, implying that Qwest's compliance with the
standard has been relatively good. [Owest Comment: There is nothing "relatively good" about
this. Compliance with the standard clearly has been extremelY good, which supports entire
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removal, not just on the reinstatement/removal list.1Additionally, Libcrty found the volumes of
jeopardy notices associated with this measure to be very small for three of the four PO-9 sub
measures, with the PO-9A, PO-9C and PO-9D sub-measures averaging less than ten transactions
per month at the 14-state level between January 2007 and October 2008. The PO-9B sub-measure
experienced a moderate level ofjeopardy notices averaging 403 transactions per month across tbe
14-state region during the same time franle. By placing this measure on the Reinstatement/Removal
list, it can affect payments after three months of poor performance, thereby continuing to provide an
incentive to Qwest to provide timely jeopardy notices.

lOwest Comment: For the remaining measurements, below, in this section, no reason has been
shown that thev all should not be entirely removed, not just placed on the
reinstatementiremovallist.1

PO-19 - "Stand-Alone Test Environment (SATE) Accuracy"

PO-19 is a benchmark measure that is currently used only in the Arizona and New Mexico PAPs. l12

This measure addresses Qwest's performance in providing an accurate test environment for new
software releases. This measure has never experienced a penalty payment from January 2004
through March 2009 demonstrating that Qwest's performance has been good over the entire Study
Period. In addition, the process has limited immediate impact on end-user customers. Therefore,
Liberty recommends placing this measure on the Reinstatement/Removal list.

PO-20 - "Manual Service Order Accuracy"

The PO-20 measure has a history oflow penalty payments, as shown on Table IV-C-7. Liberty
found that although Qwest often fails to meet the 95 percent benchmark on this measure, this failure
frequently results from a single miss on a low volume oftransactions (i.e., Qwest would need to
have 100 percent perfonnance or it would fail as the result of a single miss). Offue total payments
that Qwest made between 2004 and October 2008,29.7 percent were generated by single miss
failures to meet the 95 percent benchmark. Now that the One Allowable Miss Rule has been
implemented in most states, the number of such failures would be diminishing, as shown in the
recent payment history.

"

Table IV-C-7
II-State Penalty Payment History

PO 20 "M ISO d A- anua ervlce r er ccuracy'

I
2004 2005 I 2006 2007 I 2008 through ! November 2008

, October I to March 2009
, $2,846 , $4,356 I $2,542 $1,885 I $212 i $225,

PO-20 was not considered for removal in the CPAP Three-Year Review because it was argued that
there could be significant end-user consequences from manual service order en·ors. However, given
the relatively low volume of Qwest manual inward service orders evaluated each month and recent
payment history, Liberty believes that placing this measure on the Reinstatement/Removal list will
provide adequate protection for the customers.

112 PO-19 is listed as a diagnostic measure in the CPAP. In early versions of the CPAP, PO-19 was eligible for
generating penalty payments. However, it was made diagnostic during 2005 prior to the completion of the Three-Year
Review in the CPAP version dated 5/6/05 (Colorado SGAT Ninth Revision, Ninth Amended Exhibit K, dated May 6,
2005).
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CP-l - "Collocation Completion Interval"

CP-l, a benchmark measure only found in the Arizona and Colorado PAPs, has generated only a
minimal Tier I payment of $4 in Arizona in 2007. There were no other payments in Arizona and no
payments made in Colorado during the 2004 through March 2009 timeframe. The CP-l measure is
also a very low volume measure with an average of only 1.3, 0.8, and 3.0 transactions per month in
Colorado and an average of 1.0,1.3 and 3.3 transactions per month in Arizona for the CP-1A, CP
lB and CP-1C sub-measures respectively. Qwest did not miss the benchmark on any of the CP-l
sub-measures in any other state from January 2007 through October 2008.

CP-l was considered for removal during the CPAP Three-Year Review, but BWG elected not to
recommend its removal because of the importance of collocation for CLEC market entry. Because
of the recommendation to remove CP-3, BWG felt it was important to maintain at least one
collocation measure in the PAP. At the time ofBWG's analysis, the FCC had recently issued the
TRO and TRRO orders, which eliminated UNE-P. BWG speculated that this would likely incrcase
thc importance of collocation, because the elimination ofUNE-P would force the CLECs to rely on
other UNEs. Howevcr, Liberty's analysis shows that overall CLEC entry and the volume of
collocation has in fact decreased since 2005. Thus, given the relatively low volumes and the
consequent limited impact of temporary poor performance on collocation completion timeliness,
Liberty recommends placing CP-I on the Reinstatement/Removallist,

CP-2 "Collocations Completed within Scheduled Intervals"

CP-2 is a benchmark measure which is in the PAPs of all participating states, except Colorado. It
has generated no payments during the Study Period in any of the participating states. During the
January 2007 through October 2008 timeframe, the CP-2B sub-measure averaged only 20
collocation completions per month and the CP-2C sub-measure averaged only 23 monthly
collocation completions across the entire 14-state region. There were no collocation completions
measured by the CP-2A sub-measure during this time. The focus ofCP-2 is similar to CP-l, timely
collocation completion intervals. Therefore, the same considerations apply, and Liberty
reeommends placing CP-2 on the Reinstatement/Removallist.

CP-4 "Collocation Feasibility Study Commitments Met"

The CPA measure appears in the PAPs for all participating states, except Colorado. This measure
did not result in any penalty payments from January 2004 through March 2009. It is also a measure
that typically has a relatively low volume of transactions with an average of 43 transactions per
month across the entire 14-state region for the peliod of January 2007 through October 2008. This
measure is similar to CP-3, whieh was removed from the CPAP as part of the Three-Year Review.
In its analysis, BWG concluded that CP-3 was relatively unnecessary, given the existence of CP-I,
which measures ultimate completion timeliness, rather than one step in the process, like CP-3.
Liberty agrees with this assessment. Given the low collocation volumes and lack of past penalty
payments Liberty recommends placing CPA on the ReinstatementiRemovallist.
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3. Other Measures Considered for the Reinstatement/Removal
Process

Liberty considered several other measures for inclusion in the Reinstatement/Removal process
because oflow PAP payments. However, after considering other factors, Liberty does not
recommend that these measures be removed from the PAPs. The reasons that Liberty recommends
their continued inclusion in the PAPs follow.

lOwest Comment: Again, for all of the measurements, below, in this section, no reason has
been showu that they all should not be entirely removed, not just placed on the
reinstatement/removal list. Owest has the incentive outside PAPs to perform well with these
measurements and has demonstrated it is doiug so.l

GA-l - "Gateway Availability - IMA-GUI" and GA-6 - "Gateway Availability - GUI-Repair"

Both of these measures have had low PAP payments over the Study Peliod, as shown in Table IV
C-8. However, the IMA-GUI is necessary for the many CLECs to electronically transmit automated
pre-ordering and ordering transactions, and the Repair GUI is similarly necessary for transmitting
electronic maintenance and repair transactions. The ability to conduct these transactions is critical
for the CLECs and would have a significant impact on their end-user customers if these systems
were unavailable to the CLECs. All the parties during the CPAP Three-Year Review concurred that
these measures should not be removed at that time. The same considerations that were raised at that
time are still valid. Sustained poor availability of these interfaces would have a major impact on the
CLECs' ability to do business, and if they were to be placed on the ReinstatementiRemoval list,
Qwest would only be assessed penalties after three months of poor performance. Therefore, Liberty
does not recommend that these two measures be removed from the PAPs and put on the
ReinstatementiRemovallist.

Table IV-C-8
ll-State Penalty Payment History

GA-l "Gateway Availabilitv - IMA-GUI" & GA-6 "Gatewav Availability - GUI-Repair'

I
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 through I November

Oetober 2008 to March
2009

GA-I $9,167 $0 i $0 $0 $9.167 $0 i
i

GA-6 $9,167 $0 $0 $0 $0 $8,167 I

PO-l- "Pre-Order/Order Re,ponse Times"

The PO-l measure never experienced a penalty payment due to a failure dming the 2004 to 2008
timeframe. However, similar to the GA-l and GA-6 measures, the PO-l measure monitors a high
volume activity critical to the entire CLEC community. As a result, Liberty does not recommend
removing it from the PAP. This is consistent with BWG's conclusion during the CPAP Three-Year
Review.

PO-5 - "Firm Order Confirmations On Time"

PO-5 measures the timeliness ofFOCs, and contains four sub-measures. One sub-measure, PO-5D,
which measures FOC timeliness for LIS trunks, was placed on the ReinstatementiRemoval Process
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list for the CPAP after the Three-Year Review and on the PAPs of all the other participating states
cxcept Montana following a recommendation in the 2007 Stipulation. The other three sub-measures
remain active in the PAPs of all the participating states. Table IV-C-9 shows the history of
payments generated by this measure during the Study Period. The payments have not been large,
particularly recently, but there have been payments for all three of the sub-measures remaining in
the PAP.

Table IV-C-9
ll-State Penalty Payment History

PO-S "Firm Order Confirmations On Time"

I
2004

I
2005 2006 2007 2008 through November 2008

IOctober to March 2009
I $14,748 I $3,000 $13,050 $1,496 $1,169 $942 ,

Despite the relatively low recent payments from PO-5, Liberty does not recommend placement of
this measure on the Reinstatement/Removal list. This is consistent with the recommendations of all
parties dming the CPAP Three-Year Review, and there is no evidence that the circumstances since
that time have changed to alter the considerations leading to those recommendations. Timely FOCs
are very important for CLECs, because they contain information clUcial to meeting their end-user
customers' needs in service installations, such as installation due dates and assigned telephone
numbers, which the CLECs need for communicating scrvice delivery expectations with their
customers. There also remains a high volume for such transactions. FOCs are needed for every
order issued by the CLEC, unlike jeopardy notices, which are only required in cases where there is a
delay in providing service. Therefore, Libclty believes it is appropriate for PO-5 (FOCs on Time) to
remain in the PAP while PO-9 (Timely Jeopardy Notices) can move to the Reinstatement/Removal
list.

OP-13A - "Coordinated Cuts On Time - Unbundled Loop"

OP-13A measures the timeliness of coordinated hot cuts for UNE-L. The payment history is shown
in Table IV-C-IO. The payments have been relatively small, but consistent across the Study Period.
Despite, the relatively low payments, Liberty does not recommend removal of OP-I3A fi'om the
PAPs. Hot cuts continue to be an important transaction for a large number of CLECs that provide
service through UNE-L; poor hot cut performance can have a significant impact on such CLECs'
customers. Therefore, Libelty does not recommend removal of this measure from the PAPs. This is
consistent with the BWG's conclusions during the CPAP Three-Year Review, and the changes in
the industry since then have not minimized the impOltance of these arguments.

"

Table IV-C-tO
tt-State Penalty Payment History

OP 13 "c d' t d C tOT' U b dl d L- oor mae us n tme- n un e oOP'
2004 2005 2006

I
2007 2008 through November 2008

October to March 2009
$2,733 !

-
$890 $4,172 $1,330 51,247 51,608

lOwest Comment: See Attachment SA regarding inconsistent application volume criteria for
reinstatement/removal process, for which this is an example,!
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BI-l - "Time to Provide Recorded Usage Records"

BI-I is a measure in all participating state PAPs which assesses Qwest's timeliness in providing
usage records. CLECs use these records to bill their customers or other carriers and to verify the
accuracy of their Qwest bills. There are two sub-measures BI-I A, which assesses the timeliness of
usage for Resale and UNE products, and BI-l B, which assesses the timeliness ofusage for jointly
provided switched access. The payment history is shown in Table IV-C-II. The payments have
been very high in the past, but have been dropping off significantly recently, partly because the
reduction in CLECs use of Resale and UNE products involving switched usage (like IJNE-P) has
dropped dramatically over the Study Period. Nevertheless, the BI-IA payments remain well above
the threshold Liberty used for identifying candidate measures to remove from the PAPs.

Table IV-C-ll
ll-State Penalty Payment History

BI I "Time to Provide Recorded Usa<Je Records"-
2004

I
2005 I 2006 2007 2008 through November I

October 2008 to March I

i , 2009

BI-IA $443,324 $804,073 $66,315 $38,866 $10,067 $5,008
BI-lB $5,380 $55,002 , $0 $0 $0 $0

During the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG recommended keeping BI-I in the PAP largely
because of the impact on the CLECs and their end-user customers of untimely usage records.
Despite the drop in volume of these usage records resulting from changes in the CLEC service mix,
a number of CLECs continue to rely on them for the data the CLEC needs to bill its costumers. Late
usage records provided to the CLECs will result in late billing to the CLECs' customers. Therefore,
Liberty believes BI-I should remain in the PAP.

BI-3 - "Billing Accuracy - AdJustmentsfor Errors"

BI-3 is a measure in all participating state PAPs which assesses the accuracy of Qwest' s bills
rendered to the CLECs for wholesale services by measuring the percentage of billed revenue that
has been adjusted because of errors. There are two sub-measures BI-3A, which measures errors in
UNE and Resale bills, and BI-3B, which measures errors in reciprocal compensation bills. The
payment history is shown in Table IV-C-12. The payments have been very high for UNE and
Resale bills (BI-3A), but recently there have been no payments for reciprocal compensation bills
(BI-3B). Liberty therefore considered whether to eliminate BI-3B from the PAPs.

Table IV-C-12
II-State Penalty Payment History

BI 3 "Billin<J Accuracy Adjustments for Errors"- -
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 through November !

October 2008 to March
2009

I BI-3A $1,111,576 i $403,809 $297J55 $253,935 $59J28 $36,999

I BI-3B $21,074 $10,726 $0 $0 $0 $0

DUling the CPAP Three-Year Review, BWG recommended keeping BI-3 in the PAP although
wholesale billing errors have relatively little impact on end-user customers. BWG uoted that billing
crrors nevertheless can absorb considerable CLEC resources. Libelty agrees. Despite the lack of
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recent payments for BI-3B, the continued high payments for BI-3A indicate good reason to keep
both sub-measures ofBI-3 in the PAP.

4. Additional PID change proposals that would affect the PAP

In addition to proposing measures that should be considered for removal fi'om the PAP and placed
on the Reinstatement/Removal Process list, Libeliy has identified three additional PID change
proposals that would impact the PAP.

OP-5 - "New Service Quality"

This measure was designed to evaluate the quality of newly-installed service orders that are free of
CLEC/customer-initiated trouble reports during the provisioning process and within 30 calendar
days following installation completion. CUlTently this measure is divided into four sub-measures:
OP-5A "New Service Installation Quality Reported to Repair," OP-5B "New Service Provisioning
Quality," OP-5T "New Service Installation Quality - Total," and OP-5R, "New Service Quality
Multiple Report Rate." OP-5A has a parity standard and OP-5B has a benchmark standard for those
product disaggregations that have a standard, and both OP-5A and OP-5B are in all the state
PAPS. lll Both the OP-5T and OP-5R sub-measures are currently diagnostic measures. The OP-5A
performance measure reports the percentage of inward line service orders that are free of trouble
repair reports within 30 calendar days of installation completion. The PID defines repair trouble
reports as CLEC or retail customer notifications to Qwest of an out-of-service or other service
affecting condition for which Qwest opcns a repair ticket in its maintenance and repair management
and tracking operations support systems. The PID specifies that OP-5A considers trouble repOlis
created by Qwest's call center and stored in its call center database provisioning trouble reports and
includes these tickets in the OP-5B results calculation. I 14

[Owest Comment: This statement is incorrect. The PID does Itot specify that OP-SA
considers tronble reports cansed by Owest's call center. Rather, it is OP-SB that does so.1

OP-5B measures the percentage of inward line service orders free of provisioning trouble repOlis
during the provisioning process and within 30 calendar days of installation completion. The PID
defincs provisioning trouble reports as CLEC notifications to Qwest of out-of-service or other
service affecting conditions that are attributable to provisioning activities, including but not limited
to LSRlservice order mismatches and conversion outages. For provisioning trouble repOlis, Qwest
creates call center tickets in its call center database. Qwest captures call center tickets closed in the
reporting period or the following month for this measurement. Qwest does not couut call center
tickets closed to network reasons in OP-5B when a repair trouble report for that order is captured in
OP_5A. IIS

Liberty believes that the manner in which this measure is cun'ently split between repair center
trouble reports and call center trouble reports creates an unnecessary complexity to the reporting
structure. This split of trouble repOlis is not required to make a determination of the quality of
Qwest's new service installations, which is the overall purpose ofOP-5. It also creates a low
volume problem for the calculation ofOP-5B payments, because the number of call center

J13 Each of these two sub-measures has a few products that are diagnostic.
[[4 14-State 271 PID, Version 9.0.
115 Ibid, P 59.
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provisioning trouble reports created by Qwest that count toward this sub-measure is very small. For
example, for the time period of January 2007 through October 2008, with the exception of two
product disaggregations, every product reported under the OP-5B sub-measure averaged less that
one provisioning trouble report per month across the entire 14-state region. Additionally, the two
products that did average morc than one provisioning trouble reports per month, unbundled analog
loops and resale residential service, also expetienced extremely low volumes of 8.3 and 1.6
provisioning troubles per month, respectively. Total Tier 1 payments for this sub-measure for all of
2007 and 2008 were $681. In contrast, OP-5A had nine product disaggregations that exceeded an
average of 10 repair trouble reports per month across the 14-state region with five of these nine
product disaggregations averaging more than 30 trouble reports per month. 1

16 Tier 1 payments for
the OP-5A sub-measure duting this same time period were $31,184.

To eliminate the low volume problem for OP-5B, that sub-measure could be removed from the
PAPs. However, Liberty believes that a better approach [Owest Comment: Not so. It is not a
better approach to combine a parity metric fOP-SA) with a benchmark metric fOP-SB, which
has no retail analogue) which thus creates an unfair distortion of the parity result that would
artificially disadvantage only the CLEC result, not the retail comparative. These two metrics
measure completely different performance elements. OP-SA measnres Network repair
processes for new service iustallations, after they have been installed. On the other hand, OP
SB measures Call Center processes dealing with troubles occurring during the provisioning of
an order or troubles called into the Call Center within 30 days of installation. OP-SA and OP
SB thus measure separate processes and completely different work group functions.
Combining the two disparate measures would simply not vield a meaningful metric and could
lead to payments not related to Owest performance problems.] would be to use what is
effectively a combination ofOP-5A and OP-5B. This can be accomplished by changing OP-5T
from a diagnostic to a parity measure and replacing OP-5A and OP-5B in the PAPs with OP-5T.
Qwest calculates the OP-5T based on both types oftroub1e reports (i.e., repair trouble reports and
provisioning trouble reports) essentially combining the OP-5A and OP-5B sub-measures into a
single measure that can be used to determine the quality of Qwest's new service installations.
Because the OP-5T measure would be used to detem1ine patity of new service installation quality
based on the total number of repair trouble reports refen'ed to Qwest within 30 calendar days of
service installation, the same patity standards that are used for the OP-5A measure would be used
for the OP-5T measure.
lOwest Comment: Please see also Owest's responses to this recommendation in the main
body of its comments.]

Electronic Gateway Availability (GA) and Pre-Order/Order (PO) Measures

Version 9.0 of the PID document (Exhibit B) and the QPAP (Exhibit K) for most states, still
contains measures that involve reporting on the availability and the perfonnance of the IMA-EDI
interface. However, Qwest retired this interface in November 2007 and replaced it with the IMA
XML interface, which was made available to the CLECs in October 2006. Currently most states do
not have measures in the PAP monitoring Qwest's performance on thc XML interface. Colorado
was the only state among the 1I -states participating in this study for which the reporting measures
specific to the XML interface had been approved before the end of the Study Period. The Utah

ll6 The five products and the average monthly trouhle report volume for each are: unhundled analog loops (122 ..2
trouhles per month), unhundled DS-I loops (66.8 trouhles per month), EEL DS-I (65.0 troubles per month), Unbundled
2-wire non-loaded loops (56.5 trouhles per month) and Resale residential service (48.5 troubles per montb).
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Commission approved PAP changes to incorporate the XML interface on February 4,2009. 117

Liberty recommends that the remaining states adopt those changes in Version 9.1 of the 14-State
PID document and corresponding PAP changes which eliminate reference to the EDI interface and
replace the EDI performance results with those for the XML interface. The specific measures
affected by this proposal are:

• GA-2 - "Gateway Availability - IMA-EDI" - this PID should be replaced by GA-8
in the PAPs

• GA-8 - "Gateway Availability - IMA-XML" - this PID should replace GA-2 in the
PAPs

• PO-l - "Pre-Order/Order Response Time"

• PO-2 - "Electronic Flow-through"

• PO-3 - "LSR Rejection Notice Interval"

• PO-4 - "LSRs Rejected"

• PO-5 - "FOCs On Time"

• PO-6 - "Work Completion Notification Timeliness"

• PO-7 - "Billing Completion Notification Timeliness"

• PO-16 - "Timely Release Notifications"

• PO-19 - "SATE Accuracy"

• PO-20 - "Manual Service Order Accuracy"

Ordering and Provisioning Measures (OP)

Versions 9.0 and 9.1 of the PID document use retail ISDN-BRI designed service as the parity
standard for a number of wholesale UNE-L products in the ordering and provisioning measurcs.
However, Qwest rarely has any order volumes for its retaiIISDN-BRI designed service. As a result,
Qwest cannot fail the measure test for these wholesale products because there is no retail analog
result to measure against. Liberty recommends that the standard for these wholesale products be
changed to either i) a retail product that experiences consistent volumes or ii) a benchmark measure,
if such a retail comparative does not exist. Liberty recommends that that a collaborative process be
used to detennine the appropriate replacement standards for retail ISDN-BRI. The measures and
products affected by this recommendation are:

• OP-3 - "Installation Commitments Met"
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-4 - "Installation Interval"
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-5 - "New Service Quality"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
ADSL Qualified Loop
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-6 - "Delayed Days"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
XDSLl Capable Loop

lJ7 The \Vashington Utilities and Transportation Commission has also approved these changes.
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ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-15 - "Interval for Pending Orders Delayed Past Due Date"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
ADSL Qualified Loop
ISDN Capable Loop

D. Proposed Product Changes

Page 77

One of tbe recommendations in the 2007 Stipulation is to remove low volumc products from
applicable OP and MR measures from the PAPs in alI ]4 states in the Qwest operating territory
except Colorado. Most of these products were eliminated from the CPAP in 2006 after the Three
Year Review. The perfonnance results for these low volume products continue to be reported in the
27] performance plans. The products identified for removal from the PAPs in the 2007 Stipulation
include:

• Resale Centrex

• Resale Centrex 21

• Resale DSO (Designed and Non-Designed)

• E9111911 Trunks

• Resale Frame Relay

• Resale Basic ISDN (Designed and Non-Designed

• Resale Primary ISDN (Designed and Non-Designed)

• Resale PBX (Designed and Non-Designed)

• Sub-Loop Unbundling

• UNE-P POTS

• UNE-P Centrex

• UNE-P Centrex 2I

Liberty agrees that, with the exception of sub-loop unbundling in Colorado, 118 the products shown
on the list above have a low level of transaction activity in all the participating states, and that it is
appropriate to remove them from the PAP. Because of the continued low order and trouble repoli
volumes for these products, Liberty recommends that they be removed from the PAP in all states
that stilI include them, with that one exception. 119

Liberty examined the historical ordering and trouble reporting volumes on the remaining products
to identify other candidates for removal from the PAPs. As thc basic criterion for product removal,
Liberty used the condition that the ordering and trouble reporting volumes never exceeded ten

118 Sub-loop unbundling averaged 14.4 orders per montb in Colorado from January 2007 through October 2008, but had
little to no order activity in the other ten pmiicipating states during this same time period.
119 Montana should remove all the products on the 2007 Stipulation list. Colorado should remove UNE-P POTS,
Centrex, and Centrex 21.
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transactions per month in any state at the CLEC aggregate levcl from January 2007 through October
2008. Liberty also considered products that came close to meeting this criterion and considered
them on a case-by-case basis. Based on this analysis, Liberty recommends that the states rcmove six
additional low volume products from the PAPs for all OP and MR measures in which they appear,
with one exception noted below:

• Unbundled DS-3 Loops

• UDlT - Above DS-l

• Unbundled 4-Wire Non-Loaded Loops

• Loops with Conditioning120

• Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops (Applies to all states and measures except for MR
measures in Arizona and Colorado)

• Line Sharing
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's responses in the main body of its comments and in
Attachment 5B regarding low volume products.]
Appendix B contains tables that show the state-by-state ordering and trouble repmi volumes for
these six products. As shown in these tables, in Arizona and Colorado there were low monthly
ordering volumes for the Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops but a significant number of trouble
reports each month. [Owest Comment: This is simply not so. The Arizona trouble rate was
never greater that 1.77%, which is excellent by any standard.]
This is because ofthe substantial embedded base of such loops in Arizona and Colorado (l ,356 and
1,000, respectively, in October 2008). Thus, Libeliy recommcnds making the exception for these
two states in removing this product from the MR measures. 121

lOwest Comment: Please see also Owest's responses in the main body of its comments, in
Attachment 5B, and in reference to Footnote 73. Footnote 73 seems to contradict this
statement. Liberty says that 'in the interest of enhancing simplicity, they would not introduce
the extra complexity of including both the numerator and denominator of MRS to decide
volumes issues.]

Table IV-D-l below provides a summary view of the ordering volumes on the products listed above
for January 2007 through October 2008. The information provided in this table is the 22-month
average monthly volume in the state that had the greatest level of transaction activity, the highest
transaction level for the state that had the greatest number of transactions in a single month, the
number of states that average more than three transactions per month during the 22-month period,
the number of states that exceeded ten transactions in any given month, and the number of times ten
transactions per month were exceeded across all states. The only product that experienced more
than ten transactions in a single state more than once was Loops with Conditioning which occurred
in Iowa in May 2008 (18 transactions) and again in September 2008 (12 transactions). However,
Iowa's monthly average volume for this product was 1.8 orders per month. Thus, these two months

120 "Loops with Conditioning" is a product disaggregation for OP measures but not for MR measures. Loops ordered in
this way appear in other provisioned product categories in the MR measures, such as VEL 2-Wire Non-Loaded Loops.
l21 Because calculation ofMR-8 (Trouble Report Rate) includes not only trouble report volumes but also lines, an
argument could be made that both the trouble reports and lines should be considered in determining whether "volumes"
are too small for product disaggregations of this measure. Thus, states with large quantities oflines in service for the
products Liberty has identified for elimination might want to modify Libeliy's recommendations. However~ in the
interest of enhancing simplicity, Liberty chose not to introduce the extra complexity this would entail.
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appear to be exceptional and do not affect Liberty's recommendations to remove the product in all
states.

Line Sharing requires special mention. Ordeling volumes in Colorado exceeded Liberty's low
volume threshold during the first six months of 2007. However, the volumes have been very low in
Colorado since then, probably as a result of the TROITRRO phase-out provisions for this product.
Thus, it is still appropriate for Line Sharing to be excluded from the CPAP, as occurred in a CPAP
in 2006 after the Threc-Year Review. For all the other states, this product meets the low ordering
volume cliterion; only one other state received any orders for the product. All states, including
Colorado, met Liberty's criteria for Line Sharing trouble reports, supporting Libeliy's
recommendation to removing the Line Sharing product from all the MR measures.

- ate ummary lew
Product Greatest Greatest Number of Number of Number of

Average Single States tbat States that Times 10
Mouthly Mouthly Averaged Exceeded 10 Transactions

Volume in Volume in Less than 3 Transactions Was
Any State Any State Transactions Exceeded

(Transactions (Transactions) Per Month
Per Month)

UBL-DS3 I 0.5 3 II 0 0
UDlT Above 3.5 16 10 I I I

DSI
! UBL 4-Wire 1.3 II i 11 I i I I

Non-Loaded i
Loop

Loops with 4.9 18 10 3 4
Conditioning
UBL1SDN 3.9 12 10 I I

Capable Loop
Line 6.8 40 10 1 3,

Shariu!!122 i

Table IV-D-l
CLEC Aggregate Ordering Volumes for Selected Products

January 2007 - October 2008
11 St S V'

There are a number of other product disaggregations with typically low to moderate ordering and
trouble repOli volumes although larger than the products considered above. Although the volumes
are high enough for continued inclusion in the PAPs, they are small enough in many states that the
kind of low-volume test situations discussed in Section IV-C occur. As discussed in that section,
Liberty recommends an aggregation method for these low volume situations that will help alleviate
this problem.

In addition to the product removals mentioned, Liberty has one recommendation for adding a
product. The Colorado Commission should add the Unbundled ADSL Capable Loop product to the
CPAP. This product was removed from the CPAP as part of the Three-Year Review decision in
2006. Since that time, the ADSL Capable Loop product has been expeliencing increasing volumes
in Colorado and appears to be an increasingly important competitive product for the CLECs in that

122 All the Line Sharing statistics on this summary table are for Colorado. New Mexico was the only other state with any
Line Sharing order volumes during the 2007-2008 period, and it only received a single order for the service.
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state. This product is currently included in the QPAP for the other 10 states participating in this
study. As shown in Table IV-D-2 below, for the period of January 2007 through October 2008,
Colorado's order volumes for this product generally exceed those of the other participating states.
Additionally, for the most recent period of November 2008 through March 2009, which is not
included on the table below, Colorado averaged 73.8 ADSL capable loop order per month, showing
continuing growth in the volumes of these orders in the state.

Order volumes orAD apa Ie Loops
Average

January monthly
State

I
2007 volumes through October volume for 10 Total Volumes

2008 volnmes
,

mouth period i, ,
iu 2008

Arizona 16 337 33.7 353
Colorado 2 527 52.7 529

Idaho 0 0 0 0
Iowa 257 87 8.7 344

Montana 40 47 4.7 87
North Dakota 830 760 , 76.0 ! 1,590

Nebraska 184 113 11.3 297
New Mexico 363 181 18.1 544

I South Dakota 0 , 0 0 0 ,
Utah ! 0 41 4.1 41

Wyomina 82 67 6.7 149

Table IV-D-2
f SL C b

E. Proposed Performance Indicator Definition Changes

Liberty proposes that the states consider four changes to the PlDs that will not have an impact on
the PAPs. These proposals are a result of both the measure analysis performed by Liberty and input
that Liberty received from the CLECs. Some of these changes will make the repOlied results more
meaningful. Others add sub-measures to monitor Qwest's service quality for activities that CLECs
indicate are important to their business and are not monitored today. These sub-measures would be
diagnostic and allow evidence to be developed as to whether Qwest's perfoffi1ance for these
activities warrants inclusion of the sub-measures in the PAP. Thcse changes are described below.

1. MR-4 - "All Troubles Cleared within 48 Hours"

The purpose of the MR-4measures is cUlTently described as: "[e]valuates timeliness of repair for
specified services, focusing on trouble reports of all types (both out of service and service affecting)
and on the nU1l1bcr of such trouble reports cleared within the standard estimate for specified services
(i.e., 48 hours for service-affecting conditions).,,123 Libeliy proposes that the definition of this
measure be modified so that it only reports service affecting trouble reports and not all trouble
repOlis, thereby eliminating the out-of-service troubles from the report. The rationale for this is that
Qwest's perfonnance for out-of-service trouble reports, which have an objective restoral time of24
hours, is reported by the MR-3 "Out of Service Cleared with 24 Hours" measure. Because the

123 [4-State 271 pm Version 9.0
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product disaggregations for both the MR-3 and MR-4 measure are identical, including out-of
service trouble reports in the MR-4 reported results could potentially mask poor perfonnance in the
resolution of service affecting troubles on these products within 48 hours. The lower objective
restoration time of 24 hours for out-of-service troubles will effectively lower the overall restoration
time for all trouble reports. By limiting the MR-4 measure to service affecting troubles only, the
users of the report will receive more accurate data on Qwest's ability to resolve these troubles
within 48 hours.
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's responses to this recommendation in the main body of
its c.omments,]

2. OP-4 - "Installation Interval"

The OP-4 measure evaluates the timeliness of Qwest's ability to install service for customers by
calculating the average time it takes Qwest to install inward service orders for various products.
One of the CLECs suggested that Qwest also report on its perfonnance on expedited service orders.
Liberty believes that such a sub-measure may provide useful data to both the CLECs and Qwest
regarding Qwest's ability to install service on a reduced interval in circumstances that call for it. As
such, Liberty proposes that a diagnostic sub-measure be added to OP-4 to report on Qwest's results
in meeting expedited due dates.
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's responses to this recommendation in the main body of
its comments.]

3. MR-7 - "Repair Repeat Trouble Rate"

The MR-7 measure evaluates the accuracy of Qwest' s repair perfomlance by calculating the number
of repeat trouble repOlis on the same line or circuit within 30 days of the initial trouble report being
closed. However, neither this, nor any other, measure provides data on the number of chronic
trouble reports being experienced by the CLECs. Chronic troubles would be defined as lines or
circuits that receive greater than two trouble reports over an extended period of time. Liberty
believes that it is possible that the repeat trouble report metric is missing an important component of
reporting on chronic troubles that may be indicative of faulty facilities, other network problems
and/or Qwest repair process problems. Liberty proposes that Qwest include a diagnostic sub
measure to the MR-7 measure or create an entirely new MR measure that will report the number of
lines and circuits that receive more than two trouble reports over a rolling six month period to
provide the users of the PID repOlis data on the number of chronic trouble reports that CLECs are
expenencmg.
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's responses in the main body of its comments. This is
effectively a mythical problem because, if there were an issue with chronics, it would appear
in MR-7, which includes each and every chronic ticket, if there is one. But there is no
problem evident in the data. MR-8 also captures chronics.l

4. OP-3 - "Installation Commitments Met"

The OP-3 measure is intended to evaluate Qwest's ability to install services for customers by the
scheduled due date. One of the inputs that Liberty received from the CLECs is that Qwest does not
reliably meet coordinated installation appointments that it sets with the CLEC. The CLECs pay a
greater non-recurring installation charge for such appointments. To provide Qwest, the CLECs and
the states with the ability to monitor Qwest's perfonnance on these coordinated appointments,
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Liberty proposes that Qwest add a diagnostic sub-measure to the OP-3 measure. This sub-measure
would report the percent of coordinated appointments that Qwest is able to meet.
lOwest Comment: Please see Owest's responses in the main body of its comments.
Coordinated installation appointments are already measured in OP-13. Nevertheless,OP-13
also fits volume and low payment criteria for removal.]

F. Other PAP Changes

As noted, the decline in Tier 2 payments during the Study Period has been particularly significant,
and laTger than that for Tier 1 payments. Most states rely on the Tier 2 payments to provide the
funds for administration of the PAP, since as for audits and studies such as this one. A continued
decrease in Tier 2 payments could leave insufficient funds for PAP administration. Because the
purpose of the PAP is to help incent wholesale performance rather than provide funds to the states,
Liberty believes that an alternative means should be considered for funding PAP administration
activities in addition to the Tier 2 payments. For example, the CPAP has provisions that in certain
cases if the Special Fund created to hold the Tier 2 payments aTe insufficient to pay for certain PAP
administration activities, Qwest would be assessed for the cost. Liberty believes that a more general
provision of this sort would be advisable in all the PAPs.
lOwest Comment: Please see Qwest's responses in the main body of its comments.]

Liberty also examined other aspects of the PAP structure for possible changes. Liberty's analysis
and review confirnled that, with some exceptions in Colorado, perfonnance has a similar impact on
payments throughout the 11 states as discussed in Section Ill.D. However, the 11 state QPAPs have
many differences, and there is some value in eliminating these differences because the differences
add to the complexity of Qwest's PAP administration and tend to make it difficult for a CLEC
operating in several states to understand the different PAP rules. Nevertheless, Liberty does not
recommend moving to a single unifonn PAP across the Qwest operating region. The differences
evolved through specific proceedings in each state and were justified by the evidence provided in
those proceedings. In addition, the changes would require work on Qwest's part. The PAPs are
working well as they are, and because moving to a unifonn PAP would not have a major impact on
results, Liberty believes the cost of making such a change outweigh its benefits.

Liberty examined other methods to simplify the PAPs, and also concluded that the costs of making
the changes outweighed the benefits.

V. Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Liberty concludes that the PAPs are still serving a useful purpose in all the pmiicipating states.
There continues to be a significant group of CLECs in the states that rely heavily on Qwest's
wholesale services to conduct their business and with few realistic alternatives. These CLECs
continue to provide significant competition for Qwest, pmiicularly in such impOliant pmis of the
mm'ket as broadband and business services. In addition, as Integra has pointed out, with the merger
of AT&T and MCI with Regional Bell Operating Companies, their traditional strong advocacy for
the interests of the CLEC community has significantly diminished. This enhances the need for
strong PAPs to protect the interests of the CLECs.
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Although Liberty concludes that the PAPs should be maintained, some changes should be made in
the existing PAPs to simplify them and make them more targeted to the continuing and evolving
needs of the competitive marketplace. Most of these changes continue a process of evolution of the
PAPs since their inception to continue to tailor them to current needs. Liberty considered a number
of different possible changes, including additional ways to simplify the PAPs. Some approaches,
such as eliminating certain measure disaggregations could not be justified because they would tend
to mask poor performance or might have the unwanted rcsults of increasing the PAP complexity.
Some simplification approaches were rejected because the potential benefits were minimal and
would not justify the potential cost of their implementation. After considering the alternatives,
Liberty developed the recommendations for PAP changes outlined below. The detailed applicability
of these proposals in each of the II participating states is provided in Appendix C.

The following recommendations apply to all the participating state PAPs.
[Qwest Overall Comment: For all of these recommendations, please see Qwest's responses,
both in the main body of its comments and in the interlineated comments above in the
Executive Summary.]
Recommendation 1. The Commissions should introduce a new aggregation mechanism to minimize
low-volume tests in determining payments. SpecificalZv, transactions for CLECs with low volumes
should be aggregated with those ofother CLECs, and, as necessary, aggregated over up to a three
month period, for the purpose ofdetermining non-conformance and calculating payments.

Liberty's analysis reveals that a large number ofthe tests perfonned to determine PAP penalty
payments are based on CLEC transaction sample sizes which are very small. Such low-volume tests
can introduce statistical elTors, either biasing the results against Qwest or against the CLECs
depending on the circumstances. Furthennore, the relative biases are not likely to be balanced.
Liberty considered several structural changes to the PAPs which could have reduced the number of
low-volume tests, but concluded that agbYfegation primarily over CLECs and secondarily over time
would be the best way to avoid unnecessary complexity in the PAP mechanism.

In Liberty's proposal, payments with low-volume CLEC transactions would be determined through
the following steps:

L Aggregate transactions for all CLECs that have less than ten transactions in a month
for any given sub-measure disaggregation.

2. If the outcome of this CLEC aggregation equals or exceeds ten transactions, use the
aggregate result for these CLECs to calculate whether penalty payments are required.

3. Distribute any penalty payments to the aggregated CLECs based on each CLEe's
relative share of the total number of misses.

4. If the aggregate total does not exceed ten transactions, then carry forward the
aggregate result to the following two months until either the threshold of ten
aggregate transactions is met or three months of results data have been used in an
attempt to meet the minimum volume threshold. 124

5. Start the process again after either of these criteria has been met

A more complete description of the analysis behind this recommendation is in Section IV-B.

124 Liberty recommends treating aggregation across months as ifit were a single month for payment escalation pUtposes.
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• PO-9

• PO-19

• PO-20

• CP-I

• CP-2

• CP-4

Recommendation 2. The Commissions should eliminate the following PID measures (in addition to
those included in the 2007 Stipulation recommendations) Ji"om consideration for PAP payments for
those states that use them, and place them on the list ofmeasures subject to the
Reinstatement/Removal Process:

Timely Jeopardy Notices

SATE Accuracy

Manual Service Order Accuracy

Collocation Completion interval

Collocations Completed within Scheduled Intervals

Collocation Feasibility Study Commitments Met.

This recommendation continues a process started with the CPAP Three-Year Review and 2007
Stipulation recommendations of simplifying the PAPs and focusing them on the measures which
continue to assess those Qwest wholesale functions with the highest importance to a large class of
CLECs. A precondition for this recommendation is the introduction of the Reinstatement/Removal
Process into the PAP, as recommended in the 2007 Stipulation. Liberty also reviewed the measures
recommended in the 2007 Stipulation for removal from the PAP but subject to the
Reinstatement/Removal Process, and found that the rationale for this treatment is still valid.
Because Montana has not yet adopted these recommendations, Liberty believes Montana should
adopt the 2007 Stipulation recommendations, as noted below in a separate recommendation.

Liberty chose the additional measures for PAP removal (PO-9, PO-19, PO-20, CP-I, CP-2, and CP
4) based on the relatively small contribution to the PAP payments in all the states, the small
measured CLEC volumes, and the limited impact their removal would have on the CLECs' ability
to serve their end-user customers. Liberty considered other measures for removal based on
relatively low recent payments but rejected their inclusion in the list of measure for removal, largely
because of the potential negative impact on the CLECs and their customers.

A more complete description of the analysis behind this recommendation is in Section IV.C.

Recommendation 3. The Commissions should make thefollowing additional changes to certain PID
measures in the PAPs:

• For OP-5 (New Service Quality), use sub-measure OP-5T instead of sub-measures
OP-5A and OP-5E.

• Replace the current retail analog of "retaillSDN-ERl designed" with some other
retail product or with a benchmark.

The change for OP-5 has the advantage of avoiding unnecessarily disaggregating the orders
examined for new service quality into two classifications, whether troubles were repair center
trouble repOlis (OP-5A) or provisioning trouble reports (OP-5B). Combining these two
classifications in OP-5I helps minimize the low-volume tests mentioned in Recommendation l.
Ihe standard for OP-5I would be the same parity standards that are used for the OP-5A measures,
as explained in Section IV-CA.

Liberty observed that a number of wholesale products use retail ISDN-BRI designed as the retail
analogue. Ihis occurs in the following measures:
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• OP-3 - "Installation Commitments Met"
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-4 - "Installation Interval"
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-SA - "New Service Quality"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
ADSL Qualified Loop
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-6 - "Delayed Days"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
XDSLI Capable Loop
ADSL Capable Loop
ISDN Capable Loop

• OP-IS - "Interval for Pending Orders Delayed Past Due Date"
Non-Loaded 2-Wire Loop
ADSL Qualified Loop
ISDN Capable Loop
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However, retail ISDN-BRI designed frequently has an insufficient number of order transactions to
use in the conformance tests to determine paymeuts. As a result, for the wholesale products using
this retail analogue, it is often impossible for the tests to fail and a payment to be made. Liberty
recommends that a Qwest-CLEC collaborative determine the appropliate alternative standard to
retail ISDN-BRI designed for the measures and wholesale products listed above.

A more complete descliption of the analysis behind this recommendation is in Section IV.C.

Recommendation 4. The Commissions should eliminate the following low-volume productsFom the
OP and MR measures in the PAPs:

• Unbundled Digital Signaling Level 3 (DS-3) Loops

• Unbundled Dedicated Interoffice Transport (UDIT) - Above DSI

• Unbundled 4-Wire Non-Loaded Loops

• Loops with Conditioning (applies only to OP measures)

• Unbundled ISDN Capable Loops (applies to all states and measures except for MR
measures in Arizona and Colorado)

• Line Sharing (already removed in Colorado).

In addition to the low-volume products eliminated in the CPAP Three-Year Review and through the
2007 Stipulation recommendations, Liberty has identified these other products with transactiou
volumes that are too small to warrant continued inclusion in the PAP payments tests. These
products would still continue to be monitored through the PID reports. As with Recommendation 2,
this recommendation assumes that the products recommended for removal in the 2007 Stipulation
have also been removed. Liberty reviewed the products in the 2007 Stipulation recommendation
and agrees they should be removed. Because Montana has not yet adopted these 2007 Stipulation
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recommendations, Liberty believes Montana should adopt the 2007 Stipulation recommendations,
as noted below in a separate recommendation.

The analysis supporting this proposal is described more fully in Section IV.D.

Recommendation 5. The Commissions should make the following additional changes to certain PID
measures:

• Limit MR-4 (Alll1~oubles Cleared within 48 Hours) to service-affecting troubles

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-4 (Installation Interval) to measure
performance on expedited orders

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to MR-7 (Installation Interval) to measure chronic
troubles

• Add a diagnostic sub-measure to OP-3 (Installation Appointments Met) to the
percentage ofcoordinated appointments met.

Some of these ehanges will make the reported results more meaningful. Others add sub-measures to
monitor Qwest's serviee quality for activities that CLECs indieate are impOliant to their business
and are not monitored today. These new sub-measures would be diagnostic and allow evidenee to
be developed as to whether Qwest's performanee for these activities warrants inclusion of the sub
measures in the PAP.

This recommendation is deseribed more fully in Section IV.E.

Recommendation 6. The Commissions should adopt provisions to assess Qwestfor the cost ofPAP
administration functions, including independent auditorand audit costs and payment ofother
expenses incurred by the participating Commissions in the regional administration ofthe PAP, if
the Special Funds created by the Tier 2 payments are insufJicientforfund thesefunctions.

In order for the PAPs to be effective, the Commissions need to have resources for administering
them. This includes funds for such activities as audits and special studies to support the regular
reviews of the PAPs. Most, but not all, of the PAPs call for the Tier 2 Special Funds to be used for
this purpose. 125 With the decline of Tier 2 payments, there is a possibility that the Special Funds
established to fund these activities could soon be exhausted. The approach of assessing Qwest
directly for such costs is already part of the CPAP provisions in certain circumstances. This
approaeh should be applied more broadly. In cases where there are no provisions for PAP
administration funding, Liberty recommends adopting the necessary provisions.

The following recommendation applies to all participating states except Colorado and Utah.

Recommendation 7. The Commissions should adopt changes in the PAPs and PID to recognize
Qwest's replacement ofthe Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) interface by the Extensible Mark-up
Language (XML) interface.

125 This is usuatly specified in paragraph 11.3 of the PAP.
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Most state PAPs still involve monitoring and PAP payments based on use of the EDI interface for
ordering and pre-ordering. Qwest has now phased out use of this interface and replaced it with an
XML interface. This means that the PAPs no longer have the ability to generate payments based on
failures of Qwest to provide ordering and pre-ordeling through an e-bonded interface. This involves
replacement of the language in PID document Version 9.0 related to these interfaces with the
language introduced in Version 9.1. In PID Version 9.1, GA-2, which measured the availability of
EDI, has been dropped and replaced with GA-8, which measures the availability of the XML
database. Version 9.1 also replaces the EDI interface with the XML interface in the following
measures:

• PO-I - "Pre-Order/Order Response Time"

• PO-2 - "Electronic Flow-through"

• PO-3 - "LSR Rejection Notice Interval"

• PO-4 - "LSRs Rejected"

• PO-5 - "FOCs On Time"

• PO-6 - "Work Completion Notification Timeliness"

• PO-7 - "Billing Completion Notification Timeliness"

• PO-16 - "Timely Release Notifications"

• PO-19 - "SATE Accuracy"

• PO-20 - "Manual Service Order Accuracy"

In addition, references to GA-2 need to be replaced by GA-8 and other references to EDI need to be
changed in the PAP.

The Colorado and Utah Commissions have already adopted these changes.

The following two recommendations apply only to Colorado.

Recommendation 8. 171e Colorado Public Utilities Commission should restore the Tier IB, Tier I C,
and Tier 2 mechanisms to the CPAP, subject to the changes required by Liberty's other
recommendations.

The current version of the CPAP has implemented a sunset provision which automatically
eliminates the Tier IB, Tier I C, and Tier 2 mechanisms after six years. Although there are a number
of aspects of this change which are consistent with Liberty's generally applicable recommendations
above, there are some products and measures eliminated through this change which Liberty still
considers to be important for inclusion in the CPAP. In particular, many of the Tier IB and IC
measures have been removed from the Colorado Reinstatement Process list. The list went from 16
measures that could be reinstated if Qwest's perfonn.ance was not in confOlmance with the
established standard for three consecutive months to only five remaining measures. Eleven
measures have essentially been removed from the PAP forever by this change. Additionally, all
billing measures and all regionally measured measurements (e.g., all GA measures, PO-I , etc) have
been removed from the PAP.
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Recommendation 9. The Colorado Public Utilities Commission should make the following
additional changes to the CPAP:

• Restore the Unbundled ADSL-Capable Loop product

• Eliminate the UNE-P products.
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After the Three-Year Review, the Colorado Commission eliminated Unbundled ADSL-Capable
Loop as a product At the time of the Three-Year Review, the order volume for this product was
very smalL However, since that time, there has been a significant increase in the volumes for this
product. It has become an important product for certain CLECs to provide broadband service.
Therefore, Liberty recommends restOling this product to the CPAP.

UNE-P was delisted as a UNE by the FCC in the TRO and TRRO decisions. The UNE-P products
(UNE-P POTS, UNE-P Centrex, and UNE-P Centrex 21) were eliminated in those QPAPs that have
adopted the 2007 Stipulation recommendations. However, they were not eliminated in the CPAP.
Because these products are now obsolete for PAP purposes, Liberty recommends that they be
removed from the CPAP.

The following recommendation applies to Montana only.

Recommendation 10. The Montana Public Service Commission should adopt the recommendations
ofthe 2007 Stipulation.

Liberty has reviewed the recommendations of the 2007 Stipulation and finds them to be appropriate.
All participating Commissions except Montana's have adopted most of these recommendations. Of
particular relevance are the following recommendations:

• Introduction of the Reinstatement/Removal Process with application to the following
measures (for Montana):

o GA-3 Gateway AvailabilityEB-TA

o GA-4 System Availability EXACT

o GA-7 Timely Outage Resolution Following Software Releases

o PO-3 LSR Rejection Notice Interval

o PO-5D FOCs On Time (ASRs for LIS Trunks)

o PO-7 Billing Completion Notification Timeliness

o PO-8 Jeopardy Notice Interval

o PO-16 Timely Release Notifications

o OP-17 Timeliness of Disconnects Associated with LNP Orders

o MR-ll LNP Trouble Reports Cleared within25 Hours

o BIA Billing Completeness

o NI-l Trunk Blocking

o NP-l NXX Code Activation

• Elimination of the following low-volume products from consideration in detennining
PAP payments but continue to report them in the PID reports:

o Resale Centrex
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o Resale Centrex 21

o Resale Frame Relay

o Resale Private Branch eXchange (PBX) (non-designed and designed)

o Resale ISDN-BRI (non-designed and designed)

o Resale ISDN Primary Rate Interface (PRI) (non-designed and designed)

o Resale Digital Signaling Level 0 (DSO) (non-designed and designed)

o Resale DSL (designed)

o Sub-Loop Unbundling (except in Colorado)

o UNE-PPOTS

o lJ1'.JE-P Centrex

o UNE-P Centrex 21

o E91l/91l Trunks

• Introduction of the One Allowable Miss Mechanism for low-volume benchmark and
non-interval parity measures
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ATTACHMENT 3 - Root Cause Analyses (RCAs) Ordered by the CPAI' Independent Monitor

~~~

~
~ ._.~.. ~~

--~---- -------

Adher-
ence to Metric Non-

Date PID Root Cause Process Flaw Qwest CLEC Comments Findings
"-'---~

MR~8
Mistakes made earlier in the ordering process were manifested as ../UBL DS~I
trouble reports down the line

-,_.~---~

MR~8
No

"" UNE P CTR?:L

../
MCI & Eschelon: discrimination0 Low number of occurrences (smal! sample) for these measures(, MR-8
~ Retain PO~2 in CPAP

(I) UNE P CTX account for the wider variation of results
C MR-8 - Correct MR8 performance

~LISDN -- --
PO-2B Flow-through functionality enabling certain LSRs to ftow-through ../LNP without manual intervention.

Retain PO-2

---~-~

OP-4A
~ Line Sharing I

Failure to follow the documented order writing process in the ../ Covad: No
Cl Interconnect Service Center; a Network missed commitment;

" Line Splitting company workload limitations - Further analysis discrimination
<l:

-.--_._--~-- --,- ---- -~~~ ~.

No

'" Manual processing of a single CLEC's large batch of local service

../ ../
discrimination0 requests should not have been considered flow-through eligible..:. PO -2A & B No comments

'" This scenario was not anticipated in the Flow Through Exceptions:;;:
I Matrix. No further

action-_...-
~------- ---_... ~-_ ....._...._-~ ~

BI-1A
Order for measured service generated usage record for a flat rated ../UNE RESALE
product when it should not have been issued

_. No

'"
MR-5

discrim ination0 UBL DS1 _ Seasonal variation not taken into account in Eschelon's trending ../• No comments0-
MR-6 assertions. Owest explained the proper trending model.(I)

No furtherUl UBL DS1
MR-? More non-Owest caused troubles and a higher percentage impact ../

action

EEL DS1 on the repeat report rate for retail service than for wholesale
service - ~"-_.- ~~-._~_.~.~. ----- ""------
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_..~~-- .~.~--- .... --~.
Adher-
enceto Metric Non-

Date PID Root Cause Process Flaw Owest CLEC Comments Findings
BI-1A Guide conflicts, human error, and issues associated with ../UNE RESALE conversion from flat rated to measured products.

MR-5A ../ ../UBL DS1 Interpretation of the PID and the CPAP included an

IMR-5X
additional statistical test that unnecessarily increased the ---- No.... payments made to CLECs. ../ ../ discrimination"i' i UBL DS1

INo comments
~
::;; MR-6D A cable cut and one CLEC's non-conforming product use. ../ ../ No further

UBL ISDN Test OK/No Trouble Found (TOK/NTF) tickets of less than action
one hour duration not properly excluded from the calculation
of MR-6 penalties.____

OP-4E Difference between the agreed upon measured average

../EEL DS1 interval of six days and a published standard interval of

-"-
eiqht days _.._..•.. ----- ---

co MR-5A ../ No
"i' UBL DS1 Inconsistent handling of after-hours dispatch tickets in ../ No comments

discrim ination- dispatch centers No further0 MR-6E
0

J,LBL DS1 action---.- ---- _..~

MR-6A ../ Nom UBL SUBLCO Correct statistical test as called for in the CPAP Section 6.40 ../ discrimination,
was not applied and tickets incorrectly issued by the CLEC No comments~

No further'"::;; were for no dial tone (NDT). action
---~~
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ATTACHMENT 4 - Performance Results from Commercial Agreements

QLSP results for January through June 2009 clearly show that wholesale customers in commercial
agreements are receiving higher quality service than comparable retail services.

QLSP Metric Results vs Retail Res/Bus Results -14-State Regionwide
Jan - June 2009

QLSP_POTS compared to MR3-A&B Retail Res/Bus
Higher is Better

Out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours (00S<24)
~~~~~~~~~--,

~ 00S24- Dispatched:

10000% ,--------------------------------,

80,00%

40.00% i---~'

_ 60.00% +~ ---- -.- --
:;

&!

20.00% ----

0.00% -!-----_----_----_---_-----------e
Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-D9 May-09 Jun-D9

Month __QLSP 'P6Ts---~~'

___ Retail RES/BUS

00524- Non Dispatched: QL5P_POTS compared to MR3-C Retail Res/Bus
Higher is Better

100.00% ,----------------------------:;<>----,

90.00%

80.00% ._~---_ __.~ ..~~~~~

70.00% -!-----,_----_----_---_----_------j
Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09

Month

May-09 Jun-09

[
. __QLSPPCm3'~

..... Retail RES/BUS I
________M"" ._,_"""__'___ I

QLSP results for dispatched POTS services are hetter than the comparable combined MR-3A and MR-3B retail
Res/Bus results. The same is true for the QLSP non-dispatched POTS results when compared to MR-3C results each
month Jan·· Jun 2009 ~ better or e ual when the result is 100%



Attachment 4 - Performance Results from Commercial Agreements (continued) Page 2

Mean Time to Restore (MTTR)
,-------------

MTTR Dispatched: QLSP_POTS compared to MR-6A&B
Retail Res/Bus
Lower is Better

500

10.00

30.00

Uic;; 25.00
E
'u
~ 20.00

.:
Ul 15.00
-"
~
~

"oJ:

~<: ...-

~. .~

--+

000
Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09 May-09 Jun-09

Month
-+- QLSP POTS

Retail RES/BUS

MTTR Non-Dispatched:

12.00 T······

4.00 j--~=~~--.__ .

2.00 +-- .. -_............. ... .

QLSP_POTS compared to MR-6C Retail
Res/Bus

Lower is Better

0.00 +------~~-_·--~----~---··T----,___---_____j

Jun-09May-09Apr-09Mar-09

Month

Feb-09Jan-09

, -+- QLSP POTS I I·

I I -.®- R,,~il.F'ES/I3~I ---~.._.-.- -- ~...._---~.
I Dispatched QLSP-POTS MTTR results consistently range from two Itours to six hours better when compared to the !

combined MR-6A & B retail Res/Bus results. Non-dispatched QLSP-POTS MTTR results range from four to eight I
hours better than MR-6C retail Res/Bus results. --.J



Attachment 4 - Performance Results from Commercial Agreements (continued)

Trouble Report Rate

Trouble Report Rate: QLSP_POTS compared to MR8 Retail Res/Bus
Lower is Better

Page 3

-I
I

1.60%

1.40%

1.20%

1.00%
!!l
:;

0.80%UJ..c::
0.60%

0.40%

0.20%

0.00%

Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09 May-09 Jun-09

Month

L
I~-'-+-QLSPPOTS
. -<!+-- Retail RES/BUS j

.. J
i There were far fewer QLSP POTS trouble reports as a percent oftota! products than the comparable MR-8 retail

Res/Bus result durin the first six months of2009



Attachment 4 - Performance Resnlts from Commercial Agreements (continned)

Installation Commitments Met

Installations Met- Dispatched: QLSP_POTS compared to OP-3A&B
Retail Res/Bus

Higher is Better
100.00% 1-~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=lF=~~~l====~~~=;;;;;==~=====~rl
90.00% ~ ..._~.. ~

80.0Q',"

70.00% .

60.00% 1~--'

50.00% .~

40.00% _._.

30.00%

20.00%

10.00%

0.00% +-----,-----,-----,-------;-----,---~

Page 4

Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09

Month

May-09

J

Jun-09 JJ
__QLSP POTS
____ Retail RES/BUS

---

Installations Met· NonDispatched: QLSP_POTS compared to OP-3C
Retail Res/Bus
Higher is Better

100.00%

90.00%

80.00%

70.00%

'"
60.00%

" 50.00%til

"c::
40.00%

30.00%

20.00%···················..·······_·..······

10.00%

0.00% +-----.,-----,-------,------,-----,---~

Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09

Month

Apr-09 May-09 Jun-09

,----::.·'QLSP POTS' IIi --e--- Retail RES/BlJS ,

. .

While the difference between the percent of dispatched QLSP POTS installation commitments met results and the
OP-3A & B results are nearly equivalent for the first half of the year, the non-dispatched results for QLSP POTS and
OP-3C are equivalent - at 100%.



Attachment 4 - Performance Results from Commercial Agreements (continued) Page 5

Installation Interval
-------.

Installation Interval - Dispatched: QLSP_POTS compared to OP-4A&B Retail
Res/Bus

Lower is Better

4.5,------------------------------,

4.0 +-----".--~=--.-.~=-=---=::;::!I!c======:::::;~i:::::;;;~~~~.:::....~..====~~~== ::=:~ --35 I ~ _______

3.0 -.- ..----
til 2.5 ----

~ 2.0 j------

1.5

1.0 +-------- -
0.5 j-------

0.0 J------~----~-----~----~----~----___e

Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 Apr-09

Month

May-09 Jun~09 '

I

---C-.--QLSP Pc5TS--~ I
___ --lO-- Retail RES/BUS ~

Installation Interval - NonDispatched: QLPS-POTS compared to OP-4C
Retail Res/Bus
Lower is Better

---

May-09 Jun-09 .. J
:-- __ QLSP POTS-- - I
.~--- Retail RES/BUS ....

Apr-09

Month

Mar-09Feb-09Jan-09

The QLSP POTS dispatched installation results range·fr~~ a half~~;to nearly two da;~~~;~r when co:paredt~
the combined OP-4A & B retail Res/Bus results. Non-dispatched QLSP-POTS installation interval results are
consistently about 20% faster than OP-4C retail Res/Bus results.
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Attachment SA .. South Dakota PID Volumes vs Liberty Low Volume-based Metric Recommendations (Nov 08 through Mal" 09)

Volumes Liberty
Recommendation

PID
S-mo Mar-09 Feb-09 Jan-09 Dec-08 Nov-08

Vol.
Keep R/R' Rem' Liberty Quotes I Qwest Comments Location in

PAP $ Ref. Report.. ..

Liberty Quote: "... only UNE·L and LNP continue to have

../ substantial ordering volumes..... 8WG supported the
Under Table IV·PO·28 $0 484 567 567 629 560 Orders: removal of this measure during the CPAP Three-Year
C·1Den 1 Review because Qwest's performance had recently

i'!1P':-0\lEl<J.""loiI:J".':t:L~elieves that this loqic is still sound."

../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for

PO·9 $0 4 1 2 1 1 Orders: PAP removal (PO-9, PO-19, PO-20, CP·1, CP·2, and CPA)
Recommend #2

Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all

.. the states, the small measured CLEC v"Jl1Il1~~_ .

../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for

PO·19 $0 NA NA 'NA NA NA
Orders: PAP removal (PO·9, PO·19, PO·20, CP-1, CP-2, and CP·4)

Recommend #2Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all
_..- .. th~J>ta.tes, th.€'_SI11.all.'l1..e..asured CLEC volumes -----

../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for

PO·20 $0 28 22 10 16 9
Orders: PAP removal (PO·9, PO·19, PO·20, CP-1, CP-2, and CP-4)

Recommend #2
Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all

I
the .s.t'~t.e~,.th.El..small measured CLEC volumes ......--_._.

../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for

CP·1 $0 0 0 ;0 0 0
Orders: PAP removal (PO·9, PO·19, PO-20, CP·1, CP·2, and CP-4)

Recommend #2Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all
, the states, the small rn..easured CLEC volumes.._.- .

../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for

CP·2 $0 0 1 0 0 0
Orders: PAP removal (PO·9, PO·19, PO-20, CP-1, CP·2, and CP·4)

Recommend #2Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all

--_.._- the states, the small measured CLEC volumes

I ../ Liberty Quote: Liberty chose the additional measures for
I Orders: PAP removal (PO·9, PO·19, PO·20, CP·1, CP·2, and CPA)CP-4 $0 0 0 0 0 1 Den based on ... small contribution to the PAP payments in all Recommend #2

--_._._- tl'1e..s.tate,§".!b..e..small measured CLEC volumes .....
Liberty Quote: "... It also creates a low volume problem for
the calculation of OP-58 payments, because the number of

P. 75, Item #4.call center provisioning trouble reports created by Qwest

../ that count toward this sub·measure is very small. (Additional PID

Op·58 $0 0 0 0 0 0
Tickets:

Qwest Comment: Liberty appears to apply its low volume change
Num 2

criteria inconsistently. OP·58 data clearly meets any low
proposals that
would affect the

I volume criteria Liberty uses, yet Liberty's recommendation is PAP)

I
to include these small volumes into an aggregation with OP·

. 5A (despite problems Qwest hiqhliqhts in its comments) .



Attachment SA - Sonth Dakota PID Volnmes vs Liberty Low Volume-based Metric Recommendations (Nov 08 through Mar 09) Page 2

Volumes
Liberty

Recommendation

PID
5-mo

Mar-09 Feb-09 Jan-09 Dec-OB Nov-OB
Vol.

Keep R/R' Rem 4 Liberty Quotes I Qwest Comments
Localionin

PAP$ Ref. Report
--- ._.- ------_._---------_.

Qwest Comment: The order volume for OP-5B should also

Orders: ../
be considered low when compared to the order volume in

OP-5B $0 43 40 16 31 12 Den
Liberty's PO-2B recommendation, which is in the "R/R'"
column. This metric fits criteria for reinstatement/removal

- -_. process or complete removal.
Liberty Quote: "The paymenls have been relatively small,
bul consistent across Ihe Study Period. Despite, the
relatively low payments, Liberty does not recommend P. 72, Item #3.

OP- Orders: ../
removal of OP-13A from the PAPs." (Other Measures

$0 3 3 4 1 0 Qwest Comment: Liberty appears to apply its low volume Considered for
13A Den criteria inconsistently. This is another example of clear low the R/R3

volumes with only very, very small PAP payments. This Process)

metric fits well into Liberty's criteria for either the
_. reinstatement/re.rl1.c>.val process or complete removal.

Owest Comment This metric fits Liberty's criteria for either

Orders:
the reinstatement/removal process or complete removal.

CP-3 $0 0 0 0 0 1
Den

Not Considered This metric was Not Considered in any review na
documentation and perhaps was an oversight in light of
recommendations for other CP metrics. . --.- -

I
Owest Comment The OP-3 volumes are significantly lower
than the order volume in PO-2B where Liberty recommends

OP-3 $0 43 40 15 32 11
Orders: Not Considered

moving the metric into the reinstatement/removal process.
Den This metric fits Liberty's criteria for either the

na

reinstatement/removal process or complete removal. This

---_. _. metric was not considered by Liberty. ----_..

_._- --
Overall Qwest Comment: Per Owest's proposal in OPAP-2, the most important PIDs and products should be the focus, with an emphasis on resolving problems,
rather than penalizing Owest
Endnotes, Attachment 5A:

1. "Den" refers to "Denominator."
2. "Num" refers to "Numerator." (Tickets in OP-5B refers to the number of orders that generated a trouble ticket)

.._-~3. "R/R" refers to a recommendation to place remove the PID, subject to the "Reinstatement/Removal" process.
4. "Rem" refers to a recommendation to "Remove" the PID from the PAPs.
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Attachment SB - South Dakota PRODUCT Volumes vs Liberty Low Volume-based Metdc Recommendations (Nov 08 through Mar 09)

./

./

./

Lines in
Iservice: Den

a [rickets: Num

a ITickets: Num

34

a

a

a

a

33

a

a

a

31

a

a

a

0 I 0 I 0 I 0 IOrders: Den1

0 0 I 0 0 !rickets: Nu';:;'

0 0 0 0 Orders: Den

0 a a a !rickets: Num
--..

a a a a Orders: Den
~~

a a a a Tickets: Num
-~~--~- ~~.~.....

a a a a Orders: Den
-_._~. ~~

NA NA NA NA Not Meas'd
-~

a a a a Orders: Den
~

a a a a Tickets: Num
I---~~-

a Orders: Den

a

a

a

Liberty Quote: Footnote 73 - "in the interest of
'enhancing simplicity, Liberty chose not to introduce the
extra complexity of including both the numerator and
denominator of MR8 to decide volumes issues~" Liberty
goes on to say regarding Appendix B, "As shown in I
these tables, in Arizona and Colorado there were low
monthly ordering volumes...but a significant number of

I I I I I + ~~~+~ I I trouble reports each month. This is because of the
ubstantial embedded base of such loops in Arizona
nd Colorado (1,356 and 1,000, respectively, in

October 2008). Thus, Liberty recommends making the
lexception for these two states in removing this product
from the MR measures."
Qwest Comment: The Volume Tables in Exhibit B
show small volumes in the later months. Liberty had
more recent data, 11/08-03/09 that were used in other
!ecommendations. The last 7 m_onths of data provided

32 I 31

I .

U~ , _"------'-,---'--

Liberty Quote: Footnote 70 - "Sub~loop unbundling---'

~
Veraged 14.4 orders per month in Colorado from

I---~~--I------+-~--t--I I~ j-----+-----+-- anuary 2007 through October 2008, but had little to no
$0 I I I I I 1./ rder activity in the other ten participating states during

his same time period~"

Qwest Comment: Liberty recommendation is
inconsistent with their low~volume criterion I

$0

Unb ISDN - OP3

Unb SUbloop - MR8

Unb ISDN - MR8

Unb Subloop - OP3

I iii~--r--o---r-O+~ I I I I
I----+----'-I--~----+-

["""-Me.



Attachment 5B - South Dakota PRODUCT Volumes vs Liberty Low Volume-based Met.-ic Recommendations (continued) Page 2

-_. - ...~.,~ _.-

Volumes
Liberty

Recommendation

5-mo I r,tolume
R/R 3 Rem 4 IPRODUCT - PID PAP$ Mar-09 Feb-09 0an-09 Dec-08 Nov-08 Reference Keep Liberty Quotes I Qwes! Comments

to Liberty, meet their definition of low volume.
Although Liberty claimed in Footnote 73 that they
~ould not complicate the volume decisions by bring in
he MR8 denominator, that is precisely what they did to

--- ._..• orm th_eir recommendation. __________-;_

Line Splitting - OP3 0
I

0 0 0 0 Orders: Den Not Considered lowest Comment: Product fits low-volume criterion for

$0 --f----
removal., _...... _.__. _..~

lOwest 6;mmenE--Product fits low-volume criterion for
Line Splitting - MRS 0 0 0 0 0 Irickets: Num Not Considered

removal.- -- f--------- r--- - ._-

Unb XDSLi - OP3 0 0 0 0 0 prders: Den Not Considered
Owest Comment: Product fits low-volume criterion for
removal.

$0 - 1--- ._m______

Owest Comment: Product fits low-volume criterion for
Unb XDSLi - MRS 0 0 0 0 0 !rickets: Num Not Considered

removal.
EEL DSO - In OP58

- +-----1---------f----
Owest Comment: Product fits low-volume criterion for

~I~L_____~
0 0 0 0 o Orders: Den Not Considered removal.

$0 -----f=C=c--------.--
EEL DS3 - In OP58 i 0 0 0 0 o Tickets: Num Not Considered Owest ~omment: Product fits low-volume criterion for
Only remova.. - _ '---_____L...__._ ___

..._------------------------ -
Endnotes Attachment 58:

1. "Den" refers to "Denominator."
2. "Num" refers to "Numerator."
3. "R/R" refers to a recommendation to place remove the PID, subject to the "Reinstatement/Removal" process.
4. "Rem" refers to a recommendation to "Remove" the PID from the PAPs.

---------- ~..~ --


